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... conference activities were structured so that teams would develop

their own version of an assessment model and a follow-up plan of training.
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Introduction

This document contains the proceedings of "With Bias toward None," a
national planning conference on nonbiased assessment of handicapped children
held in Atlanta in January 18-21, 1976. The conference was concepitkalized and
implemented by the Coordinating Office of Regional Resource Centers.(CORRC)
and the Regional Resource Centers (RRCs) in behalf of states whose responsi-
bility it is to utilize procedures which assure nonbiased assessment with respect to
race, cul'fure, ethnicity, and socioeconomic status,.

The itRC network, consisting of 13 regional centers and CORRC, the national
coordinating office; is responsible for assisting states in their efforts at providing
exemplary diagnostic and prescriptive services to handicapped children. The
relationship between an RRC and its constituent state(s) differs markedly from
state to state and region to region, depending on such variables as the specific
needs of the state; the resources available to the RRC; the nature of the region,
i.e., single versus multistate; and so on. All RRCs, however, address a common
workscope, developing from federal legislation nnd emphasizing diagnostic and
prescriptive services for handicapped children.

Because of the common workscope, certain issue§ are, of concern to all RRCs
and to all states. The passage of P.L. 93-380 (and now P.L. 94-142) created a
situation in which all states need to respond to a set of very specific compliance
provisions. Some of these yequirements (specifically diagnosis and assessment of
handicapped children) were very much within the parameters of RRC support
capacity.

CORRC and thc RRC directors agreed that those issues within -13.1.3-80
which were of significant concern to their constituent states were as follows:

1. full service
2. nonbiased assessment
3. chic process
4. indivithialized programming
5. least restrictive. environment
6. confidentiality of data
7. child identification.

With these .as _potential issues for consideration, the question became: Would any
one of these issues be of such concern to most states that a national conference
on that issue might be appropriate? To find out, a survey of stee education
a2encies (SEAs) was conducted by CORRC and the National Association of State
Directors of Special Education (NASDSE).

Results of the survey showed a preference on the part of state directors of
special education for a national conference which

1. addressed nondiscriminatory assessment as a content issue and
2. provided awareness, training,and follow-up possibilities.
Having determined that nondiscriminatory assessment was the major issue.

CORRC returned to the RRC directors for further input and clarification on the
nature of a national conference which would best meet their needs and the needs
of their states. The essence of their input is as follows.

11



2 WITH BIAS TOWARD NONE

I. The conference must be a training effort utilizing a multiplier-effect training

model.
2. Participants should be able to replicate at their state o7 regional level the

conferenc-; with no additional training on their part.
3. All materials, products, and training aids developed for the conference

should be 100 percent transportable back to the participants' regions.
4. Participants should be selecteC:1 by the 13 regional resdurce centers and

placed on teams, each of which should be committed to follow-up training in

its home state or region.
Based on this input from RkCs and SEAs, the following objectives were

decided upon for the national conference:
1. zo increase awareness in the area of nondiscriminatory assessment
2. to develop tentative models of nondiscriminvtory assessment
3. to plan follow-up training activities.
Further. a decision was made to develop a resource manual on nondiscrimina-

tory assessment, a document which served as the major vehicle for content input
to the conference. Ail participants who preregistered for the conference received
the manual at least two *weeks prior to arriving in Atlanta or were able to pick up

a copy during the conference registration so that they might be thoroughly
familiar with its tontents.

The conference itself was designed as a model set of procedures which the
teams could transport back to their home states. All presentations, clinic sessions,
and other confi:rence activities were supported by handouts and other documents
which were provided to participants. All training aides, for example, simulation
activities and task sheets, were produced in a manner consistent with the goal of
transportability; that is, complete sets of conference documents were available for

all participants who requested them.
The conference was designed in a manner to assure that more than a sufficient

number of activities and resources would be available for the conference partici-
pants: This was done to accommodate individual team needs and the varying
types of resources the teams might n:;ed to replicate the training model in their
own regions. It was never anticipated that all teams, or for that matter any. one
team, would elect to use the full array of products and procedures presented in
Atlanta. Participants were therefore provided with order forms with which they
.could request copies of those items which they intended to use in their follow-up
training. Further, conference activities were structured so that teams would
develop theti own versions of assessn ent models and plans of sub!,equent training.
Examples of assessment models and training plans are included in section 5 of this

document.
The proceeding; included in this document follow as clearly as possible the

actual activities at the conference. Major sections are as follows:

1. filmstrip introduction'
2. general session presentations
3. clinic sessions handouts
4. issues generated at the conference
5. assessment models and implementation plans

6. conference directory.

BORIS E. BOGATZ
Conference Director

Associate Director, CORRC



with bias toward none
This filmstrip and audio-tape wrs presented to the opening general session of the conference. Copies of

the film and tape are available from CORRC.

Vie have always tried to assess our
students. We have tested ...

... graded, evaluated and examined.

We've used a variety of ways to
look for special abilities ..

... and disabilities; to see where
children should start ...

... to see how much they've learned,
and what they should learn next ...

... and to decide when they'vc
finished with our educational programs.

In special education, we have tested
children in order to place them in
programs ...

... and in order to plan programs.

We have tried to make finer and finer
discriminations between students.

In looking for these individual
differences, we have had to assume
that most children had the same
opportunities for learning ...
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even though we knew that some
children came from different language
backgrounds ...

... different economic backgrounds
and different cultural backgrounds.

We have knowledge that many of our
tests give biased scores when used with
these children ...

... and even our traditional individual
tests are not free from bias.

In fact, none of the tests we typically
havc used can be considered free of bias
when used with all types of children.

Community groupihave been reminding
us of this, by direct action ...

ON

ON

... and through legal action in the
courts and in the legislature.

We can no longer tolerate the use of
assessment procedures which unfairly
discriminate among children on the
basis of ethnic, recial, national or
economic background.

Does this mean we must throw out all
o1 our past assessment procedures?

Do we have to abandon assessment or
fall back on unproven means?

Or can we, as educators, develop
assessment procedures which can work
now without bias?

The task is not ea., and calls for our
best thinking

a
... and all . the help and insight we
can ge t.

1 0
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Our plac eme nt p rocedure s will h ave
to take into account differences in
family background ...

... but for program planning we need to
know exactly what a child can do,
regardless of background.

To assess progress, we need specific
information on individual growth
from day to day ..

... and to predict the p.otential progress
of a child we need to consider all aspects
of his life ,, including the experiences and
attitudes of his family.

Probably no single instrument or
procedure will perform all the functions
of:

Placement of children,

planning of individual programs,

progress recording,

and prediction of future progress.

Instead we will have to be flexible and
varied in the procedures we use with
special education children.

The task is yours, the,need is great,
ale time is now ...

... in order to assess them
WITH B' XS TOWARD NONE
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... interim solutions achieved during and as a result of the conference were

considered to be well within the scope of realistic exPectations.
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3.

Major Presentations

General Sessions
Introduction

.
The purpose of the general session presentations was to

emphasize the nature and extent of problems associated
with assessment of minority group children. Several param-
eters of special-child assessment were presented from the
perspectives of acknowledged experts from the field of
nondiscriminatory assessment. Conference participants
were given the charge of examining those assessment vari-
ables, which ate or may be culturally or racially biased, and
to seek answers which could be employed in resolution of
th:se identified problem areas. That a final solution to
those concerns would emerge from -the conference was not
suggested, but interim solutions achieved during and as a
result of the conference were considered to be well within
the scope,of realistic expectations.

Ms. Sharyn Martin set tho stage by opening the session
with a presentation of statistical findings related to place-
ment of Minority group children into classes for the handi-
capped, Citing Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and

3

section 613 of P.L. 93-380, she identified practices which
appeared to result in highly disproportionate placement of
minority group youngsters in special education classes. The
responsibility for compliance with the legislation, she
stated, rests with school districts.

"Cultural and Academic Stress Imposed on Afro-Amer-
icans: Implications for Educational Change" is the title of
the keynote address by Dr. William Parker, who states that
"education remains the primary lever by which the social
situation in the country can be controlled and changed."
What- we need fully to be aware of, he continues, is "to
consider the importance of deep-seated cultural and hence
social differences that characterize black youngsters in our
attempt to educate, counsel, and assess them."

Dr, Jane Mercer presented and discussed methods of
assessing minority children. Her topic was a "System of
Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA)", which was
designed for assessing current levels of functioning and
potentials of children from English-speaking Caucasian,
Chicano/Latino, and black cultural backgrounds. It does
not discriminate on the basis of race or cultural heritage.
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our experiences at the Office for Civil Rights have revealed a number

of common practices which have the effect of changing equality of opportunity

on, the basis of race, color, and natiohal origin.



Discrimination in Special Education
Sharyti Martin

Office for Civil Rights

An analysis of the 1973 elementary and secondary
school survey conducted by the Office for Civil Rights
shows that minority students are placed in special educa-
tion settings at a much higher rate than nonminority chil-
dren. In 1973, the first year the survey was conducted, an
attempt was made to collect figures indicating.the number
of special education class8 in the nation by the type of
handicapped pupiis served. The handicapping categories for
which data were collected were educable mentally retarded
(EMR); trainable mentally retarded (TMR); special disabili-
ties; and other special education.

Educable mentally retarded and trainable mentally re-
tarded, I tHnk it is safe to say, mean about the same to
most of us definitionally. EMR classes are for the mildly
and moderately mentally retarded, those pupils with IQ
scores below 75 or 80 but above 50. [hey represented 39
percent of the total special education programs surveyed.
TMR classes are for thOse pupils with more pronounced
retardationIQ scores below 50. These classes represented
5.6 percent of all special education programs surveyed. In
the special disabilities programs category we asked districts
to report those'children with physical handicaps including
the blind, deaf, speech impaired, or orthopedically handi-
capped, as well as those, students with specific learning
disabilities. This category of pupils represented 26 percent
of the total special education programs surveyed. Other
special education programs included those pupils who were
considered severely emotionally disturbed, socially malad-

justed, or slow to learn; these programs represented about
29 percent of the special education programs surveyed. The
Office of Civil Rights is aware of the imprecision of these
categories and is currently working to develop ones which
will be better understood in context of the 1976 s'irvey.

Nevertheless, we were able to reach some fairly solid
conclusions about the representation of black, Spanish-
surnamed, Asian-American, and American Indian children
in special education programs.. The survey examined 2,908
school systems. Systems were included if they were deseg-
regated under a voluntary plan filed with the Department
of Health, Educaiion, and Welfare (HEW),in litigation over
a desegregation plan, or under a federal court order to
desegregate. Also included were all systems with a minority
enrollment of more than 10 percent. The survey excluded
school districts in Hawaii, Maine, New yampshire, and
Vermont. The districts ingluded in tlre survey represent
47.3 pe-cent of the nation's sctlool age population.

In general, it was found that minority rates of partici-
pation for the EMR and other special education programs
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were much higher than that of nonminority participation in
all regions of the country. For TMR programs, minority
participation was Egher in the South and West. However,
minority students participated in special disabilities pro-
grams at a lower rate than nonminority students through.
out the country, particularly in the Northeast and West.

Minority children participate in EMR programs at a rate
that is 62 percent higher than would be normally expected.
Their participation in TMR programs was 20 percent higher
and in other special education 34 percent higher. Thus for
total special education, the rate of minority representation
was 35 percent higher than would normall)lbe expected.

Looking more closely at specific geographic areas of the
country, we find that the Northeast shows somewhat
smaller overrepresentation of minority children in special
education when compared to national data. In this region,
the rate of overrepresentation for the total special educa-
tion population is only 22 percent higher than would be
expected. However, it is important to look' at the distribu-
tion of participation in four of tfA categories. In EMR,
minorities participate at a rate which is 31 percent higher
than the rate expected if race did not affect participation,
while the rate for TMR is only 2 percent higher. For other
special education, the rate is 39.7 percent highei, but the
rate for participation in special disabilities is low by 9
percent.

In the Midwest, overrepresentation of minority students-
in special education is similar to that in the Northeast,
about 24 percent higher for the total special education
population, brit participation in each of the specific pro-
grams varies 'considerably. The rate of participation for
minority students in EMR programs is almost 47 percent
higher than the rate expected if race has no effect on
participation, but "for. TMR programs it is more than 11
percent below that expected. In the tMR categoty, there
seems to be a definite tendency to identify fewer minority
children as severely handicapped by retardation. The over- .

representation:in the other Special education programs is 12
percent, while there is no overrepresentation or underrepre-
sentation in the special disabilities.programs.

The South-presents still another pattern of racial partici-
pation. Minority children are involved in ipecial education
at a rate which is almost 50 percent more than would be
expected; three of the four program categories show large
deviations from expected proportional representation.
Minority children are in EMR programs at a rate 83 percent
higher than their representation in the regular school pop',
lation. TMR and other special education programs show
rates of 41 percent and 48 percent higher representation
respectively, while in the special disabilities category the.
rate of minority participation approximates the proportion
of such children in the regular.school population.

The West, as a region, shows the least racial disparity
between the general school-aged population and those stu-
dents in special education. Participation in all programs is
only 12.7 percent more than would be expected. Never-
theless there are siable discrepancies in both programs for
the retarded, 47 percent minority overrepresentation for
EMRs and 20.5 percent for TMRs. In the other special



education and specific disability programs there are slight
underrepresentations of 3.9 percent and 6.6 percent re-
spectively.

Thus, we sw that although districts included in the
survey had a minority enrollment of only 37 percent, EMR
programs across the nation were 61 percent minority; TMR.
45 percent minority: other special education, 50 percent
minority: and specific disabilities, 36.9 percent minority.
Why does this overrepresentation of minori.y students
special education programs occur? Our experiences at the
Office for CMI Rights have revealed a number of common
practices which have had the effect of denying equality of
opportunity on the basis of race, color, andrtational origin
in the assignment of children to special education programs.
One of the greatest problem areas has been that of child
assessment. Often teting and evaluation materials and pro-
cedures used for =foray children considered for place-
ment in special education programs are inappropriate. They
fail to consider racial, ethnic, cultural, or linguistic differ-
ences. Examiners and others involved in the evaluation
processes are also quite often found to be insensitive to
these differences. Our primary reliance is placed on the
results of the individual intelligence test in making decisions
about placement in programs for the retarded. Factors in
the learning process, other than intellectual development,
such as sensory-motor abilities and physical and socio-..

cultural development as well as adaptive behavior, are
almost always ignored.

Bec. .se of the magnitude of the problem of discrimina-
tion in special education, the Office for Civil Rights in
August 1975 issued a memorandum to all chief state school
officers and local school district superintendents on "Iden-
tification of Discrimination io the Assignment ot Children
to Special Edu,:ation Progran:s." In that memorandum
A veral possible volations of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, which requires that thea be no discrimination on
the basis of face, color, or natioml origin in the operation
of any programs benefiting from federal financial assis-
tance, were outlined. At that time school districts were
requested to review their policies and procedures with re-
spect to assignment of minority students to special educa-
tion p1_anis.

Being here today with so, many concerned professionals
seeking ways to develop nondiscriminatory assessment pro-
cedures for the handicapped is certainly gratifying. I hope
this will be just the beginning of a continuing cooperative
effort between the regional resource center's (RRCs),
Bureau of Education for. the Handicapped (BEH), State
Education Agencies (SEAs), Local Education Agencics
(LEAs), and OCR to work together to solve this problem.
After all, we all represent agencies whose goal is to help .

children.

1 8
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she be gone! When will she be back? I done told ye!!!

(This citation is taken from Dr. Parker's oral
presentation and will not be found in the following paper.)
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Cultural and Academic Stress Imposed on
Afro-Americans: Implications for Educational Change

William C. Parker
Educational Testing Service

The purpose of this presentation is to make it reasonab!y
clear to its partici!): .its that there is a need to consider the
importance of deep-seated cultural and heke social differ-
ences that characteyize Black youngsters in our atteMpt to
edUcate, counsel, and assess them. For some time now a
variety of efforts have been directed toward' the ameliora-
tion of problerns which are ostensibly a function of certain
social disadvantages suffered by Blacks- throughout...their
experience in America. Research efforts of a bewildering
variety have been designed and implemented to discover if
the apparent poor performance of Blacks as a group on
various measures of intellectual and academic ability is a
function of inferior 2enetics or Of inferior social status.

Donald Henderson (1972) contends that few, if any, of
the programmatic efforts based on researchers' findings
have resulted in sustained and substantial increments in the
educational performances of Blacks over time. The major
shortcomings of attempts to educate and evalivrte Black
youngsters have been the inability or unwillingness (for
,whatever reason) of professionals to conie to grips with
deep-seated differences between Black and white young-
sters; these disparities spring from cultural forms and im
perati'ves of the Black community which are in some in-
stances slightly different and in other instances profoundly
different from those of the white Anlerican community.
The contention is that such things as Biack culttire and the
Black experience exIst and have historical perspectives that
extend tc Africa and contemporary importances that in-
fluence the lives of almost all Black people iti America. It is
further asserted that the influences of Black culture render
Blacks proficiently different from whites in very important
ways and that such profound differences must be con-
sidered in any attempt to educate, counsel, assess, or evil-
uate Black youngsters.

Sociologists contend that the lei,jtimaey of a culture is
based on 11 criteria. namely:

Hiswry: Does a cultural history exist?
Lifeltyles: Is there a life-style?

3. Society witnin the culture: What is the importance
of "the good" status? What is good? What is bad?.

4. Communications: Is there a iik,inct and valid com-
munications system within the culture?

5. Work occupations: Is there a,relationship between
worker and employer? Are there rewards for work?

6. Sexism: How are -the sexes treated within the
culture?

7 . Time: flow is the day organized? What does time
mean?

2.

8. Child-rearing procedures: What is proper upbring-
ing? Who teaches whom? What is taught, academics
or survival skills?

9. Recraition: How do people have a "good. time"?
What is the joking relationship? Offensive behavior
vs. defensive behavior? Does the culture have an art
form, music, drama?

10. Protection: How does the society within the cul-
ture protect its community'? Its women, children,
men'?

11. Materialism: What is valuable? What are worthy
materials?

Henderson (1971) further states that Black culture and
the Black experience must begin with those Africans who
were transported to the New World as slaves. Contrary, to
the assertions of E. Franklin Frazier and others, the social
and cultural heritage, of Africans was not destroyed and
replaced by a pathological imitation of.social and cultural
practices.

Historically the basic fgundations of the two cultures,
white 'and Black, have always been diverse. (See Figure 1.)
Europeans ,or persons with .the western cultural back-
grounds are offspring of a lettered culture, and Afro-
Americans' roots lie in oral culture.

The dominant culture of the western world has failed to
assess the values and effects of the oral culture (orality).
Orality demands different life-styles, thought processes, be-
havioral, learning patterns, concepts of time, perceptions,
morals, value 'systems, communicaticins, and assessment
procedures. As the European and the Afro-American
trekked to an alien land (America), both brought with them
specific and different cultural patterns, and in spite of the
assumed amalgamation, these patterns haie been nurtured

'sepa:ately.

Orality

The African cultures from which slinTs were taken kept
no written records. The fact that Sidran (1971) states that

African culture has an oral rather than a literary or lettered,
base makes it posiible to suggest a new method for exam-
ining the Afro-American experience as a continuum. If
Afro-Americans managed to perpetuate' their oral culture
and extend its base into the greater American society, then
we Must admit that there exists a Black culture with its
own social and value structureS and mode of perceptual,
orientation capable of supporting such structure. Because
the lettered culture and, the oral culture have alternative
views as to what constitutes relevant and practical informa-
tion, they impose alternative modes of rerception for gath-
ering information. The western culture, it seems, stresses
the elimination of perceptual information.

Oral 'culture's use only the spoken word and its oral
derivatives. The sounds of speech are tied t6 the time
continuum, and the hearer must accept them as they come;
time is the current of the vocal stream.

To paraphrase McLuhan (1964). "the message is the
medium." Oral man thus has a unique approach to the
phenomenon of time in general; he is forced to behave in a

18



spontaneous manner, to act and react -simultaneously. As a
consequence oral man is, at all times, emotionally involw.d
in, as opposed to intellectually detached from, his environ-
ment through the acts of communication. This can he
called the basic actionality of the oral personality.
McLuhan (1964) has characterized this lack of intellectual
detachment as contributing to a superior sense of com-
munity.

Th.: advantage of the lettered 'orientation is well known
-to be the advance of modern techoology and literature. The
advantages of the oral mode become manifest in the ability
to. carry out improvised acts of a group nature. Sidran
(1971) states that oral man makes decisions and acts upon
them -and cOmmunicates the results through an intuitive
approach to a phenoMenon. The lettered man's criteria of
what constitutes legitimate behavior, perception, and com-
munication often shut out that which constitutes a legiti-
mate stimulus to .the oral man. Sidran (1971) further states
that in language, the African tradition aims at either cir-
cumlocutions or using as few words as possible to convey a
message; tonal significance is thus carried into the com-
munications process (consequently we have what lettered
scholars have labeled Black English or the Black dialect or
ghettoese). .

Sidran (1971) further states that it is not surprising that
the oral culture, being physically involved in communica-
tion, should rely on rhythmic communicatiOn. Rhythm can
and does create and resolve physical tension. The per-
ception of relieving tension is very close in feeling to the
perception of pleasure; it is at best a positive sensation and
at least a release from boredom.

In the oral culture as derived from 'Afro-American cul-
ture there is no distortion between the artist and the
audience (antiphony, or call and response, which is the
basic mode of interaction in the Black church).

Another general theory of an oral approach to time can
be found in the examination of oral grammar. In Werning's
(1968) research lie discovered through the examination of,
West African grammars that "the African in traditional life
is little concerned about the question of time." Time is
merely, a sequence of events taking place now or in the
immediate future. What hasn't taken place or what will
probably not occur within a very short time belongs to the
category of nontune. But what will definitely happen or
what fits into- the rhythm of natural phenomena comes
under the category of potential time.

Sidran (1971) contends that great cultural changes oc-
curred in western civilization when it was found possible to
identify time'as something that happens between two fixed
points. Time is only a European notion. The rhythm of the
human body is human and will always be slightly different
from although related to the metrical beat of time. Con-
sequently Spegler (1)58) may have been more than merely
ingenious in identifying the post-Christian obsession with
time, metrically exemplified in European music, with the
decline of the West. Time in the western sense js a transla
tion from motion through space. Time in tlie oral sense is a
purer involvement with natural occurrences and perceptual

phenomena. (An Afro-American phenomenon called Ethno-
psychoconceptualism is the result .of this. Black people do
not listen to music; they are the music, artists do not sing
to Afro-Americans: they ,sing fin. them. Blacks do not dance
to music, they dance the music.) Thus, the time concept
has affected the social situations of .the oral culture.
Rhythm provides an outlet for Black aggression and, as
such, is their "cultural catharsis."

Fanon (1967) has suggested that rhythm is necessary in
the Black experience. Rhythm is the expression of Black
cultural ego, "inasmuch as it simultaneously accents and
preserves the oral ontology or nature of being." Black
music is a source of Black social organization; an idea must
first be communicated before it can be acted upon. The
process of communication is the process of communicating.
Consequently it is. predictable that Lawrence Velk, Guy
Lombardo, Bach, Moz.art, and. Brahms will compose, or-
chestrate, and play music unlikthat of James Brown,
'Quincy Jones, Ramsey Lewis, Aretha Franklin, and Manu
Dibango.

Sidran (1971) reveals that the European concept of time
is that space is a mathematical division of momenCs and
therefore it is not precisely quantified. Time is an ambience
in which all men live. Past, present, and'future are:wrapped
up in one. Time is an aesthetic and a metaphysical concept,
a felt experience. The African concept of time is not linear,
it does not exist in a progression of moments. In this
transaction time becomes a social, not mathematical, di-
mension. As one African told: me, "time is :a time of
meaning, not a time of chronolo or clock hours. What is
important is how you feel at this moment."

The African concept of space is not a mathematical
assessment of intervals between points. Space, too, is a felt,
surrounding experience. Space is not cut` up by dividing
lines into length, height, and depth. The succession of area
or volumes is irrelevant. Space in this sense is one dimen-
sional (Whole)..In the African and Afro-American mind
space is circular. Space is a circle and the sky is another
circle surrounding space. Crossing lines made for angularity,
break-offs, and continuity and completeness.

As shown in Figure 1, once the two cultures merged
physically, they reseparated ideologically, and the division
has 'existed for over 400 years. This is not to say that the
dominant itilture did not have .an influence on the Afro-
American culture; quite the contrary is the case. Western
culture has had a great effect on the Black churches (Figure
1); however, Africanization of white churches also took
place. Therefore, it is predictable that a Baptist church in
.the Black community and a Baptist church in the white
community will have little in common on any.given Sunday
morning. Africanizing the Baptist chuich has caused the
minister to preach differently, the choir to sing with
rhythmic African musical concepts, hands to clap, and the
congregation to call and respond to the ceremony as cannot
be duplicated in a lettered culture.

Figure 1 demonstrates that Blacks are .profoundly dif-
ferent in their concepts of philosophy, art. sculpture,
drama, music, communication, life-styl, tiMe, space. life
perspectives, learning patterns, se:;ism, and even assessment.



ironically African and American music represent the
only cultural phenomena that have been amalgamated to
form a new art jau. The blues of Africa and the classics of
Eui6pe merged to form a ncw music. Le Roi Jones (1967)
states that without the two cultures merging jazz could not
have become a reality. The question then is: Why was this
new form of music allowed by the majority culture to be
nurtured unchallenged? Ironically the evidence reveals that
it was because of the interpretation of the concept of
music. In the lettered culture music is for listening and
entertainment. Music is :lot psychological. In orality music
is a form of communication; singing and playing music is
like talking. Consequently, ever, slaves were allowed to sing
songs, clap hands, and make rhythmic sounds. White slave
masters assumed that singing slaves depicted happy slaves.
Quite the contrary, singing in the Black community can
denote anxiety, happiness, remorse, or dignity. It is a form
of communication. Therefore, Blacks have always been
,allowed to say what they pleaseif they sang the words!
Because music was given this ,freedom by the majority
culture, merging of the music of the two cultures was
inevitable. No other art form, phenoinenon, cc?ncept,tdeol-
ogy,or philosophy has been permitted the same freedom in
the two cultures.

The Black Experience

Rose (1970) stutes that basically what is presently
known about Black culture has come largely from the areas
pf literature, music, poetry, and history. We do not know,
for example, to what extent the literature of Black culture
is valid scientifically. We do not know to what extent Black

people embody the ethos of Black poetry; nor do we know
how or to what extent our history relates to the ways in

which Blacks presently define their culture.
We know that culture is defined as the totality of what is

learned by individuals as members of societythat culture
is a way of life, a mode of feeling, thinking, and acting.
Writing in 1871, Tylor said, "culture is that complex whole
which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom,
and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a
member of society." If one relies on this definition, oneof
the difficulties in analyzing Black culture in America is the
notion by sociologists and anthropologists that Blacks do
not have, nor have they ever had, a society of their own.'
That is, one is riot born knowing his culture. He must learn

it through his parents and various significant others, whci
filter the culture to him, We must be concerned with the
question: To what extent do Black parents and other signifi-
cant groups teach the Black child a culture that isdifferent
from the dominant American culture?

Communal Existentialism

Rose (1970) maintains that what Black parents tell their
children and do with their children is significantly different
froth what white parents tell their children and do with
their children. Further, this communication process forms a
dominant value and belief system thk in turn makes up the

Black culture. One of the basic values in the Black culture is
that of commumi existentialism.2 One learns early in life
that he must share his physical self with others. The child is
born into an environment, of on-going social processes
which are carried out in an extended family. For example,
the child interacts with not what is "yours is yours." It
would Seem that fezlings resulting from the belief in the
latter statement would lead to individuals who are selfish,
who always think of themselves first and their family or
group second. For sure, such a philosophy would not lead
to the kind of coi.,munaf sharing that exists in the Black
culture. I am not suggesting that all Black people have the
basic value of sharing their material and norunaterial posses-
sions with others. 0..rt I do feel that /Packs who were raised
in working-class, families, although they may no longer
belong to this class, possess the values of communal exis-
tentialism. Thus, it becomes nearly impossible for newly
arrived Black middle-olass people to detach themselves from
their extended families. Instead they see oblipations to help
their families who have, moie than likely, helped them to
get where they are. Thus, middle-class Black families are

'more extended than middle-class white families. We can still
see the pattern of grandparentr and other relatives as part
of the family unit. On the other hand, one may find
middle-class Black families who would like to sever the ties
with their pastwith their extended families and past
friendsbut find it difficult to do. Such families may find
themselves in reciprocal obligations that they cannot elimi-
nate. Likewise, thrre are Blacks who were not raised in the
pattern of communal existentialism, and consequently can
neither appreciate nor understand this pattern in Black
cul ture.
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Uniqueness of the Individual-

Another major theme in Black culture is that of a belief
in the uniqueness of the individual and his rights. This may

at first seem to contradict the above analYsis, but the two
themes actually fit together. One is free to develop at his
own speed, in his own way as long as this development does
nut hinder another person-. Thus, a certain amount of
individual as well as societal unselfishness is a necessity.
Early in the socialization process parents try to recognize
what is unique in their child. They may arrive at this
position by noting the similarities between their child and
some relative, but the feeling is not that the child's char-
acter or personality will be the same as those of the person
he resembles. In this way, they are suggesting that "we have

a unique child that is like no other child.," Strauss (1968)
has suggested that to name is to identify. It is to place a
meaning on an object. Names say something about identity.
They may suggest the character of the person. Therefore,
Black parents make much over the names they select for
their children. They say, in effect, we have just given birth
to a unique being who May change thc course of human
events.

The process of naming is a .continuous one. As Black
children grow olde:, we find that they may take on
new names. Nearly everyone in the Black community



has a nickname, and one may grow up in a neighoor-
hood and never know the given name of a friend be-
cause he was always referred to by his nickname. The
nickname says something very specific about the per-
son!s character. For example, my eircle of acquaintances
has included the following. (1) Devila person in my
youth who would have been described by sociologists as
an undeiworld character, but to- Blacks in my com-
munity, he was a person who knew how to manipulate,
deal with, and get along with nearly all people. He- was
also a smooth talker and quite handsome. (2) Mungoa
person not partieulnly handsome, but a strong person
who was an outstanding football player. (3) Rabbia
person who was not necessarily religious but who talked
like a minister. Again, a person who knew how to deal
with others. (4) Pigthe name was initially given be-
cause the person ate so much.. Although how an adult,
he is still referred to by that name, and I find it diffi-
cult to call him "James." (5) Fleaa young man who
know presently; he insists on being called Flea rather
than by his given name. He probably got the nickname
because he is very small. (6) Little Sis or Big Sis--in
this case my youngest aunt and tny mother. These two
people are still referred to by the above nicknames. In-
cidentally. the names indicate the birth order in the
family and also certain kinds of rights and responsi-
bilities.

One also finds in the naming process that Black
families quite often refer to siblings as brother and sis-
ter in place of their given names. I have also found
several variations on the names for mother and father.
Particularly. I knew one family where the children
-always called their mother mother deur. From the short
list given above. one may note that nicknames are basi-
cally a male phenomenon rather than being distributed
equally among males and females. In fact. I can think
of very few nicknames for girls other than Sister.
Peaches, Pudding, Baby, Hippy', Streamline. Busty. Legs.
Mama, and Fox Sweetie.

Another aspect of equality, as seen through the
uniqueness of the individual, is the lack of competition
within the family. There is little nee'd in the Black
family for one to compete with one's brothers and sis-
ters if each individual is unique. When competition does
exist it is not with the thought that one is better than
another, but rather competition serves as a. method of
keeping one prepared for other forces in the environ-
ment To compete for the same gift, for example.
simply sharpens one's method of developing lines of
strategy. Thus, closely related to strategy building is a
kind of ribbing and signifying that goes on in the Black
community. When one person runs another down, the
individual rarely gets angry because it is understood that
the %aide matter is not serious, but that it' is really a
tactic or mode of operation. It teaches 'the individual
how to deal with hostile forces, As Joseph White (1970)
suggested, Blacks on a regular basis deal with existential
psychology without really knowing it. One learns early
how to analyze the basic beliefs of others. He learns

how to attack these beliefs; and the person being at-
tacked learns how to defend his position. The ribbing
process may center arbund the existential analysis ot
what the person is wearing, how he walks, talks, or
relates to others. Playing the do?.en is the epitome of
existential analysis in Black culture. To run down
another's mother is to be on the brink of physical con-
frontation or a good hearty joke, depending on the sit-
uation and the friendship of those involved. Whites
analyzing Black culture wiss the significance of ribbing
and playing' verbal games. Also, they fail to understand
it or appreciate it.

It would seem to me that in the process of signifying
the individual is being prepared for the outside white
world. He is learning how to defend himself by any
means necessary. TherefOre, in this process of strategy
building, one is never defeated. He is simply down for
the moment and will come up again fighting, sometimes
physically and quite often verbally. Thus, becomes
difficult for me to understand the assertions by edu-
cators that Black children lack verbal skills. What I

would suggest is that they abound in verbal skills, but
these are not the same kinds of skills that the teacher is
typically looking for. In fact, if a Black child starts his
existential analysis on his teacher, he will More than
likely be sent home, be defined in a host of negative
ways, and his personhood may be questioned. That is,
he may be defined as a hostile, negative, aggressive
child.
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Humanistic Values for the Affective Existential
Basis of Black Culture

Much has been written about the expressive nature of
Black people. Research has ranged from a negative inter-
pretation of this value in Rainwater (1)66) to a very
sensitive analysis of it as found in the works of Jones
(1963, 1%7) and Keil (1966). What we find is that
Black people have not given up on their humanism-
they are.,,a feeling people who express this feeling in var-
ious ways throughout the culture. One must see that
the affective existence of Black people is very closely
related to their values of shared existence and their
emphasis on the unique individual.

Black parents emphasize the right of the child to ex-
press himself, to show feelings of love and hate. The
two are not separated. That is, one recognizes at an
early age that he can both love and hate at the same
time. He is taught diunitul existence, as Dixon and
Foster (1971) define the phenomenon. Thus there is

little need to repress feelings of love and hate. Randy
life is not sedentary. rather the child k born into an
exciting. active environment. Several things may be
going on at' the same time, and as the child !natures he
learns how to tune in or tune out things tbat do not
involve him.

A specific aspect of the expressive nature of Black
culture is seen in the use of language. The way Black
people talkthe rhythm of the language. the slang, the



deleting uf verbs are examples of the expressive use of
language. The significance of this is seen in the number
of .timeS white sociologists have missed the meaning of
words and expressions by Black people, the number of
times they have not undeistood the subtle meanings of
words. For example, Rainwater 0960 in describing one
Black mother's reaction to her child, missed the mean-
ing of the whole conversation. The mother said, that

her child was bad. Rainwater took this to mean that
the mother hated or disliked her child, rather than the
fact that the mother was characterizing one aspect of
the childwhich says nothing about her- love or hate for
that child.

The expressive aspects of 131ack culture may also be
seen in music, dance, literature, religion, and ritu.ds of
"root". medicine. Jones' Blues .People 963) and Keirs
Urban Blues (1966), are excellent analyses of the blues
as 'part and parcel of Black culture. The use of dance is
seen by many. as being basic to the way Black people
express theinselves. The word soul is quite often defined
in relation to the ability of a person to dancethe
rhythm of Black people's dance can be traced directly
to its African heritage (Herskovits, 1941). Closely re-

lated to the dance is the expressive way that Blacks use
their bodies. They walk' in a unique maneuver, and part
of this uniqueness is that each person has his ovin
special walk. He uses his body to give off certain identi-
fying stances. Likewise, Black people show greater free-

dont in touching one another.. This muching is not

linked with, sexual overtones, as sociologists would have

us believe, but rather there is no clear-cut distinction
between my body and your body. Thus, in conversa-
tion. Blacks stand closer to orie another than whites do,
they use more gestures, and physical contact is greater.

When sensitivity training became popular in the early
1960s the emphasis' was on peopie touching one another

and not feeling ashamed about that feeling. I have

always maintained that sensitivity training was not for
Black folk, since we have always been- and cqntinue to
be a feeling people who have no -hang-ups about touch-

ing one another, about dealing with one another in a
frank and open manner. All of this relates to the trust-
ing values in the Black culture that grow directly out of
the felationship that the young child has with his

extended family and friends.
As one moves away from the community of shared

Black existence, the situation changes. The- more a Black

oerson has internalized the values of white America, the
more his beliefs in rbo values of the Black culture
decrease. Thelefore, we find .middle-class Black people

who are overly concerned with punctuality, who cannot
understand why Black people are always late, who
cannot appreciate the affective nature of Black people.

They may feel that Blacks are overly familiar with
them, do not respect their positions. However. these
same Black people who profess a lack of knowledge of
Black culture 4;;11) be wen XI stdl emoying some of the
behavior pattetns of that cultuie. They still have their
soul parties that may start off quite foonal but break
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down to the natural rhythm ol the Black culture as tne
evening wears on; they still eat soul food and listen- to
the music and dance the dance of Black people. What
we fail to do' in analyzing the attitudes of the Black
middle class is to study their actual behavior patterns. I
would maintain that the behavior of the Black middle
class around other Black middle-class people is quite similar
to the behavior of Black people in general and tl,us is part
of the same Black culture.

A final aspect of .the expressive value theme in Black
culture is seen in the use of clothes. The unique outfits
of Black People are part of the expression of freedom
both as a group and as an individual. The bright clothes
in Black culture indicate the attitudes of the people
toward life in general. That is, an overall optimism
exists in Blaek culture, although the objective conditions
of Blacks have been less than optimistic. What better
way for a.. people to say "we love life," than in the

clothes they wear and the way they wear their clothes.
Although Blacks are oppressed by a capitalistic system
that keeps them . in low-paid jobs, keeps them per-
petually unemployed, keeps them in substandard hous-
ing, and keeps them trapped, in obsolete school systems,
their outlook is one of hope. And with this hope they
continue to struggle for a better existence.

The Diunital Relationship between Good and Evil

The final dominant value or belief to ty! discussed in
Black culture centers around the diunital relationship be-
tween good and evil. One is taught early that good will
triumph over evilthat one. must be fair in dealing with
others. The proverb is: Do unto others as _you would
have them do Unto you, and likewise, do untO others as
you have been done to by others. To believe in the
triumph of good over evil does not necessarily mean
that one must be good all the time: In fact, it becomes
necessary to teach the child to protect himself, but
never, for example, to start a fight. To defend oneself
againSt evil is very appropriate. To fail to do so would
question one's selfhood. Parents teach 'children not to
let anyone take advantage of them. Also, being good
does not mean that goodness is an absolute concept, for

Blacks believe that each individual possesses a varying
degree of good and evil. What is analyzed, then, is the
overall sense of the total character. A child can be both
good and bad at the same timethat is, he is diunital.
Consequently, when a parent tells a child that he is bad
or evil, it does not mean that this is the final assess-:,
ment of his character. The statement may only hold
true -for the moment, the day, or for several years.
There is always the possibility that a person may change
characters--be converted. LikeWise, as stated earlier, to
say that a child is bad does not mean that his parents
do not love him. They may simply be making what
they define as an objective statemem. White social fei.
elitists have been puzzled hy this factor in Black life.
They have, therefore, come up with all kinds of hate



syndromes in Black people that bear little resemblance
to the reality of the situation.

Bla CI( Truth

Dr. Basil Mathews of Howard University (1972) states
that in the Black cognitive progress it is not claimed
that self makes truth. What is claimed is that -self is the
medium, and the only adequate medium, through which
truth -or reality, in its total existential dimensions is
wholly perceived and assimilated. Without the interven-
tion of self in the cognitive act', knowhidge falls short
of true knowledge, not only in comprehensiveness, but
also in in-depth intellective penetration of the life force
or life pulse of reality. A purely abstractive insertion of
intellect into a subject disqualifies itself by .definition
from live contact with the living and operating princi-
ples in things.

In any event; self in the Black cognitive process is
seen as the intellectual, mediator and not as the intellec-
tual fabricator of reality in that state of Mental exis-
tence which we call knowledge. Self is also the ,:om-
plete assimilator and reverberator of truth in the Black
cognitive system. In theory at least, self is not presented
as a . substitute fort reality. Nature is the norm. The
work of sell is to get in harmony with nature, which
rules all. Nature then is the controhing reality. And
realism is an iniperative for African survival and for
African thought in every form. This is a first principle
of African existence.

Principle is one thing, practice is quite another. We
must now ask what practical safeguards there are in the
Black cognitive. proLess to prevent self from prejudicing
truth in thinking. What are the guarantees of objective
validity in this method .of thinking through,. feeling?

Basically the Black cognitive process sets up a dual
control for objectiveness in the use of symbolic imagery.
The collective experience of the group is the sanction
for the use of symbolic imagery by the individual. By
this I inea n that Black symbolic imagery is a participa-
tory imagery, The second contwl for objectivity is by
appeal not .to 'people but to the facts observed in nature
or the environment. It is in elevant whether these facts
were the subject of observation by the thinker himself
or the subject of observation by the group over a

period of time. Both forms of appeal operatd as con-
trols against the interference of self to prejudice truth
in thinking.

Conclusions

As Ballard (1973 states, the history of the Bktck
struggle 'for education is punctuated by the basic com-
placency of white educators. The problems of educating
Blacks have changed very little over the years. Sonic
Blacks .believe that the mere thought of educating
Blacks strikes terror into the hearts of till' (Tprossor.
Education remains the primary lever by which the racial
situation in this country can be controlled and changed.
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If Blacks are to be taught and educated, it is im-
perative', that methodologY, processes, and procedures
that are buried in the cultural aspects of one's being be
considered. If Blacks cannot be educated counseled
within the vein of their culture, the Black community
will retain its 15.) percent dropout rate as contrasted
with 6.7 percent for whites.

Curricula, teaching methods, teacher training, counsel-
ing, assessment, and evaluation must be devised to
create and perpetuate educated Blacks. Unfortunately
the process to achieve this goal and the product of that
goal are not compatible.

FOOTNOTES

If one accepts the previous statement, it becomes impos-
sible, then to speak of culture without a society or a so-
ciety without a culture. Therefore, it becomes necessary to
make a case that 13Iacks indeed have operated a society
within a larger society, that we, at least; have had our own
subculture within the American society. At least, the Kerner
(1968) report suggested that America is moving toward two
separate eulturesohe Black and one white. And John Hope
Franklin (1966) maintains that historically there have always
been two separate' worlds of race in American society.

2. Existentiabsm here means that one's total being and one's
total process of becoming arc wrapped up. in others. We are
who we are because we are an extension of those around us.

3. Much credit must go to Dr. Lerancis of Montclair State
Univeiiiity, Montclair, New Jersey and Dr. Donald Hender-
son, University of Pittsburgh- for their input and insight and
their. provision of unpublished documtmts. Without their
cooperation,this document would not have materialized.
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SOMPA is based on three conceptual modelsthe medical mode!, the social .

system model, and the pluralistic,modeleach based on a differenfdefinition

of the nature of abnormality.



A System of Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA)
Jane R. Mercer

University of California, Riverside

The System of .Multicultural Pluralistic Assessment
(SOMPA) is designed to be a system for assessing the
current level of functioning and the potential of children
from English-speaking Caucasian (Anglo), Chicano/Latino,
and black cultural backgrounds which does not discriminate
on the basis of race, cultural heritage, or ethnic group. The
measures were standardized on 700 English-speaking Cauca-
sian, 700.Chicano/Latino. and 700 black children 5 through.
11 years of age. Each ethnic sample is representative of the
population of children .attending the public schools of Cali-
fornia from that ethnic groUP. There were 100 children, 50
males and 50 females, at each age level for each ethnic
group.

SOMPA is based on three conceptual models: the medi-
cal model, the social system model, and the pluraliStic
model. Each model is based on a different definition of the
nature of abnormality and a different set of assumptions.
Thus, each model provides a different conceptual lens
through which the child's performance can be viewed.

The medical model defines abnormality by identifying
symptoms of pathology.- It assumes that pathological
symptoms are caused by some biological condition and that
the sociocultural background of the child is not relevant to
diagnosis and treatment. Measures based on this model are
not culture bound, tend to focus on deficits, and tend to
have low ceilings. Measures in SOMPA which meet the
assumptions of the medical model are the Physical Dexter-
ity Tasks. the Bender-Gestalt Test, the Health History In-
ventory, and measures of vision, hearing, and the weight-by-
height ratio.

The social system model defines abnormality as social
deviance, behavior which violates social system norms.
Since norms are both role-- specific and social system
specific, there are as -many definitions of norinal7abnormal
as there are roles. Definitions, of normality or abnormality
are social-system and role bound. The social system model
is Multidimensional and evaluative. It yields assessments of
both assets and deficits. Measures which meet, the assump-
tions of this model have high ceilings and.normal distribu-
tions and reflect the expectations of specific social systems.
Measures in SOMPA which meet the assumptions of the
social system model are the WISC-R (using the standard
norm's) and the Adaptive Behavior' Inventory for Children
(ABIC). The WISC-R is trL_ted as a social system measure
because it is designed to correlate with successful perfor-
mance in the student role in the social system of the school.
The ABIC is a social-system measure because it is designed
to measure the child's role behavior in the family, ':ont-
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munity. and peer group: the child's nonacademic school
roles: and his or her self-maintenance and earner-consumer
roles from the viewpoint of the family. .

The pluralistic model assumes that all tests measure
learnine. Subnormality is defined as low performance on a
test of learning when compared to the distribution of scores
for others :from similar sociocultural backgrounds. The
model assumes that children from similar sociocultural
backgrounds have had approximately the same opportuni-
ties to learn the material in the test, have been similarly
reinforced in that learning by their major socializing agents.
and have had similar experience with test taking. Using
multiple regression equations based on the socioc:ultural
characteristics of the child's background, the predicted per-
formance for children of baCkgrounds similar to that of the
child is used as the norm. Each child's performance is then
compared with that of others from similar sociocultural
milieux. This definition of normal-subnormal is culture.
bound. The pluralistic model is an asset model. It tends to
uncover potential in children which has been masked by
cultural differences. It yields a score called Estimated
Learning Potential (ELP).-

Information needed for assessment is gathered from two
sources, a test session with the child and an interview with
the child's principal caretaker, usually the mother. The
mother's interview takes approximately one hour. Infor-
mation from the mother's interview is scored into three
measures. Four Sociocultural Modalities measure the dis-
tance between the culture of the home and the culture of
the school: urban acculturation, family structure, family
size, and socioeconomic status. The Adaptive Behavior In-
ventory for Children (AB1C) yields seven subscales and a
total score. The subscales are family roles, community
roles, peer group roles, nonacademic school roles, self-
maintenance roles, and earner-consumer roles. A Veracity
Sca:e detects the validity of the responses. The third Inca-
sure in the mother's interview is the Health History In-
ventory which yields four subscales: pre-post natal in-
ventor).; traumatic events im%entory, pathology and disease
inventory, and vision inventory.

The test session with the child includes administering the
WISC-R, the Physical Dexterity Tasks, and the Bender-
Gestalt Test. The Physical Dexterity subscales Le place-
ment, ambulation, invbluntary movement, fine motor se-
quencing, synchronized movement, equilibrium, finger-
tongue dexterity, and a total score.

All measures have been standardized for profiling on
three sets of profiles: one set for the medical model, one
for the social system model, and a third for the pluralistic
model. Measures based on the three models 'are used to
triangulate the assessment process. When findings are sim-
ilar using all three models, interpretations can be Made with
a high level of assurance: When findings differ for different
models, caution.is required before making definitive deci-
sions, and individualized programming is indicated. The
SOMPA profiles can provide a basis for reaching decisions
about appropriate interventions.
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Clinic Handouts and Sessions

Description of Clinic Sessions

Clinic sessions were designed to provide specific issue
related input to conference participants and for encourag-
ing small-group interaction between clinic resource persons
and conference participants. In each instance, the clinic
resource person provided a brief position paper or other
handout to participants: Resource persons also summarized
the major conclusions and/or concensus items which came
out of the sessions. Handouts and summary statements are
reprinted as provided by the clinic resource persons.

All issues of potential relevance to conference partici-
pants were- included in the selection of topics and resource.
persons for clinic sessions. The listing of these sessions is as
follows:

Issues Related to the Assessment of Black Children
Dr. William C. Parker_

Pluralistic Assessment Dr. Jane Mercer
Some Observations on Nondiscriminatory Assessment

Dr. James Ysseldyke
Regional Resource CentersDr. James A. Tucker
Leralistic PrecedentsDr. Thomas Oakland
Bureau of Education for the HandicappedDr. Gerald

Boyd
Office of Civil RightsMs. Sharyn Martin
Conference PlanningDr. Robert MacIntyre
Issues Related to Assessment of Chicano ChildrenDr.

Ernest Bernil
Issues Related to Assessment of Native American Chil-

drenMr. Gefald Hill
Issues Related to Assessment of AsianAmerican Chil-

drenDr. Toshiaki Hisama
Issues Related to Assessment of Puerto Ric;in Chil-

drenDr. Olga Mandez
Resources for Nondiscriminatory Assessment and Pro-

gramming Ms. Joan Bartel
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Issues Related to the Asset....men:
of Black Children

Summary of Clinic Session
William C. Parker

Educational Testing Service

Bias, Webster defines as a tendency of a statiqical esti-
mate to deviate in one direction from a true value, in other
words, a slanting prejudice. Are standardized tests de-
veloped to deviate from the true values of all cultures? Are
standardized tests slanted toward white Anglo-Saxon Prot-
estant values? These questions have become the crux of a
controversy since the early 1960s. In 1961 a work group
under the chairmanship of Professor Joshua A. Fishman
was formed. The group's specific objective was to explore
ways in which the talents and capacities of all minority
children could be assessed so that they might be wisely
guided with regard to their futtu'e education.

Why Test?

American educators have long recognized that they can
best guide the development of intellect and character of the
children in their charge if they take the time to understand
these children thoroughly. Educators must also realize that
they hOld positions of considerable responsibility and
power. Often a seemingly unimportant decision affects a
child's entire life. A poor test score in grade three may
result in a youth being tracked in a slow learner group
which stigmatizes him or her for life. In some states such
placement may result in a youth being pfaced in a class for
The mentally retarded.

No long effort will be devoted to the history of testing,
but it is relevant that we say that Binet developed the first
standardized test in France to separate the mentally slow
from the normal in order that they could be educated
through nontraditional meansa noble and humane en-
deavor.

In reviewing the literature one can discover, that the
originator of the IQ test, Sir Francis Galton, knew from the
onset that the results of his test could not always be
regarded as conclusive. 1-lOwever, American psychologists
!:-..ved the thought and perpetuated it into its present flour-
ishing form.

The first world war brought an astounding expansion in
scientific measurement of human intelligence. With millions
of young draftees as their victims, psychologists had a field
day. The "experts" knew very well that their tests were not
infallible; but at least commanders could distinguish be-
tween morons and bright "officer material," or so they
said.

The American Psychological Association and the Na-
tional Research Council formed plans in 1917 which won0
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approval of military authorities. So were born the famous
Alpha and Beta Tests. The results did not begin the tradi-
tion of black genetic inferiority, because this had begun in
written form, in the mid 1800s; however the test results of
the Alpha, Beta Battery of the U.S. Army showed that
blacks and white immigrants were not as intelligent as white
Americans. Data alSo revealed that northern blacks were
much more intelligent than southern blacks; one factor that
was never revealed, however, was that northern urban
blacks were more intelligent than rural southern whites.

Consequently the testing and measurement movement
was born in America. Great psychologists brought their new
terms such as "raw scores," "coefficients of correlation,"
"sigmas," and "deltas," and many a funny anecdote was
based on the esoteric jargon of experts. Brigham was the
only psychologist that cautioned educators not to expect
too much from psychological tests.

Are Tests Biased?

Yes. Tests are racially, environmentally, and culturally
biased. In fact we will always be confronted with the
problem of test bias because to produce any type of cul-
ture-free test is an impossibility. Some biased items include
the Mississip'pi Delta Intelligence Test (regionally biased),
Vocabulary Test, TRICKY, and Picture Test.

Because of the implications of test bias, critical minority
'issues have begun to surface. First the meaning of intelli-
gence is rather diverse, and although considerable attention
and effort have been given this concept, it is still ill-used
and poorly misunderstood. The ambiguity and senselessness-
of the research on ESP definitions of intelligence are so
diverse that it would be impractical to list all of them here.
A few examples are:

I. Intelligence is what the intelligence test measures.
2. Intelligence is a repetoire of intellectual skills and

knowledge available to a person at any one point in
time.

3. Intelligence is the summation of the learning exper-
iences of the individual.

4. Intelligence is the aggregate or global capacity of
the individual to act purposefully, to think ra-
tionally, and to deal effectively with his environ-
rnent.

It is clear from the preceding definitions that there is not
only no consensus among psychologists regarding the mean-
ing of intelligence, but there is also no absolute meaning of
the term.

Second, the most frequently accepted definition is that
intelligence is based on the solution of brief problems of
various kinds and on the quantity and quality of one's
responses to a wide range of questions. The terms IQ and'
intelligence are often used interchangeabl. IQ is a
symbol which refers to a set of scores ea ,n a test
which means nothing in spite of all of the entILN that make
an attempt to state that the tests are not biased. Sam
Messick and Scarvia Anderson, botn of ETS, state in the
spring edition of The CoUnseling Psychologist in 1970 that
the same test may measure "different attributes or pro-
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cesses, in minority/poverty groups than it'measures in whire
middle-class samples."

I Validity is concerned with what a test intends td
measure. CUrrent ability tests do not and cannot measure a
black child's capacity "to deal effectively with his environ,
ment," The tests were never intended to do so. It is obvious
enough that a black child engages in many intelligent be-
haviors which are_.not validated in white middle-class so-
ciety. For example, "What would a mother twich her child
to do if he or she is hit by another child? This is a value
judgmentnot a right or wrong.

2. Reliability and objectivity are the extent to which a
person earns the same score or rank each time he is mea-
sured by the same test. The most common case of reli-
ability of a test is the inclusion of items which are scored
on the basis of subjective judgment or in this context, a
white, middle-class norm. For example, persons from differ-
ent cultures will respond to this question differently. "What
is the thing to do if yuu find a purse with ten dollars in it?"

3 2

3. Standardized tests must represent the group for whom
they were designed. The Stanford-Binet and Wechsler Intel-
ligence Scale for Children excluded blacks from their repre-
sentative samples.

In 'conclusion I contend that there are sevelal critical
issues that act to delay the elimination of test bias. These
issues are:

I. Inattention to reconstruction of psYchometric
design

2. Psychometricians, arithropologists, and sociologists
cannot agree upon the implications of culture on
learning and intelligence

3. Superiority complex
4. Lack of consistency relative to interpretation of

test information
5. No test discovers what you knowonly what you

do not know
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Pluralistic Assessment
Summary of Clinic Session

Jane R. Mercer
University of California, Riverside

Several issues were raised during the discussion section.
A group of questions centered on the philosophical basis
for the SOMPA, aid several value premises were made
explicit in the discussion. First, the SOMPA assumes that
the distribution of scholastic potential is similar in all racial
and cultural groups. The work of Rick Heber in the Mil-
waukee project and the work of Kamen were cited as
supporting this view. Heber has shown the inner-city infants
of mothers win IQs below 85, when socialized in a highly
stimulating verbal environment, achieve an average IQ of
122 by four years of age compared to a contrasting group
of infants with similar mothers reared in the inner city
without any interventions, whose mean IQ was about 85 at
four years of age. Kamen in TheScience and Politics of IQ
exposes the faulty data base on which the oft-cited twin
studies of Burt are based. His work discredits the entire
empirical framewOrk on which the heritability studies have
been done.

A second value premise which is'implicit in,the system is
that of preparing children to cope with the role of student
in the public schools. There was some discussion as to the
merit of such an assumption. In general, the audience
agreed that the schools need to be changed so. that they are
more multicultural and less Anglocentric. However, given

the fact that we live in a highly industrialized society,
persons who wish to participate fully in that society must,
at some point in their lives, master the skills required to
perform in the student role. The schools are a critical link
in the system of social mobility. TI,erefoie, it was con-
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eluded that all children should be helped to master the.
student role.-The primary purpdse of public educatiOn is to
educate rather than to label those likely to have difficulties
and send them to special classes. To be effective, children
likely to have difficulty should be identified before they
have suffered repeated failures in the-school, They should
be given whatever assistance is necessary to cope with the
culture of the schbol.

A second set of questions focused on the educational
implications of the use of the SOMPA in the public schools.
Several implications were identified. First, participants
'noted the danger that the SOMPA might be used to under-
cut the basis for funding of special education programs if
latent scholastic potential scores are used- as the basis of
determining need for additional services rather than the
standard IQ scores, that is, the scholastic functioning level.
It is important that this situation not occur. To assure that
this situation will not occur, funding will need to be based
on educational neeJ as defined by performance on the
standard norms, not on the scores adjusted for sociocultural
differences, and funding will need to move away from
categorical aid programs based 'on self-contained classrooms
to funding of services to children within the regular educa-
tional setting.

A second implication for the schools is that a wider
variety of needs will be identified than has heretofore been
the case, especially the need for persons who can assist
children from non-Anglo cultural backgrounds in coping
with the cultuie of the school and the demands of the.
student role. In addition, broadening the basis of assCss-
men t should reduce the amoribt of labeling because the
SOMPA yields such a large ,number of different con-
figurations of scores that a User will not be tempted to
develop a new set of labels. Rather, educators will have to
look at each child as an individual with his or her own
unique pattern of performance and sociocultural- ,back-
ground. Finally, the system could be used to move toward
more cUltural democracy in the schools, a term developed
by Castaneda and Ramirez to describe schools which 'are
sensitive to the differing cognitive styles and cultural back-
grounds of their qudents.
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Some Observations on Nondiscriminatory Assessment
Clinic Session Handout

James E. Ysseldyke
University of Minnesota

The topifal theme of this conference is "nondiscrimina-
tory assessment." I would like to back us up a bit by asking
"nondiscriminatory assessment of what?" For years, norm-
referenced devices have been used to classify and place
children. When it was observed that members of minority
groups were overrepresented in public school special educa-
tion classes .and within the lower tracks of the regular
education mainstream, a number of individuals began to
question the fairness of the devices used to classify and
place. Items, and indeed entire tests, have been cited as
biased against members of specific cultural groups. The
debate'regarding the culture-fairness of tests and test items
has been a long and heated debate, aired in both .profes-
sional and popular literature and on radio and television.

We have missed the point..
It must be remembered that any test is merely a sample

of behavior. For example, no one has seen a thing Called
intelligence. Rather, we observe differences in the ways in
which persons behave, either differences in everyday be-
havior in a variety of situations of differences in the ways in

which persons respond to standard stimuli or sets of
stimuli; and we infer a construct called intelligence. In this

sense, intelligence is an inferred entity, a term or construct
which we use to explain differences in behavior and to
predict differences in future behavior. Regardless of how an
individual's performance is viewed and interpreted, intelli-
gence tests and items on those tests simply sample be-
haviors. A variety of different kinds of behavior, samplings

are used to assess intelligence; in most cases the kind(s) of
behavior sampled reflect a test author's conception of in-

telligence.
. There is a hypothetical domain of items which could be
used to assess intelligence. In practice, it is impossible to
administer every item in the domain to a child whose
intelligence we want to assess. Tests are samples of behavior

from the larger doniain. Salvia and Ysseldyke (in press)
have identified 13 kinds of behaviors sampled by intelli-
gence tests ranging from discrimination and generalization
to induction and abstract reasoning. Different test items
sample different behaviors; we have recognized this for
some time. However, the same test item may sainple differ-
ent behaviors for different children.

A child's acculturation is of primary importance in
evaluating his (her) performance on intelligence tests. Ac-

culturation refers to the particular set of background eXper,
iences and opportunities to learn which a child has had in
both formal and informal educational settings: This, in
turn, is dependent upon the experiences available in the

t.)

child's environment (i.e., cuhure) and the length of time
the child has h:.3 to assiiiniate . those experiences.. The
culture in which the child lives and the length of time he

(she) has lived in that culture effectively determine the
psychological demands a test item presents.

To ascertain -the psychological demand(s) of an intelli-
gence test,.item, one needs to consider the interaction
between acculturation and the behavior sampled. For this

reason, it is impossible to define exactly what it is that
intelligence tests assess Identical test items actually place
different psychological demands on different children. For
sake of illustration, let us assume that there are only three
discrete sets of background experiences (this is a very
conservative estimate; there' are probably many times this
number in the United States alone). To further sifnplify our
example, let us consider that there are only 13 kinds of
behaviors sampled by intelligence _tests rather than the
millions of items which potentially could be used. With
these very restrictive conditions, there are still (mn)!Im!n!
possible interactions between behavior samples and types of
acculturation. This very restrictive estimate produces more
than 1.35 x 1032 interactions. No -Wonder there is con-
troversy regarding what it is that intelligence tests measure.
They .measure more things than we can conceive of; they
measure different things for diffirein children.

The above example was used to illy.strate the futility of
efforts designed to identify items and tests which are non-
discriminatory. We could do that for a very long time.
Instead, in my opinion, we need to focus upon the person
giving the test and the particular kind of test given.

We have a considerable body of literature to support the
contention that pefsons charged with the task of assessing
school-age children are biased in their assessment efforts.
Sahda and Ross (1975) dernonstrated that teachers make
differential placement decisions as a result of the physical
attractiveness of children they are asked to evaluate.
Algazzine dernonstrated that teachers interact differently
with children as a function of facial attractiveness. Rubovits
and Maehr (1973) demonstrated that teachers interact dif-
ferently with blacks and whites, regardless of the diagnostic
label attached to the children. Johnson (1976) demonstrat-
ed that school. psychoIogists are biased by race, sex, and
socioeconomic status in making placement recommenda-
tions. The considerable body of research supportirg the
deleterious effects of labeling (c.f., Foster, 1976; Foster-&
Ysseldyke, 1976; Foster, Ysseldyke, & Reese, 1975; Lee,
1975; Salvia, Clark, & Ysseldyke, 1972) should cause us to
question the extent to which the unrepresentative makeup
of special classes and their lack of demonstrated efficacy

may be simply a reflection of our own biases and expecta-
tions. We need to begin systematic efforts to modify stereo-
'typic attitudes and expectancics and to make both teachers
and psychologists more objective in their interactions with
and decisions regarding childten.

Not only do we need to become more concerned with
who assesses children, but we need also to be concerned
with what is assessed. Traditional assessment efforts have
provided teachers with global scores, arrays of scores on
subtest continua, and psychological reports characterized



more by jargon than by practicality. Teachers, on the other
hand, have found this information of little help in their
instructional efforts. More recently, especially with the rise
of the learning disabilities movement, we have wiinessed a
dramatic increase in the use of norm-referenced devices to
plan educational programs for children. The currently pop-
ular activity is to be engaged in diagnostic-prescriptive
teaching. Repeatedly, we witness the administration of
large batteries of psychoeducational tests to children for
the purpose of identifying process or ability strengths and
weaknesses in order to prescribe appropriate instruction.
There is little support for such efforts. We have not demon-
strated that specific processes or abilities underlie the
acquisition of academic skills, that the processes or abilities
can be reliably and validly assessed, or that they can be
trained. In short, assessment efforts on behalf of all chil-
dren should be objective-ieferenced efforts designed to
identify skill development strengths and weaknesses. Assess-
ment of skills facilitates program planning and is nondis-
criminatory. It is time for us to cease our efforts to identify
the hypothetical causes of childrens' academic failures and
to focus instead on the assessment of skill development
strengths and weaknesses; our emphasis must be on moving
the child from where he (she) is to where we desire him
(her) to be.

Clinic Session Summary
James E. Ysseldyke

The main topic of this session concerned alternatives to
current norm-referenced assessment practices. The point
was made that there will never be a culture-fair norm-
referenced test. As such, several issues must be faced. First,
when using norm-referenced tests the psychologist must
select technically adequate devices. It was demonstrated
that most school psychologists and -other school personnel
are largely unaware of the technical characteristics and
normative populations for most currently used. tests.

Seckd, interpretation of pupil performance on any test
must be psychological rather than psychometric. Any
child's pe-formance on 'a test must be viewed as an inter-
action between the child's acculturation and the psycho-
loOcal demands of the behaviors sampled by the test.
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Third, elimination of the use of tests or use of separate
regression equations will not eliminate bias in the place-
ment and education of children; not will it suddenly create
an effective education for minority group children. And
this is indeed the issue. To the extent that special education
services are inferior io regular education services, to the
extent that special education classes serve as dumping
grounds for minority group children, and to the extent that
tests contribute to disproportionate and inappropriate
placement of minority students, the tests do deserve attack.
However, we need to be equally concerned about the qual-
ity of services', about assessment practices in general, and
about factors other than tests which contribute to bias in
placement.

A considerable amount of time was spent discussing
evidence regarding the contribution of naturally occurring
biasing variables in the decision-making process. It was
demonstrated that Oven identical test data and informa-
tion, school psychologists, teachers, and other educational
personnel do demonstrate bias on the basis of sex, race,
socioeconomic-status, and physical attractiveness in making
placement decisions. Elimination of norm-refeienced tests
does not eliminate the bias. Indeed, the more subjective we
allow decisions to become, the more bias enters.

Criterion-referenced assessment and task-analysis were
presented as alternative approaches to the assessment of all
children. The group raised several issues regarding criterion-
referenced assessment but largely agreed that this approach
was a viable altemative to current assessment practices.

It was recognized that our concern in educational
settings should be more on the establishment of appropriate
educational programs for individual children than on the
making of placement decisions. Norm-referenced assess-
ment provides little or no information for use in program
planning. Knowledge of the extent to which a child deviates
from normal is of little assistance to a teacher. Instead, he
(she) needs specific information regarding those skills which
"a child does and -does not demonstrate.,Such information
can be gained from task analysis and criterion-referenced
assessment. We need to focus efforts to two factors: the
development of appropriate educational programs and the
changing of biases, stereotypes, and expectations.

3 7
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.. stressed that RRCs had expertise specifically related to agencies such as

OCR and it would be negligent not to provide comMunication linkage between

the RRCs and school programs which could benefit.
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Regional Resource Centers
Clinic Session Handout

James A. Tucker
Region 5 (Texas) RRC

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTERS OF USOE/BEH/DMS/LRO(United States Office of Education
Bureau of Education for the HandicappedDivision of Media ServicesLearning Resource Centers
branch)

Effective September 1, 1974 the following contractors will provide a network of regional centers and
specialized national offices which are to assist the handicapped child to achieve sOcial and
vocational independence via an appropriate education. These centers are to help states establish
intrastate educational services and provide said services as a backup to extant state and intrastate
agencies. Rather than moving the target-child from resource-poor to resource-rich education en-
vironments (the classical parent action of the past and present), it is believed that federal asSistance
in 'stimulating and developing educational services in the child's own community is the, proper
pedagogical and humanitarian approach. In cases where the technical assistance, demonstrations,
consultations, and other regional center strategies 'have yet to establish an adequate service in a
given cOmmunity, the national units are expected to provide the services sought. Budgeta7 limits
and an attempt at avoiding improper assumption of local and state roles will temper the amount of
services and criteria for service-giving.

.Authorized by Public Law 91-230 parts C and F, and administered by the Learning Resource denters
Branch of of USOE/BEH, the Learning Resource Centers (LRCs) can be differentiated by role and by
level' in the hierarchy (regional-national). There follows a directory of LRCs so differentiated:

*LRC (Learning Resource Centers). . . . 32 centers
role: to assist states in developing an intrastate capacity in regard to the following educational i

services and to provide said services to the states' service-clients within service rules which
are clearly reinforcing of local and state capacity: identification of handicapped children,
diagnosis of learning disorders, prescription of educational programs for handicapped
children, and providing specialized instructional materials which compensate for learning
disorders.

R RC (Regional Rc.--,ource Centers)... .13 centers plus a coordinating office
role: to assist states in developing an intrastate capacity in regard to identification, diag-

nosis and prescription of educational programs and to provide those services to indi-
vidual handicapped children within service-criteria which clearlyshow direct services
to be reinforcing of state and local capacity, demonstrative of best methodology, ,or
otherwise stimulatory of service development by local and state education agencies.

COR RC (Coordinating Office for Regional Resource Centers)... .1 center
role: to provide the substantive work which is amenable to single-system treatment

on a national scale and to articulate the regional centers into a network which
permits sharing of problems and solutions from locality to locality, state to
state, and region to region.* .

ALRC (Area Learning Resource Centers)... . 13 centers plus five national units
role: to assist states in developing an intrastate capacity in regard to instructional ma-

terials, media, and educational technology supported education and media services
to the handicapped learner; and, the provision of said services as a supplement or
substitute for state and local supply of service in those instances where said supply is
found inadequate to meet the service-need; and, helping pre- and in-service educa-
tion facilities to increase the competence of teachers and parents in the selection and
use of instructional materials.
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NCEMMH (National Center on Educational Media and Materials for the Handicapped). . . .

1 center
role; to provide national leadership in the research, development, training, and dis-

semination activities related to the uFe of media, materials, and educational
technology in the education of handicapped children; and, to provide the na-
tional backup services required by local, state, and regional units: information
services relative to instructional materials for children and media-training ma-
terials for teachers, production and distribution assistance to creators whose
efforts increase the materials supply, and Clearinghouse functions for the na-
tion's problems, ideas and solutions in the realm of media for handicap"ped

learners.

SOVI (Special Office for Visually Impaired-S1)... .1 center
role: to find, select, adapt, create, classify, index, evaluate, field test, and other-

wise exercise substantive responsibility for those materials alleged to have

educational value for the visually impaired child.

SOHI (Special Office for Hearin,g Impaired-52). . 1 center
role: to find, select, adapt, create, classify, index, evaluate, field test, and otherwise

exercise substantive responsibility for those materials alleged to have educa-
tional value for the hearing impaired child.

SOOH (Special Office for Other Handicaps-S3). . . .1 center
role: to find, select, adapt, create, classify, index, evaluate, field test, and other-

wise exercise substantive responsibility for those materials alleged to have
educational value for the child whose handicap is other than visual or hearing
impairment '(including those whose multiple handicaps include those
disorders). 0

zi:"
SOMD (Special Office for Materials Distribution-S4)... . 1 center

role: to store, ship, repair, schedule, keep records, and otherwise manage the logis-
tical system for instructional materials supply of those items found in the
NCEMMH-operated information base. A service charge which is non-profit and
cost-covering will be made to borrowers of materials for purposes other than
teacher-examination or teacher-training. Classroom usage will be permitted
only when and if local and state sources of supply are inadequate and only
when user-fee payment is guaranteed.

The specific work elements contracted to each of the above units of the LRC centers network
(ALRC/NCEMMH network and RRC/COPRC network, combined) can be seen on the workscope
charts available from USOEIBEH/DMS/LRC or network offices. The following directory gives the
address of each ,..ef the above described centeri and the states served (or window-units through
which service is givenV

note: please contact project directorS, directly, for definition of services available; USOE/BEH/
DMS/LRC does not have center-services information capacity; address program ques-
tions and suggestions to "LIRC Branch Chief, USOE/BEH/DMS; ROB 3 Rm. 2020; 400
Maryland Ave.; SW Washington DC 20202"
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Clinic Session Summary
James A. Tucker

This session consisted of providing an overview of the
RRC network including its availability for assistance within
workscope-relevant areas.

The major portion of the session consisted of a discus-

sion of interagency cooperation between such organizations
as the Office for Civil Rights and state education agencies
via the Regional Resource Centers. It was stressed that the

4 3

RIZCs had expertise specifically reIated to the concerns of
agencies such as OCR add it would be negligent not tO
pthvide communication linkage between the RRCs and
school' programs which could benefit.

131 way,pf specific action in this direction the partici-

pants drafteil- a set of proposals which they wished to see
considered by ihe,R11C directors. These recommendations
are as follows:

1. National and re,gional OCR specialists should re-
ceive periodic mailings of RRC contact persons in

various regions. Also\Rotice of relevant workshops.
1. RRC network should prOvide OCR with exemplary

school programs throughotitsthe countrYi

3. There should be a joint contNnce between RRC
leaders and OCR leaders at all lve,ls for increasing
cooperation. N.

4. RRC network could provide a national pool of
minority educators who would be willing\to go to
areas needing more minority professionals.
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.. the decision to put a child into a lower ability group or special

cation class often is made on the basis of little informationusually

achie ement and intelligence data. Other relevant factors are not considered.

\,
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Legalistic Precedents
Clinic Session Summary

Thomas Oakland
University of Texas, Austin

Discussions generally centered on explicating legal issues
developed within chapter 3, on "Professional, Legislative,
and Judicial Influences on Psychoeducational Assessment
Practices in Schools," Non-Bksed Assessment of Handi-
capped Children, the conference resource document. The
following issues were considered first.

I. Assessment practices are discriminatory when chil-
dren are not tested in their dominant language.
Tests are discriminatory because they reflect only
white, middle-class values and abilities arid thus do
not effectively assess the abilities of lower-class and
minority group children.

3. Many psychometrists are poorly trained and are
insensitive to relevant characteristics evidenced by
minority group children.

4. A disproportionate number of minority group chil-
dren are assigned to lower-ability groups and spe-
cial education classes.

5. No provisions are made for systematic (annual or
biannual) reviews of children assigned to special

5

education classes. In many systems, getting a child
into special education is easier than getting him
out.

6. Parents often are not consulted regarding the advis-
ability of placing their children in lower-ability
groups or special education classes. Nor are they
informed of the academic progress their children
are making.

7. The decision to put a child into a lower-ability
group or special education class often is made on
the basis of little informationusually achievement
and intelligence data. Other relevant factors are not
considered.

The discussions attempted to determine (1) the rele-
vance these issues have on- the psychological and educa-
tional services provided to minority group children within
those areas represented by persons in attendance; (2) other
legal issues of which we need to be aware; and (3) methods
and practices attempted in various regions which serve to
comply with legal issues. An attempt to arrive at a con-
sensus was not made.

Participants in one session discussed at length the issue
of rights of students, parents, and professional pasonnel.
Their respective rights often are not clearly identified and
frequently appear to be in conflict.

During another session, a recent publication from the
Bureau of Indian Affairs (on nondiscriminatory educational
assessment of native Americans) was discussed. This publi-
cation describes the major characteristics of an educational
assessment program as well as students' and parents' rights:
an issue which was discussed quite completely.
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... many children who actually have no special needs will continue to show

up as having such because of assessment and placement practices that are

discriminatory.
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Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
Clinic Session Summary

Gerald Boyd
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

United States Office of Education

The discussion in the workshop sessions was to have
centered around nondiscriminatory testing and placement
as addressed in Pi,. 94-142. Both sessions commenced with
a brief overview of federal agency structure, that is, how
the Office of Education relates to the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, how the Bureau for Educa-
tion of the Handicapped relates to OE, and how the Aid to
States Branch relates to BEH. Many federal presenters often
fail to clarify this organizational structure, and it can be-
come very confusing to listeners who are not familiar with
the- internal affairs of the federal government but must
comprehend certain management unit relationships in order
to grasp fully what is being said to them.

This overview was followed in both sections by a clarifi-
cation of P.L. 93-380 and P.L. 94-142. It was explained
that both of these laws are actually amendments to the
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Education of the Handicapped Act (P.L. 91-230), which
has several distinct parts. The only part of P.L. 91-230
affected directly by P.L. 93-380 and P.L. 94-142 is Part B,
which deals with assistance to states. It was then pointed
out that the Education of ALL Handicapped Children Act
of 1975, as P.L. 94-142 has been titled, mandates th'at
states find and service all handicapped children even if there
is no federal support money available.

Most of the session participants were state education
agency or local education agency personnel. And they were
very interested in P.L. 94-142. We spent the bulk of the
session time dealing with money and other issues related to
the full implementation of P.L. 94-142. I explained the
sections in P.L. 94-142 that talk to the issue of nondiscrim-
inatory assessment and explained why reference to this
issue appeared in all these sections (i.e., procedural safe-
guards, applications, state plans, eligibility). Further, the
issue was raised of posable problems arising from the fact
that as we properly identify, screen, diagnose, place, and
serve handicapped children according to the requirements
of P.L. 94-142, many children who actually have no special
needs will continue to show up as having such because of
assessment and placement practices and procedures that are
discriminatory. Will this situation create a new-look at an
old dilemma, this time for the special educator? None of
the session participants seemed especially interested in this
issue, and they continued to ask questions about other
sections of the new law.
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... disproportionate over, or underinclusion of children of any race, color, or

national origin, or sex in any special program category may indicate possible

non-compliance.
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Office for Civil Rights
Clinic Session Handout

Sharyn Martin
Office for Civil Rights

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
Washington, D.C. 20201

AUGUST 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS
AND LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS

SUBJECT: Identification of Discrimination in the Assignment of Children
to Special Education Programs

Title VI of Civil Rights Act 1964 and the Departmental Regulation (45 .

CFR Part 80) promulgated thereunder require that there be no discrimina-
tion on the basis of race, color, or national origin in the operation of
any programs benefiting from Federal financial assistance. Similarly,

Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits discrimination on
the basis of sex in education programs or activities benefiting from
Federal financial assistance.

Compliance reviews conducted by the Office for Civil Rights have revealed
a number of common practices which have the effect of denying equality of
educational opportunity on the basis of race, color, national origin, or
sex in the ;%-isignment of children to special education programs.

As used herein, the term "special education programs" refers to any class
or instructional program operated by a State or lacal education agency to
meet the needs of children with any mental, physical, or emotional excep-
tionality including, but not limited to, children who are mentally retarded,
gifted and talented, emotionally disturbed or socially maladjusted, hard of
hearing, deaf, speech-impaired, visually handicapped, orthopedically handi-
capped, or to children with other health impairments or specific learning
disabilities.

The disproportionate over- er underinclusion of children of any race, color,
national origin, or sex in any special program category may indicate possible
noncompliance with Title VI or Title IX. In addition, evidence of the
utilization of criteria or methods of referral, placement or treatment of
students in anv special education program which have the effect of subjecting
individuals to discrimination because of race-; color, national origin, or

sex may also constitute noncompliance with Title VI and Title IX.

In developing its standards for Title VI and Title IX compliance in the
area of special education, the Office for Civil Rights has carefully reviewed
many of the requirements for State plans contained in Section 613 of the
Education Amendments of 1974 (P.L. 93-380), which amended Part B of the

Education of the Handicapped Act.
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Based on the above, any one or more of 0-2 following practices may con-
'stitute a violation of Title VI or Title IX where there is an adverse
impact on children of one or more racial or national origin groups or
on children of one sex:

1 Failure to establish and implement uniform
nondiscriminatory criteria for the referral
of students for possible placement in special
education programs.

2 Failure to adopt and implement uniform procedures
for insuring that children and their parents or
guardians are guaranteed procedural safeguards in
decisions regarding identification, evaluation, and
educational placement including, but not limited
to the following:

a prior written and oral
notice to parents or
guardians in their primary
language whenever the lodal
or State education agency
proposes to change the edu-
cational placement of
the child including a full
explanation of the nature
and implications of such
proposed change;

b. an opportunity for the
parents or guardians to
obtain an impartial due
process hearing, examine
all relevant records with
respect to the classification
of the child, and obtain an
independent educational
evaluation of the child;

c. procedures to protect the
rights of, the child whea
the parents or guardians
are not known, unavailable,
or the child is a ward of
the State, including the
assignment of an individual,
who is not an employee of
the State or local educa-
tional agency involved in
the education of children,
co act as a surrogate for
parents or guardians;

d. provisions to insure that
the decisions rendered in
the impartial due process
hearing referred to in part
(b) above shall be binding on
all parties, subject only to
appropriate administrative

or judicial appeal; and

e. procedures to insure that,
to the maximum extent
appropriate, exceptional
children are educated with
children who are not excep-
tional and that special
classes, separate schooling,
or other removal of excep-
tional children from the
regular education environ-
ment occur only when the
nature or scverity of the
exreptionality is such that
education in regulat- classes
with the use of supplementary
aides and services cannot be
achieved satisfactorily.
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3. Failure to adopt and implement procedures to insure that test
materials awl other assessment devices used to identify, classify
and place exceptional children are selected and administered in
a manner which is non-discriminatory in its impact on child..en of'

any race, color, national origin or sex.

Such testing and evaluation materials and procedures must be
equally appropriate for children of all racial and ethnic groups
being considered for placement in special education classes.
In that regard procedures and tests must be used which measure
and evaluate equally well all significant factors related to the
learning process, including but not limited to consideration of
sensorimotor, physical, socio-cultural and intellectual development
as well as adaptive behavior. Adaptive behavior is the effectiveness

or degree with which the individual meets the standards of personal

independence and social responsibility expected of her or his age

and cultural.group. Accordingly, where 'resent testing and evaluation
materials and procedures have an adverse impact on members of a
particular race, national origin, or sex, additional or substitute
materials and procedures which do not have such an adverse impact
must be employed before placing such children in a special education

program.

4. Failure to assess individually each studen....s needs and assign her

or him to a program designed to meet thosr individually identified

needs.

5. Failure to adopt and implement uniform procedures with respect to
the comprehensive reevaluation at least once a year of students

participating in special education programs.

6. Failure to take steps to assure that special education programs
will be equally effective for children of all cultural and linguistic

backgrounds.

School officials should examine current practices in their districts to

assess compliance with the matters get forth in this nemorandum. A school

district which determines that compliance problems currently exist in that

district should immediately devise and implement a plan of remediation.

Such a plan must not only include the redesign of a program or programs to
conform to the above outlined practices, but also the provision of necessary

reassessment or procedural opportunities for those students currently assigned

to special education programs in a way contrary to the practices outlined.

All students who have been inappropriately placed in a special education

program in violation of Title VI or Title IX requirements must be reassigned

to an appropriate program and provided With whatever assistance may be

necessary to foster their performance in that program, including assistance

to compensate for the detrimental effects of improper placement.
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Some of the practices which may constitute a violation of Title Vl or Title IX
may also violate Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-112),
as amended by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-516) which prohibits
discrimination on the basis of handicap; and other practices not addressed by
this memorandum and not currently prohibited by Title VI or Title IX may be
prohibited by that.Section. The Office for Civil Rights is currently
-formulating the regulation to implement Section 504.

School districts have a continuing responsibility to abide by this
memorandum in order to remain in compliance with Title VI of the
Rights Act of 1964 and Title XI of the Education Amendments of 1972.

Martin Gerry
Acting Director
Office for Civil Rights
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... first and most important is the assumption that the purpose of the conference

is to change the b3havior of the majority of the participants.



Conference Plann:ng: In-service Training
through Short-Term Conferences

Clinic Session Handout
Robert B. Maclutyre

Ontario Institute for the Study Of Education

"I'd like to put that new idea to work in my school, but
how can I get my teachers to use it well?" "With this
change in regulations, most of our mentally retarded stu-
dents will be taught by regular teachers. How can we train
them to meet the educational needs of the retarded?" "I
can't use the techniques I learned in college two years ago
because the other teachers here don't understand them.
How can I help my colleagues to catch up with the field?"

Questions and perplexities of this nature are expressed
again and again to anyone working to improve education of
exceptional children today. With the rapidly changing com-
plexion of special education during the sixties and the
changes predicted for the seventies, in-service training and
professional skill improvement of various sorts have become
crucial to the maintenance of adequate education for handi-
capped and special children. In addition, recent attempts to
equip regular classroom teachers to work with children
having learning problems, retardation, or emotional distur-
bance have generated a variety of in-service training efforts.
At the same time, traditional teacher conferences or meet-
ings with their series of lengthy lectures (with cm without
media) and prestigious panels have come under fire as
having limited informationgiving functions, showing nc
evidence of changing teacher behavior, and (perhops most
damning in the age of "hot" media) being just plain dull.
Obviously, effective in-service and conference techniques
need to be borrowed, developed, modified, and tested for
the special education field (e.g., National Commission for
Teacher Education and Professional Standards, 1965).

Basic Assumptions

Several basic assumptions underlie conference planning
and management. First and most important is the assump-
tion that the purpose of the conference is to change the
behavior of the majority of the participants in some signifi-
cant way. Participants should be able to do something
which they could not do before or do something much
better than they could before the conference. This assump-
tion does not deny the validity of the information-giving
conference but does suggest that the conference should
proceed from information passing to actual use of the
information by the participants. Since most of us read
muL,h faster than we listen and since conferences and meet-
ings consume a tremendous number of professional ,i,tys
when each participant is considered, print n:cdia wiuld
seem better suited for simple information giving.
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The second major assumption is that learning is an
active, not a pasElve, function. For adults as well as chil-
dren, most learning and change take place when the person
is doing something and not when he is merely sitting and
listening. Long years of college training have conditioned us
to think that taking notes while someone else talks is
enough activity to ensure learning, even after we've been in
the field long enough to realize that much of our prepara-
tion to be teachers was neither sufficient nor particularly
relevant.

The last assumption involves tile notion that it is not
enough just to help someonelearn hqw to do something.
He also needs to learn to do it. All of us probably know
how to teach better than we do now, but we probably have
not committed ourselves to implementtag and maintaining
such a technique. Therefore, a successiul conference should
provide opportunity for commitment to action and some
means for support of that action.

Planning Stage

Statement of objectives. In planning a conference or
in-service program in line wf.th these assumptions, a critical
first step is the clear statement of the objectives of the
program. These objectives should ,be stated in terms ot the
desired behavior of the participants and should imply evalu-
ation criteria where possible. A few examples might help
illustrate this point.

Participants will Write specific behavioral objectives
tu implement goals drawn from existing guides.

Each conference group will complete a list of essen-
tial functions for public school programs for seri-
ously disturbed children.

Participants will sequence selected mateitils from
simple to complex and will interpolate necessary
intervening learning tasks.

Participants will list sufficient data collection pro-
cedures to accomplish the objectives of their evalu-
ation, as previously stated.

Participants will modify the room arrangement of
their classrooms in ways which will facilitate multiple
activities.

For purists, these objectives can be further refined to
include statements of .riteria and settings for observation.
The important thing is that these are objectives which are
behaviorally stated and capable of accomplishment.

Specific input. The specification of the exact informa-
tion to be presented is the next planning task. While it may
be gratifying to the ego to be able to throw out twice as
many bits of informatioh as anyone can take in, such
ability is of limited value to the participants. Usually formal
preentations shbuld run no longer than 15 to 20 minutes.
In that time it is possible to develop adeqcatcly one major
point With a couple of subpoints, or possibly two major
points. Where rmssible, these points are developed in
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writing in advance ..nd are provided to the participants
immediately aT:er the presentation, thereby dealing w,th
any variation in note taking or attendance.

Active learning. Since it has been assumed that learning
occurs through activity, the conference must include some
provision for tasks to be performed by the participants, and
the svTificatior of these tasks becomes a major planning
function. Thcy must be specifically stated, able to be ac-
complished ln the time allotted (usually 10 to 30 minutes),
and able to provide immediate feedback an.d confirmation
where possiule.

Two-pa-A no-carbon-required paper has been used with
good effects for preprinted task sheets The participants are
able to keep a copy of all their work, session by session,
and the conference personnel also have a record of how
each individual is doing. The importance of this feedback to
the conference manarrs cannot be overemphasized. By
using hourly task sheets, it has been possible to monitor the
learning of up to 300 professionals ..d provide individual
support where needed as well as to modify the tbrmal
presentations to illuminate points on which the majority of
the group were not clear.

Conference Organization

Small ,,,-,uups. The actual conference, institute, or in-ser-
vice prosi-ein is usually designed to use small-group inter-
action as a major learning seiting. These small groups,
numbering between six mid nine members, are structured
shortly after registration and provide the place for individ-
ual discuss'on, questioning, idea sharing, and mutual sup-
port as we as become a relevant peer group for witnessing
one's commitment toward a course of action. Group facili-
tators are usually chosen in advance, although some recent
experiences suggest that conference participants can form
themselves into ad hoc groups and successfully select their
own facilitators. In any case, it is important that the first
small-group session involve iic:ivities which will facilitate
the rapid development of a group feeling of belonging and
identification. Asking partici7z,nts to relate some thing
which has happened to them or to which they are looking
forward or suggesting that they say something nice about
someone else in the group or themselves can have the
desired effect. Some of the communication games d--
veloped for small groups by the National Training Labora-
tories of the National Education Association are also useful

(Burke & Beckhard, 1970).
Group facilitators, however chosen. need special support

and training. They should be familiar with the .,:aski for
each day of the institute and should got. a chame to .share
their experiences with each other and the rest of the con-
ference personnel. Where possible, one of the conference
staff should be skilled in small-group dynamics and should
be available to the group facilitators for consultation and
intervention if needed.

Task oriented, time loaded scheduling. In scheduling the
conference, a task-cycling pattern can be used effectively,
This involves dividing the conference day into blocks ben-
riing with a short formal presentation arid followed by

in idual or small-group work on the relevant task for that
time block. Then the cycle begins,again. For example, at an
institute devoted to improving classroom management skills
among teachers of the educable mentally retarded, the
following was the second morning schedule.
8:30- 8:50 Presentation on room arrangements for con-

tingency management.
8:50- 9:30 Participants design room arrangements on

task sheets.
9:30- 9:50 Presentation on selection of instructional ma-

terials and tasks.
9:50-10:30 Selection of materials by participants from

lists to match tasks on task sheet. Group,
discussion of selections.

10:30-10:45 Morning coffee break.
10:45-11:05 Presentation on relationship of instructional

objectives to necessary characteristics of ma-
terials and media.

11:05-11:45 Participant analysis of previously developed
objectives to determine media requirements.

11:45 Lunch.
This rapid cycling between tasks performed in .small

groups and large-group presentation yielded several bene-
fits. Participants were able to maintain a high level of
attentiveness because they knew they would be immedi-
ately using information in the presentation and because
they were not subjected to long periods of sitting without
physical movement. The tight time schedule also provided a
degree of gessure which kept groups on the topic and
resulted in motivation to return to these activities, as is
characteristic or incomplete tasks.

Concern for the Individual

Because this type of conference Or institute makes
unusual demands on the participant by asking that he
demonstrate hisnewly acquired skills and competencies at
each stage in the process, it is especially important that the
conference organization and the conference staff demort-
strate a .concern for the individual and the effort he is
expending. This.concern can be shown in two formal ways
and many informal ones.

First, it is important that sessions begin and end on title.
When .participants commit themselves and their time, there
is an obligation not to waste their time or denigrate the
persons by beginning sessions late or by extending them
beyond the planned termination time. To end on time and
not close out important interaction between participants
and speakers. pen interaction time should be allowed in
the evenin,; ,1 other times when participants may discuss
an issue at length with a speaker or leader.

Another indication of concern for the individual is pro-
vided by having detail work, stfch as registration, informa-
tion handouts, task sheets, rooin assignments, and equip-
ment, performed well in advance and completely. Such
detail work sometimes seems to be too trivial to be con-
sidered pan of the professional responsibility of running an
in-service progiam, but education, of all professions, should
appreciate the importance of having done its homework.



Informal indications of concern for the individual are
many and varied. lit one setting it was possible to have the
Management provide a small basket o: fruit in the rooms of
the participants. It is usually possible to arrange for cocoa,
punch, or tea in addition to the omnipresent coffee at
break time. Fresh fruit in the afternoon is sometimes a
welcome change from the doughnuts in the morning.
Allowing sufficient thne for a leisurely noun hour, if the
conference is intense, or starting later in the mornings, if
evening activities are irresistable and late, are ways of ad-
justing the in-service trainiDg demands to human nee0s. In
the same Yein, having teachers' classes covered for at, hour
in the morning for in-service training 'rather than holding
the sessions after school improves the process and the
learning. Some planned social activities can add signifi-
cantly to the success of a two- or three-day program.

Conclusion

At this point, it is probably apparent that a good in-
service institute or conference contains many of the same
elements as does any good teaching program: (1) clearly
stated objectives, (2) carefully selected procedures and
techniques, (3) built-in feedback and evaluation for the
conference staff, and (4) demonstrated concern fcr the
individual.
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Clinic Session Summary
Robert MacIntyie

Although the two clinic sessions covered material pre-
sented in the prepared handout and considered various
aspects of the present conference as examples of different
types of in-service training, two major points weia raised
which were nol evident from the preplanned material.
Rather than recapitulate the entire clinic session, this sum
mary will focus on these two points.

The first issue relates to the amount of novel material
and the number of procedures which one can include in a
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woirtshop. In general, it is advisable to maintain a substan-
tial amount of procedure and structure which has bee .
tried in advance. This may be done by including presenta-
tions, types Ci group interactions, specific tasks, scnedul:
of activities, etc., which have proved successful at previous
workshops. in the cas .. of novel material or ap-!oaches, it is
adv:sable to pretest thcse on a group similar to that for
which they are intended. The lack of adequate pretest for
the simulation material used here was a case in point. The
avoidance of too much novelty and untried material, how-
ever, rust not be carried to the point that nothing new is
tried or no new audiences are. approached.

The second point oc concern, which was emphasized by
the present workshop, is involvement of the relevant stake-
holders in the planning of the workshop to what.ver degree
is possible. Although there was considerable involvement of
various stakeholders in the present workshbp, inJuding
minority group representatives, this was not emphasized to
all participants, and some groups were not involved, for
example, American Native Peoples, retarded youth, and
others who might have felt they had a stake in these
proceedings

Involvement of stakeholders in planning consists of sev-
eral steps which could be added to the planning worksheets
used at the conference.

1. Identification of stakeholders. Who is involved, af-
fected?
Determination cf appropriate degree of Investment
of various groups. For some segments of the stake-
holder group a particular problem may be only one
among many: for another the same problem may
be central.

3. Establishing a degree of involvement in the plan-
ning. Participants may be involved, for example, as
sources of information only, as members of ad-
visory groups, in the review of plans, or in decision
making.

4. Choosing ineans for collection of input data. Alter-
natives are through informal or formal question-
naire, notes taken at advisory meetings (Who does
this?), recorded decisions, and so on.

5. Revision of plans based on stakeholder input.
In all of the above, it is necessary to establish and adhere

io a reasonable time schedule for the completion of critical
stages of planning. Otherwise individuals not having total
responsibility for the activity are in a position to delay
planning, of having a pocket veto in effcct, or the con-
ference might go on as planned with some individuals
feeling that their input was requested but not used.
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Issues Related to Assessment of Chicano Children
Clinic Session Summary

Ernest M. Bernal, Jr.

In discussing nondiscriminatory assessment, special con-
cerns and considerations apply to the tc..!ing of children
who are non-English-speaking, limited English speaking, and
bilingual, for these children ordinarily represcnt popula-
tions which are not only culturally and experientially dif-
ferent but also linguistically distinctive. The applications of
tests designed for tne English monolingual childand more
specifically for the speaker of standard Englishcannot be
assumed to be equally valid for children whose competence
in English is marginal at best and for children whose bi-
lingual capabilities may vary from very rich to barely com-
petent, from the standard form of the languages to a
dialectical variation.

A useful concept for understanding the psychometric
questions is that of limited English-speaking ability (LESA).
A LESA Chicano child may be English monolingual,
Spanish monolingual, Spanish-dominant bilingual, English-
dominant bilingual, or a balanced Spanish and English bi-
lingual. Competency or proficiency in English, not language
dominance, is the issue here, for it is possible for a child to
be both Spanish dominant and competent in English (as in
the case of some gifted Chicano children). Furthermore,
each of these categories is independent of normalcy; that is,
language dominance is not to be confused with proficiency
or normal language development. A particular child, for

\\
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\
instance, may be d 4:1, tinant and proficient in Spanish but be
appraised deficient n a test of language in English, while
another Spanish-donunant child may be deficient in both.
Clearly, different diagnb.ses are in order.

To complicate the matti.g further, Chicano children from
the lower socioeconomic claSses are frequently speakers of
dialects of both English and §panish and lack the experi-
ence to take typical standardized group or individual tests
validly (much like black populations), particularly those
which emphasize the extensive use of Standard English or
Spanish language stimuli or responses, such as tests of
general mental ability.

This author's research indicates that a great source of
measurement error exists In the testing situation itself, ana
that the result iF lower scores on Was of important cogni-
tive operations. To improve these results, this author tried

-several procedures which can be four.:1 in the literature on
eighth-grade blacks and Chicanos prior to administering
tests to them. These procedures were

I. Matching the examiner with the subject by eth-
,nicity.

2. Organizing students into small groups for ttsting
and warm-up.

3. Having the examiner spend a few minutes establish-
ing rapport with the subjects by speaking the dia-
lect or language with which they identified.

4. Preparing similar items for the subjects to practice
on, giving them an opportunity to articulate why
they answered in certain ways ard giving them
feedback on these items.

Many group and individualized tests can be adapted with
some of these procedures without affecting standardized
administration, and these tests are preferred over reilormed
,ests or instruments which have been translated ad hoc.
Whenever possible, children should be tested in both En-
glish and Spanish, but results, should be interpreted cau-
tiously. Adaptive behavior scales (such as Mercer's) may be
used for additional data.
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Issues Related to Assessment of Native American Children
Clinic Session Handout

Gerald Hill
Bureau of Indian Affairs

PATTERNS OF

STUDENT EVALUATION :
AN ALTERATIVE ASSESSMENT EXAMPLE

FOR USE WITH INDIAN STUDENTS*

F. McKINLEY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL INDIAN TRAINING AND
RESEARCH CENTER, TEMPE, ARIZONA

J. M. HILL, PROGRAM COORDINATOR,
NATIONAL INDIAN TRAINING AND
RESEARCH CENTER, TEMPE, ARIZONA

T. F. SAUNDERS, CONSULTANT,
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

R. F. BLAKE, CONSULTANT,
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
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*Adapted from materials developed by:
Dr. T. F. Saunders,
Dr. R. 7. Blake,
Dr. C. S. Decker,
University of Arizona
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HISTORICAL PATTERNS OF STUDENT EVALUATION*

The history of evaluation of students, in general, has:

'followed a pattern of measuring how many of the facts
or data to which the student has been exposed have been
retained, understood, and can be given back on an examination,

'been to use tests constructed by national commercial testing
companies or agencies, and,

'been to assume that the tests of the data learning are an
accurate measure of what students can learn.

Some of the implications of this conception of evaluation

have been:

'tracking of students by ability (IQ tests) and unequal

access to the curriculum for those students scoring

in the top ,six stanines on riLional comparative tests,

'special education placement of many minority students wh6se

educational problems in the open school systems have less

to do with their abilities than with cross-cultural
influences, and,

'that remediation is initiated prior to the initial learning

accomplished for which the remediation is a cure.

Many Indian children for instance, have been:

'improperly identified as low ability and uncooperative

students,

'placed in special educat.-n and "language incompatibility'

programs due to the many c.'tural influences which may have

precluded successful achievement in the public schools, and,

'given special assignments aild considered remedial prospects,

when these Indian students have not learned the material

the first time through.

*Presented at Conference, "With Bias Towards None," held at

Atlanta, Georgia, January 18, 1970.
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Because of these inadequate procedures of evaluating student
abilities and student attainment, literally thousands of Indian
children have been:

"put down,"

°discouraged from aspiring to formal education, and,

°have come to be ashamed of the culture to which they have
historical allegiance.

Indian children 'have often been considered as part of the
"linguistic incompatibility" classification in schools where the
curriculum is resented primarily.in English.

The above erroe and Others have been compounded when teachers
and other nrofessional school staff have not become informed about
the var.!: as which are of special importance to the different
tribal nal,ions.

Teachers and other professionals, for instance, who are not
aware of certain taboos and cultural variables which influence
the behavior and perceptions of Indian students, are poorly
equipped ti set educational procedures for those students. Just
a few examples of these influences can be indicated in the
Navaho's concern for dead olimals, the general respect Indian
children have for elders, the avoidance Apache students demonstrate
for physical deformity, etc. These are many influences which
are pervasive'to different tribal nations, Those who would work
with Indian students should know about and be able to work within
these influences.

Some form of alternative assessment.has been needed for
Indian children whose school experiences often dictate the
futures which are possible for them in an open society.

'ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT:" SOME CURRENT TESTS

There are several writers today who have addressed themselves

to the alternative assesient problem.

The B.I.T.C.H. test,1 for instance is designed to assess

the vocabulary of Blacks in terms of their cultural

awareness jn a way parallel to the useFrvocabulary
assessment of Anglos based on Anglo culture.

1"Violations of Human Civil Rights: Tests and Use of Tests," Report

of the Tenth National Conference on Civil and Human Bights in Education,

National Education Association, 1972, pg. 17.

6 2
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For example, the word "pick" is used in place of "comb."
An Afro haircut would not need a comb. This Black
Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogeneity is a plea for an
equal chance in the game of evaluation. According to its
author, a child who knows Malcolm X's birthday and the
date of his-assassination shows as much intelligence as the
child whc knows Washington's birthday. This tec4., then,

wants to make the language of educational evalua 'on attentive
to the cultural syndrome of Black culture.

Another attempt to produce clearer test results for
minorities is the A.B.I.C. test of Mercer and Lewis;
These investi; have tried to find a way to
differentiate .mtally handicapped child from the
minority, child , , merely tests as a retarded child.
Adaptive behavior was conceptualized as an individual's
ability to play ever more complex social roles iq a
progressively widening circle of social systems.'

The main point of the A.B.I.C. seems to be to compare
the normal distribution curves of children in their
own cultural habitat to the nurmal curve of the open
society on items drawn from the open society.

If a child scores low on the test designed for his own
system, he is probably mentally handicapped. However,

if the child scores high on the test based on his own
system and only normal or low on the open social norms,
it can be assumed that he is quite bright and even gifted.
The problem is ours as teachers.

These new tests are referred to here to indicate the
emerging concern for children's school evaluations.
They also point up two other more devastating questions:

(1) Are we clear about what "norms" mean and how
tney must be clearly used in all written materials
evaluating students?

(2) Are we clear about what measurement means in terms
of differentiating content items 3 and abstraction
skills, models used in constructing measurement
instrument§ apd models for identifying thought
patterns? 41

` Taken from an unpublished pamphlet by Jane R. Mercer and June F.
Lewis entitled "Adaptive Behavior Inventory for Children," 1972-73
Standardization Edition.

3 It should be pointed out that it is never adequate to respond to a
vocabulary item with a definition of the usage for the word. The

classification of the term in a generic frame is the issue. Abstraction

skills get the best score.
4 co leen S. Decker and T. Ftwk Saunders, "Some Theoretical Considerations

of Measurement: A Philosophic Analysis," Proceedings of the Far Western
Philosophy of Education Societ , Pomona, California, 1972.

5 Decker, S.Talleen, "Sym o ng: Thinking, Culture, and Alternative
Assessment," paper presented to the Far Western Philosophy of Education
Society, San Francisco, December 1973.
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The major difficulties of these "alternative assessments"
theh, are to b2 found in their continuation of the basic theme
that there is a norm or a base from which students can be compared
with one another on different subject matter tests and on cultural
items. Yet, what does it gain a student to learn to fit in his
own culture as well as in the dominant culture in which he finds

himself in terms of two different norms?

These "alternative tests" do explain whether a student is
indeed a "low-achiever" on both tests formulated for two different
"cultures." However there are no instrueione components established
for correcting educational problems of the "low achievers."

A different basis for evaluating for diagnosis and instruction
is needed to assure each stucent of success in education and
society. Non-failure evaluation must be designed to support each
student in his search for self-respect and for success in the open
market place of ideas.

III

ALTERUATIVE ASSESSMENT: A BASIC DESIGN AND AN ILLUSTRATION

Let us assume for a minute that each student has a way of
learning material. Each student even has a way of not learning
material. These "ways" can be defined as learning habits. Can we
establish some simple but incisive ways of diagnosing and
instructing students in terms of their particular learning habit
patterns?

WhaL is needed is a way of identifying the educational
problems of children which does not punin them for language,
culture, or motivational differences.

What is needed is a way of locating the learning habits and
thought styles of children such that the success of the-student
in schools is assumed, by helping the student learn to lean..6

6Saunders, T. F. with Decker, Colleen, Double Think, Farmington Press,
Tucson, Arizona 1973.
Decker, Colleen, Saunders T. F., Title III, Learning to Learn Proposal,
iucson (Arizona) School District No. 1, 1974.
Blake, R. F., "Evaluation Report," Title III, Learning to'Learn Proj ct,
Tucson (Arizi a) School District No. 1, October 1975.

\

Decker, Colleen, "Model Meaning: Theory, Taxonomy, and Reconstruction,"
Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, The'University of Arizona, 1974.

Saunders, T. F. and Blake, R. F., "Evaluation: A Theoretical Analysis,"
Far Western Philosophy of Education Society, San Jose, .California, 1975.

Saunders, T. F. and Spector, I. L., "Evaluation Design," FWPES,
San Jose, California; 1975.
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This concept carries with it the assumptions that:

°a student will learn by selecting a certain kind of material
from the data to which the student is exposed,

°that the student will repeat the same process of selection
time after time in different situations, and,

°that when a student can identify for himself the way he
selects material and the student understands the options
for the ways of selecting material, the student will
learn in the usual sense of the word, more effecively.

The diagnostic/instructional strategies for implemeliting
these learning habit identification procedures have been formulated
and used in several different educational frameworks with students
of all grade levels and with students representing a full range
of cultural backgrounds.

While it is not within the parameters of this short statement
to make an extensive presentation of this alternative assessment
package, it is appropriate to present a brief explanation and example
of how the diagnostic process is used.

-The key to this concept is found in the assumption that students
and people in general, may "prefer" to deal with one of three
different kinds of data:

1. Specifics, details, or direct information.

2. Connections between ideas, critical reviews, interpretive

concepts, or inferential meanings.

3. Values, grand scale perspectives, goals, or purposes.

The Learning to Learn pattern classifies each student's responses
into one of the above categories. It has been found that each of
us does indeed "prefer" habitually to focus on one of the above
options, usually to the exclusion of the other two possibilities.

Students who have been "diagnosed" as forming their learning
habits through one of the three emphases can be instructed rather
quickly in the ways that they learn and in the possibilities of
their using one of the other emphases as a basis for other learning
situations.

Once a student can identify for himself the usual or habitual
learning patterns he uses, it is but a short step to improving

each specific learning attainment score. The increased deliberateness
of facing a learning experience in addition to the idea framework
of the three different emphases and all that they entail do produce

for each student the ways he learns to learn.
Try an illustration at the second grade level.

0Situation: a student is shown a picture of something with

which he is familiar.

°A form is use4 to record the kind of response given to the

question of "Oiat do you see here?"

6 5
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places the student's

response in one of the sequences on the basis of the criteria
set for each type of response, i.e. ,

Was the answer a description of the components of
thp picture such as "a boy," "a house," "an apple,"
"a tree," etc.

Was the response an interpretation or an inftrence from
the components of the picture such as "The boy is happy
to be going home," "The weather is bad and the boy is
unhappy because he wants to go out to play," etc.

Was the response of a value type which places a special
meaning on the picture such as "Everyone ought to get
along and be nice," "The boy wants to cooperate because
he knows we do best what we do together."

The diagnosis from this single example of this alternative
assessment process is made when the student (From whatever culture,
with whatever language, at whatever stanine) continues to respond
on differeilt tasks from one of these three emphases. Once a profile
of the habitual emphases of performances is drawn, the student can
be given tasks which encourage a deliberate change in emphases to
different learning habit patterns, e.g.,

A student can be asked to give only those responses that are
appropriate to a given emphasis, i.e., details, inferences,
and/or values. When the student "sees" the differences
made in the scores on standardized tests he takes, this
Learning to Learn is reinforced.

6 6
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IN SUMMARY*

Thi.s example of the Learning to Learn diagnosis pattern
illustrates one item used in a comprefirve system aimed at
alternative assessment for students. It should be noted that

the three emphases referred to in the assessment sequence seem
to exhaust the posssibility of responses to material. Students

can decide, infe2, or place values on anything which they confront.

For a student to know how to select an emphasis and to use the

attending strategies for each emphasis is to:

°give a student a special purchase on his own learning process,

°give a teacher direction in instructional materials and
teaching strategies, and to,

°give the educationaZ enterprise a subtle reorientation in
the ways of diagnosing and instructing children of all

cultural and linguistic backgrounds in a non-failure, highly

structured, educational pattern.

EPILOGUE

The importance of formulating cross-cultural educational
patterns of instruction and evaluation which are non-threatening
and highly motivatinTfor students of all types cannot be

stressed too heavily.

Education in our society should assure each student open and

eaoy access to all facets of the school curriculum. Since assessment

tends to establish the parameters within which educational delivery

and materials are formed, the place of alternative assessment in the

public schools must be increased and made as system-wide as possible.

Assessment is meaningless unless it is meaningful for those being

assessed.

*Extensive material and modules have been prepared and are being

set into a composite package for use in all school situations.

6 7
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Issues Related to Assessment of Asian-American Children
Clinic Session Handout

Toshiaki Hisama
Department of Special Education

Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

The problems in assessing Asian-American handicapped
children are thr?e-fold Ifir 7bere is a lack of cognizance
regarding the divers: )1. Asian-American group itself.
Setond, the structuic ut IangL 2 in most cases is so unique
that a bilingual appr ,ach applit:Die to other IndoEuropean
languages may not be ot use Third, perhaps the impact of
minority group status on Asum-American handicapped chil-

dren will be greater on their social development than in the

cognitive area.

Diversity

It is very little understood that the Asian-Amerimi
group has a great deal of diversity within itself. A steroo.
typic notion is that they all look alike, and therefore, ihk:y
think, behave, and act alike. In the United States, there are
more than half a millkm Americans of Japanese descent,
and the number of the Chinese Americans far exceeds that

number. In addition, there are Koreans, Phillipinos, Indo-

nesians, Thais, Indians, Cambodians, Pakistanis, Bangla.

deshes, Burmese, Vietnamese, and Micronesians. Granteu

that these people have commonality in their physical ap-

pearance, their cultures are so much diversified that it is

almost impossible to generalize about them under one label

Asian Americans. Their languages, child-rearing patterns,
attitudes toward education; achievement motivation, etcet-
era, are as much different as those between blacks in the
United States and those in, for instance, Zaire.

It should be also pointed out that there is a great deal of
diversity even within one ethnic group. For example, while
the Issei (first-generation Japanese Americans) totally re-
iained the culture from the old country, the Nissei (second-
generation Japanese Americans) situated between the lssei

and the Sansei (third generation) in terms of their cultural
assimilation. The Yonsei (fourth generation) who are now
reaching school age are totally "American," unlike the lssei

and the Nissei, in that English is the only language they
speak.

If one fails to recognize the cultural diversity mentioned
above, perhaps psychological damage will be inflicted upon

growing children.

Structure of Language

When assessing the nnnorit ). grunp child I'm' nilinguahsin,
for instance, of English and Spanish, it is possible first to
test his dominance in language and then administer the test

in his dominant language. The Spanish version of the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) is now
available for this purpose. It seems to be a practice to take
the higher score the child achieved if the test is adminis-
tered in both English and Spanish.

In the case of Asian-American handicapped children,
however, the situation is entirely different. The three Asian
groups, specifically Chinese, Japanese, and Koreans, use
Chinese characters which number approximately 6,000 and
are r,ommitted to memory for everyday use. The number of
characters used among the Chinese- population-is -much-
greater. It is not uncommon to meet a person who is
bilingual in oral language in, for example, both Japirrese
and English. However, it is extremely difficult to find one
who can administer the WISC bilingually because of the
language problem. This is particularly true when administer-
ing achievement tests in which the test administrator and
the child must use Chinese characters. In practical situa-
tions, if the teacher has a child of whom she suspects
pseudoneutral retardation because of language problems,
she should seek a qualified bilingual tester, as must legally
be done in the state of Illinois, or withhold diagnosis until
pertinent information is obtained.

The Impact of Being Asian-American on
Cognitive and Social Development

The existing literature, even though it is meager in quan-
tity, indicates that the impact of minority group status on
intellectual development is minimal. In most cases, extreme
low scores are due to the child's unfamiliarity with the
English language because of Lis recent entry into the United
States. It appez.rs that the effect of cultural deprivation and

problems inherent in bilingualism do not play a crucial role
in the case of blacks, Chicanos, and native Americans. The
impact, however, seems to be greater on social develop-

ment, in the motivational, emotional, and attitudinal areas.
As some investigators report, being a member of the

minority group in terms of physical and psychological dif-
ferences creates a crisis in identity. This is seen among the

Yonseis; that is, while a member of this group regards
himself as an American, in the everyday situations he en-
counters, he is treated as a foreigner. Also, the Japanese

group in particular is known for its high achievement moti-
vation. Parents tend to push their children to attain the

higher social status. Pressured from outside and inside,
these children often recognize a way to escape through

flight to emotional disturbance and suicidal tendencies.

There are some reports supporting the theory that frustra-
tion among Asian Americans tends to take the form of
internal aggression. Whiie it should be emphasized that the
dearth of literature particularly in this area does not war-
rant generalized conclusions regarding social development,
the development of the concept of self in terms of interests,
attitudes, motivatkm, and emotions should not be dealt
with in the same manner as that for middle-class white
Anwrican. In the case of the handicapped Asian Americans,
the problem becomes severe in that they must cope with



general socH adversities and their own physical and mental
handicaps.

Clinic Stt:minary
Toshiaki Hisama

In two morning sessions concerning Asian-American
handicapped children, the fallowing were brought up and
discussed.

1. The diversity within the Asian-American group was
discussed by this author in his problem statement paper and
supported by practitioners who make daily contact with
Asian-American handicapped chidren. Participants from
Guam and Trust Territory islands pointed out that in
addition to dealing with diversified ethnic groups, .they
encounter such different languages as English. pidgin En-
glish, Japanese, Korean, Tagalog, Timorase, and Spanish.

Some unique cultural patterns in Guam and Trust Terri-
tory Islands were discussed. Traditional roles of female
members place heavy emphasis on family chores rather than
academic pursuits. A consequence of this sociological dif-
ference could be that girls tend !.o be academically retarded
and will thus be recipients of special education services,
although the matriarchal pattern seems to be breaking
down.

in the case of some Oriental children, extreme shyness is
noted. This is noticeable in the form of reticence; that is,
sonic children speak only when they 'are spoken to. This
may be mistdken for mutism in an extreme case., Differ-
ential diagnosis should be made by professionals before the
child is plaLed in a special education class.

2. Psychological tests used for the diagnosis of handi-
capped children were discussed next. For intellectual assess-
ment. the following tests are used for practical purposes:
the Goodehough-Harris Diaw-A-Man L;st. the Raven's
Progressive Matrices, Cattel's Culture-Fair Test, and the
Bender Gestalt Test.

As discussed hi I lisaina's critique of the papers presented
at the conference, there are problems in using the so-called
culture-fair, tests with minority group handicapped Lhildren.
A group ...en suggested a moratorium on the rse of stan-
dardized intelligence tests until appropriate unbiased hist NI.
ments can be developed. The same suggestion can he made
about the ulture-fair tests, because they are not culture

7 0
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fair as the name indicates. However, it would be futile to
wait for a culture-free or culture-fair test because of the
very nature of the tests. Also, even though we can expect a
better test in terms of culture fairness, special education
services should be rendered to handicapped children while
we wait for the test to he constructed. For all practicai
purposes, it appears that the tests mentimed by the partici-
pants are the ones gcneralhr used for the diagnosis -of
handicapped children. In the meantime, what the tester
should practice is to be more keenly aware of cultural
biases involved in a test and to eliminat, these items from
consideration for the final diagnosis.'

This elimination seems to be practiced in Hawaii, Guam,
and Trust Territory Islands. A participant irentioned that
when using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary one must be
cautious about its cultural bias. Plate., 20, for example,
shows a picture of a chimney, which most children on those
islands have never seen.

Also, practical suggestion's, in addition to the careful
handling of test results, for the diagnosis of mental retarda-
tion were given by Dr. H. E. Somerville of Guam. It was
suggested in case of doubtful tcst results because f the
child's language problems to put more emphasis on teacher
observation and whether other mentally retarded children
are found in the farnly. The former suggestion is. particu-
larly plausible in that a well-trained, experienced teacher's
judgment is as good as that of p. diagnostician.

3. The assessment problems connected with the latest
newcomers.to this country, the Vietnamese. were discussed.
This group is so new that theie seem to be virtually no
qualified persons to test children in Vietnamese-. A partici-
pant mentioned tliat she had been asked to test a child
simply because she was the only qualified bilingual psychol-
ogist (Spanish and English) in her school disteict. It was also
mentioned that since Vietnam had been under the influence
of French culture, some children are bilingual in Viet-
namese and French. If this is the case, a qualified psycholo-
gist in French may be helpful. An interesting social phe-
nomenon was that children from upper-class families had
attended school where subjects were taught in French,
creating a psychological caste system between upper-class
and middle- and lower-clas.. Vietnamese. Obviously. some
Vietnamese children have brought with them the remnants
of this system, making their adjustment to public schools
difficult.
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... complete descriptions of Ethel program models are available in the collections

of ERIC and the CEC Informaon Center.
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Clinic Session Handout
Joan Bartel

MELRS, Chapel Hill

RESOURCES FOR NON-DISCRIMINATORY ASSESSMENT AND PROGRAMMING

EXAMPLES

FROM

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

AND

\\CEC INFORMATION CENTER

Complete descriptions of the'program models are available in the
collections of ERIC and the a:a Information Center. The numbers
following each program report iantify its location in RESOURCES
IN EDUCATION (RIE), a collection O abstracts, and in the ERIC
microfiche files available at most tate Departments of Education
and university libraries.

Descriptions of additional program modelS.,and resources for assess-
ment and staff training can be requested riwm the CEC Information
Center through its information retrieval se ices and publications.

i
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PROGRAM MODELS FOR ASSESSMENT

DEMONSTRATION CENTER FOR LANGUAGE HANDICAPPED CHILDREN
Education Service Center, Region 4
Houston, Texas

Teter, Ralph 0.. Ed.. Handbook: The Operation of Programs for Language
-Handicapped Children, 167p,, 1973... ED 09E 791

Describes all components-of the program including needs assessment,
screening and appraisal procedures and instruments, instructional
materials and 'strategies, and staff development.

Teter, Ralph 0. Research Monographs: Vol. 1, No. 1-10, 3Ip., 1973
ED 096 794

Evaluations of the program in terms of incidence, instrument selection,

learner characteristics, use of media and teaching techniques and staff

attitudes.

Miller, Max D. Research Monographs: Vol. 2, No. 1-7, 23p., 1973
ED 096 795

Evaluations of the program in terms of impact on child, staff roles and

administrative attitudes.

Miller, Max D., Ed. Research Design and Results, 57p, 1973.
ED 096 792

Evaluation of three treatments children: regular class placement

and provision of training and-materials to regular teacher; regular class

placament with resource room; and special class placement. Children in

the regular class achieved less than "unidentified" children, but with

specialized support, children gain more than the "unidentified."

CRISIS INTERVENTION PROGRAM
Educational Research and Development Center
State University of New York
Buffalo, New York

Dirr, Peter J. and Anderson, Sarah M. Design and Documentation of Im-
pruved Instructional Programs for Disadvantaged Handicapped Children,

Final Repo:t., 53p., july, 1974 ED 094 535

Describes a learning style inventory to diagnose and prescribe instruction

at Lhe primary level and the use of a computer for diagnosing needs and

prescribing instructional programs in mathematics and language arts.
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CHILD STUDY CENTER
Howard County Public Schools
8045 Route #32
Clarksville, Maryland 21029
Gertrude Justison, Coordinator

Little, Sara J. et al. Ov,.!rview of the Child Study Center, Bulletin

of the Orton Society, V. 24, p. 106-121, 1974.

An interdisciplinary diagnostic service for learning disabled children
(k-3) which includes parent interview regarding developmental history,
medical examination, psychological evaluation, speech and language
evaluation, psychiatric evaluation, and visual examination and a training
program for diagnostic/prescriptive teachers.

BEHAVIORAL CHARACTERISTICS PROGRESSION (BCP)
Santa Cruz County Schools
Santa Cruz, California

Guides for the Management of Special Education Programs.
1.0 Program Management System ED 070 212

2.0 Procedures for Use of Task Base Composite ED 070 216

3.0 Task Data Tables ED 070 214

4.0 Behavioral Characteristics Progression ED 070 215

5.0 Procedures for Use of BCP ED 070 216

6.0 BCP Booklet ED 070 217

7.0 The Project ED 070 218

8.0 Appendices ED 070 219

ihe management system includes tools for determining individual learner
objectives, specifying manpower needs, evaluating staff performance,
and program budgeting.

COMP (COMPUTERIZED OPERATIONAL MATERIALS PRESCRIPTION)
Cooperative Educational Service Agency 3
Gillette, Wisconsin

Petcrson, Ludwig A. COMP (Computerized Operational Materials Prescription),
17p., ED 094 539

An individualized reading program for EMR students which provides teachers
a record of reading skills masered and not mastered and materials for

subsequent instruction. This i:ationally recognized program has significar.,

reading gains at a cost of $10 per pupil.

7 t
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A SYSTEM OF MULTICULTURAL PIURALISTIC ASSESSMENT
Riverside, California

Mercer, Jane. The Pluralistic Assessment Project: Sociocultural
Effects in Clinical Assessment, School Psychology Digest,
V. 2, No, 4, p10-18, February, 1973.

Describes the development of culti-cultural pluralistic assessment
norms for Mexican American, Black and Anglo children, ages 5-11,

--Mercer, Jane Crosscultural-Evaluation of ExceptionalityFocus_on ... . _

Exceptional Chileren, V. 5, No, 4, p8-15, September, 1973.

Describes the development and use of the Adaptive Behavior Inventory
for Children (AMC) for assessing the abilities and exceptionalities
for Mexican American, Black and Anglo children.

Mercer, Jane.--131..!-Ilistic Diagnosis in the Evaluation of Black and
Chicano A P-!-ocedure for. Taking Sociocultural

Variable!, Ao.:ount in Clinical Assessment. Amer5.can

PsycholocaL :'ssociation Convention, Washington, D.C.,
17: ED 055 145

The study exam, effects of considering cultural factors, social
adjustments ar. belj; patterns fn interpreting clinical measures.
Rediagnosis o. ch,'_ren using these procedures showed chat 75%
of these chiI6-cn :I not have been placed in special classes if
cultare and ad behavior had be,_ considered in their original
evaluation.

Merccr, Jane. A !-'ulicy Stacement on Assessment Procedures and the
Rights of Chiler,,%. Harvard_Educational Review, V. 44, No. 1,
1)125-141, FebrIry, 1974.

PARENT/CHILD HOME STIMULA.iTON ':HE MARSHJ::) ,',OJECT"

Marshall-Poweshiek Join_ (7!itAtv School System
Marshalltown, Iowa

Roecker, Vicky L. L. al. Behavioral Prescription Guide. Manual IIa:
CommunicLtioa. ED 079 918

Keiser, Arlene F. et. al. Behavioral Prescription Guide. Manual IIb:
Motor. ED 079 919

Smith, LiAa I. et. al. Behavioral Prescription Guide. Manual IIc:
Social. ED 079 926

Donahue, Mict-ael J. et. al. Home Stimulation of Handicapped Children;
Par lt Guide. ED 079 921

Don-O:ue, Mici lel J. et. al. Behavioral Developmeat Profile. Manual 1,

ED 079 917

Thls pr rr :)as develned beaviordl ,Iljectives and ,,cratogies to aid
pare&v:.; in the prescriptive ':eaching of their handica7ped cLildren.

a tra'nim; ram ior parents and 1 dia.,,nostic instrument.



Clinic
Joan Bar..

The basic objective of tle cc or informatia, s,;.,rces
was to give participants au or7.,rtunity to examine some of
the sources of informat1:-.1 wu ar listed tt% ighout the
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couoPn...e report. Copies \of reference wOrks, major papers,
catalogs, and bibliographies, Were circulated for the inftirma-
tion of the participants. The major information services and
the procedure for using them were also presented.

To make the most effective use of the resource of the
participants, the clinics focused primarily on discussion of
resources known to them. In these discussions there was
considerable interest expizssed in ideas for identifying and
using local resources. There was also a concern expressed
about the uSe of the local learning resource system to
disseminate resource information.



-
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. one has to recognize that despite the dearth of instruments which could be

considered adequate for evaluating the efforts of lAingual education programs

and the learning process of bilingual Puerto Rican children, the need for

evaluating these still remains.
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Issues Related to Assessment of Puerto Rican Children
Clinic Session Handout

Olga Aran-Mendez
Agency for Child Developnient

New York, New York

METROPOLITAN READINESS TESTS

Tests Description and General Data

AUTHORS GROUP SIZE

Gertrude H. Hildreth
-Nellie L: Griffiths--
Mary E. McGauvran

f".:ELISHER

Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.

DATE OF PUBLICATION

1965

A maximum of 15 pupils per group

Ar"INISTRATU.1

Test is completed in three sessions.
However, if.the Draw-a-man test is
given, another testing session must
be planned for.

TIME REWIRED

Approxim::tely 60 minutes Item-by-
Item timing required for tests 1, 2,
4 and 5. Separate time required for
tests 3 and 6.

FORMS

A and B

FORMAT

A booklet with the 6 subtests made
up of 106 items is provided.

GENERAL PURPOSE OF THE TEST: These tests "were devised to measure the

extent to which school beginners have developed in the several skills

and abilities that contribute to readiness for first-grade instruction

and to provide teachers with information helpful.in classifying students.

The authors' contention is that the most important elements for success

in the first grade are the follawing ones:

1) Comprehension and `-he use of oral language

2) Visual perception and the use of oral language

3) Auditory discrimination

4) Richness of verbal concepts

5) General mental ability; capacity to infer and to rclason

h) Knowledge of numerical and quantitative relationships

7) Sensory-motor abilities of the kind required in handwriting,

writing of numerals and drawing

8) Aderuate attentiveness; the ability to sit quietly, to listen

and to follow directions

7 8
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GROUP TO WHICH TESTS ARE APPLICABLE: Designed for testing pupils at
the end of the kindergarten Year of the beginning of the first grade.

DESCRIPTION OF THE SUB-TESTS:

Test 1: Word Meaning - "A 16-item picture vocabulary test." The
child marks from three (3) pictures, the one that corre-
sponds to the word the examiner names.

TIME: 15 seconds MAXIMUM SCORE: 16

Test 2: Listening "A 16-item test of ability to comprehend phrases
and sentences instead of individual words." From three (3)
pictures, the child marks the one which best fits the situation
described by the examiner.

TIME: 15 seconds MAXIMUM SCORE: 16

Test 3: Matching_ - "A 16-item test of visual perception involving
the recognition of similarities." The child marks the one
of three (3) pictures which is similar to a picture presented
by the examiner.

TIME: total subtest-5-1/2 minutes MAXIMUM SCORE: 16

Test 4: Alphabet "A 16-item test of ability to recognize lower-case
letters of the alphabet." The child marks the letter named
by Lhe examiner from among four (4) letters.

TIME: 10 seconds per item MAXIMUM SCORE: 16

Test 5: Numbers - "A 26-item test of number kaowledge." The test

measures knowledge of numbers rang4ng from simple recognition
of a written number co simple arithmetic computations.

TIME: 15 second per items MAXIMUM SCORE: 96

Test 6: Copying "A 14-item test which measures a combination of visual
perception and motor control." The child is asked to copy a
series of figures.

TIME: Total subtest 7 minutes MAXIMUM SCORE: 14

Test 7: An "optional test Draw-a-Man", provides an indx of intellectual
maturity. This is an adaptation of one drawing from the Goodenough-
Harris Drawing Test, published in 1963 by Harcourt, Brace & World
Inc. The child is asked to make a picture of a man. The key for

scoring the test and the directions are provided in test manual,

TINE: 10 minutes MAXIMUM SCORE: Defined
criteria for categerios
ranging from Category A
(Superior) to Category E

7 0
Y./ (inmature').
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TEST CRITIQUE IN TERMS OF ITS ADEQUACY IN ASSESSING THE PUERTO RICAN
CHILD:

The comments which follow represent an effort to answer the

following questions:

1. Is the MRT an adequate instrument to measure the
readiness of a Puerto Rican child to do first
grade work?

2. How will the use of the test results affect the
educational progress of the child?

_

3. Will the use of test results provide needed and
valuable information to the teacher to help her
or him plan appropriately to make certain that
the Puerto Rican child will acquire the necessary
skills to succeed in doing first grade work?

Is the MRT an Adequate Tnstrument to Measure the Readiness of a Puerto
Rican Child to do First Grade Work?

The first reaction after reading the test manual of the Metropolitan

Readiness Tests and after going through the entire test is a very positive

one. The main point that comes across is the authors' great efforts and

technical skills involved in revising these tests. The professionP.1

work is evidenced in the concise, detailed and readable: information provided

in the test manual with re..3pect to how the tests were cor.3tructed;

standardization and validation procedures followed; specific instruction

for administration, scoring and the use of the test results.

A positive innovation with regard to how the test results should be used

has been made by the authors. Besides emphasizing the fact that the total

scores should he used rather than the scores of th(-! subtests (their shortness

produce low reliAhilities); the authors, in assigning five letter ratings

(A, B, C, D And E;,and setting thorn up in terms of standird deviation distances

to the raw scores; 11ve enhanct interpretability of the test results.
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However, a second look at the manual and tests from our stated frame

of reference dissi7 ,os that first impression. The reader will, hopefully,

agree with the'revi,,..,.r .ifter the initial discussion of two main,points.

First, the author's definition of readiness underlying the MRT is

"that of attainment of a sufficient degree of maturity, proficiency, or

skill in a variety of abilities, all of which have a part to play in

facilitating the child's successful progress through the work of first

grade." The main assumption here is that the best predictor of achievement_

in first grade work is the child's present level of functioning based upon

the interaction of maturation and past learning. The stress is placed on .

past achievement, not on present level of functioning.

The second point has to do with the authors' description of the typical

pupil who was included in the national norm group: "In summary it may be

said that the typical pt:pil in this group lived in a community of 35,000

population, and one in w:).ch the median level of schooling just missed

high-school graduation (11.6) years"; and one whose "first-grade class was

of 28 pupils, and he had been a kindergarten (nursery school) attendant

half-day sessions oYer a peLiod of about a year".

If the premise, that child care practices have a.1 effect in the kinds

of learning experiences that any caild is presented wih is accepted as

reasonably valid; it follOws th.t. since child care practices vary across

socioeconomic levels, as well as ,:cross cultures; the expectatiort, then,

is that any claims made by any instrument asuring readiness to do first-

grade work (as defined above) must apply only to those groups of children

on which 'here is reliable data as to what theiv past learning experiences

or achievements have heen; and the cultural context in which they took

place. The MRT fails to io just that a5- it pert Ails to the Puertc Rican

child.
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First of all, from the point of view of those variables such as

parental level of education and income (which can be fairly well inferred

from level of education) the Ruerto Rican child could not possibly be

consiLdered to be a member of that group of children described above as

"typical." The reason is very simple. Statistical descriptions of the

Puerto Rican population in the country appear to agree in their findings;

namely, that the Puerto Rican group as a whole is below the national

norm in terms of income as well as educational level. These variables

define different kinds of learning experiences or.past achievements for

children; and they are considered crucial for a child to attain readiness

os already defined by the authors.

Fulthermore, the typical Pnerto Rican child ,Iso differs from his or

her Anglo "typical" child's description offered by the authors of the MRT

because vast numbers of Puerto Rican children enter the first grade without

benefit of.the past learning experiences provided by attendance in kinder-

garten or nursery educational programs. Test 1 of the MRT, Work Meaning,

"measures the child's store of verbal concepts"; the ";:ords are chosen

mainly from standard kindergarten and primary wora litts"; and "it provides

for a representation of this vral mental maLurity in the total readic'ess

score . Would it be far-fetched 17o infer that kindergarten and or nursery

school attendance might have provided any child with at least some familiarity

ith some of those words and thus, might have helped increase "his store of

verbal concepts"?

The !1RT definition of readiness to be successful through first grade

work Rs it overemphasizes past learning or past achievement is valid but for

t.:1 se children who had the opportunity to particivte in at least some of

those experiences considered conducive to making that acquisition possible.

B 2
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This is not th ! case in terms of the Puerto Rican child. Therefore, test

results of the MRT must b( considered invalid for the Puerto Rican child

due to his or her lack of meaningful rePresenta,t(a with respect to those

Variables that have been taken into account to re nt other children

in the n:-.rmative sample; and consequently, infer,. f any kind about

his or her readiness level are invalid.

Language and the Content of Items:,

The MRT validly purports to measure in English certain abilities which

are important for any child to have developed to be able to spxceed

academically in fj.rst grade work in Anglo schools. This, a6ain, is not

being questioned.r The point is, however, that to infer readiness to do

first grade work form tests scores obtainrd from a test which measures

the desired, abilities in a langLiage which the child does not speak,

understi.nds or comprehends with the required level of competency, is absurd;

especially when the two languages, (i.e., Spanish and English) possess

such opposite phonetic systems. This is bound to affect the Puerto Rican

child's performance in terms of marking an incorrect answer because of that

factor, rather than providing the desired information as to whether or not

the,child has knowledge of the word, or has acquired the specific concept

in question.

Content analysis of the items included in Test 1, will suffice to high-

light the deficiences of the MRT with regard to language and cultral

relevance. This vL11 be highlig:ated by imagd.ning the approach possibly

followed by an average Puerto Rican child entering the first grade or

kindergarten; who comes from a working class home where Spanish is the

language spoken. Out of a maxmimum score ot 16, this child, if he has

acquired some passing-by knowledge of English and is "ready will be able to

mark correctly very few items,
?) 3
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ARK (with an .x) L

Item 1. moose (other two choices are a picture of an ape and one cf
turkey). The average Puerto Rican child has not even heard that
word. If the child suddenly be,-omes testwise whep confronted
with this item, he might eliminate, turkey because this animal
is most probably known to him (both in English and Spanish);
then might proceed to eliminate the picture of the ape
(probably known to hom as gorilla); and then mark' the right
answer. He is provided only with 15 seconds to go through
thOse mental operations!

Item 2. globe (a picture of a pair of gloves and of a st-ve).
The likelihood here is that the child will mark gloves as the
correct answer. This is accounted for in terms of the
phonetic differences involving the letters B and V in English
and Spanish. In the latter language the phonetic sou-d in
everyday speech between the two consonants is practically.
nonexistent.

Item 3, collie (picture of other two kinds of dogs). If the child
watches American T.V. programs at home, he might mark the
correct answer if 11,, :elates the picture of the collie to
Lassie.

Item 4. walnut (pictures of two' other kinds of nuts). .The child

might have heard the word in relation to a kind of wood used
to make furniture, but this will not be of help to him, Most

probably he knows the wood in Spanish (i.e. nuez) since this
walnuts are available in most Puerto Rican homes during the
Christmas holidays, but this again will not help him because
ha does not know the English,word for it. He will probably
mark any picture at random.

Item 5. yarn (picture of a spool of thread and of a thimble). The

Child might choose at random either the spool of thread or the
yar. If he marked the cerrect answer, the yarn, he would be
doin' so not'because he is thinking in terms of wool yarn per

se but because he has probably seen at home the thread used for

embroidery, and this is wrapped in the same way aS wool is .
except for the fact that the package is smaller. At acme, he
has also seen the spool of thread and probably heard in Spanish
hilo de coser (thread to sew) and hilo de bordar (thread to
embroider). Sewing and embroidering, besides crocheting,
are common activities in which Puerto Rican housewives frequently

engaged in. The thimble is not as frequently used except by
expert seamstresses.

Item 6. pilL,t_ (astronaut and a picture of a stewardess). Knowing the

word in Spanish,"piloto" (pronounced in English "peeloto")
will not elp him much to mark the correct answer. He probably

kpows "astronaut" from watching T.V. This word is 'very similar

in Spanish, i.e. "astronauta". The child will n9t mark."astronaut"
because he did lot hear part of that word, "astfb"; he will not
choose the ste-,=ardess because if he has tTaveled to P.R. (anyone

8
, 1
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of his relatives must have) , he probably has heard the

word in English and "camarera" in Spanish (instead of

"azafata"). Thus, he probably ends up marking the correct
answer, "pilot", if he draws from "Reeloto" to "pailot"

receiving the cues to do so from the letters 2. and t,

common to both words.

Item 7. aquarium (holding a spade as if he had been digging and

a bird cage). This word is very similar in Spanish, "acuario".

The child has probAly heard the word from a visitor or a
relative at home but in terms of the sign of the zodiac. As

a matter of fact there is a famous Puerto Rican artist who

has a T.V. program where he discusses at length the signs of

the zodiac and the horoscopes. Most Puerto Ricans in N.Y.

watch this weekly program. The child might relate the water

in the picture to what he had heard in the T.V. program and

ends up with the correct answer; after eliminating the bird

in his cage (the mo..,t familiar item to him), since many
parakeets are allowed as pets in the low income projects.
The word "aqurium", must also be said, is too middle class

for the Puerto Rican child being described.as "typical."

Item 8. stone hou'se (a'brick house and shingle4 house). The child

would probably be lost in terms of not knowing what to mark

here because of the similarities of"the drawings representing

tbip kinds of houses which he has seen here. In P.R. most

houses are made of concrete. Even if he understands the word

"stone house", there is a strong possibilty that any of the

representations would he houses made of stone. He would

probably choose to mark at.random any of the pictures.

Item 9. compass (hammock and a painting on an eesel). This is another

middle-class word. The child would probably react to "compas"

which in Spanish means rhythm; might eliminate the hammOck

because he knows the Spanish word for it, and reject the painting

because he knows it is a "cuadro" or a "pintura"; and would

not know what to do with the representation of the compass,

might, think it is a watch and this does not help either. 1 wever,

he might mark it correctly out of sheer luck.

Item 10. moccasin (an eagle and a duck). The child will probably r1,1c.

this one correctly knowingly] because the word is very col,m,,n

among Puerto Ricans in N.Y. and in P.R. (moccasins); after

eliminating the other two representations, he might think the

eagle is a pigeon, and he knows the duck through Donal Duck;

in any event, he will be able to know they are birds while

moccasins are shoes.

Item 11. knitting_ (weaving and embroidery). He definitely does not

know the word "knitting" in English. He would reject th... firsL

picture, would not know what to call it neither in English or

Spanish; he has probably seen his mother or a friend crocheting

but not in the same manner in which i _s represented as knitting

in the picture; might end up relying ,n what is more familiar

to him regardless of the word the teacr says and marks

embroidery.
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Item 12. tobaggan (sleigh and a wagon). Most Puerto Rican children
have not heard this word, which again happens to be very
middle class, but for English-speaking middle-class children
and adults. He might relate the phonetic word ending
gan with the ending of the word "wagon" and thus, mark the
wagon and forget about the other two representations which
make no sense to him.

Item 13. spectacles (a rocking chair and a spinning wheel). This is
another very middle class word. The child knows the repre-
sentation, might know glasses in English and "lentes or
espejuelos" in Spanish; knows "sillon" for the rocking chair;
but probably did not know that such a thing called spinning
wheel existed. Most likely, he will mark any picture at random.

Item 14. blueberry (a strawberry and a raspberry). The child might think
of a cherry and mark the right answer. It would be very diffi-
cult for our child to make the mental operations of choosing
one out of a sub-class when the stimulus presented is one which
is quite alien to him (in most Puerto Rican homes berries is
not a common fruit). The child might be able to engage in the
same kind of mental operation required by this item if the three
pictures were an orange, a lime and a.lemon

Item 15. umpire (a.catcher and another baseball player). The child
might have this one correct after he marks any one of the
pictures at random because, all of them are baseball players.

Item 16. hoof (a horseshoe and a loop). The child probably will mark
the loop, basing his choice on the similarity of sounds oF
hoof and looj. In addition, he is familiar with the representa-
tion of the loop because at one time it was a familiar toy
in the neighborhood i.e. hoola hoop.

Our -typical" child's score in this test would be 5 (after.some liberal

scoring). This would hc converted in a. letter rating of D, which would

ciassiEy him in the category of low normal. The teacher would group him

or her accordingly for instructional purposes. The point here is that the

performance score of this child would not be helpful to the teacher. What

it would do is provide misleading information about the child's readiness

to do first grade work. Both the teacher and the child would be loosers

'from the point of view of the educational process.

A cursory analysis of other tests provide the same picture as the one

described above. The two mosc penalizing factors are language and the quite
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consistent trend 01 measuring mental processes through content unfamiliar

to the Puerto Rican child. Few examples follow:

TEST 2 LISTENING: Item 2 "Put your finger on the next row. Mark

the picture that I tell You about. In the fall, Father rakes the leaves

and burns th,,m." Our "typical" Puerto Rican child does not know the

verb rake; and the word "fall"; if he knows it in English, his knowledge

of the word is proably associated to the act of Calling than to a specific

sea,;on of the year. lt is this kind of language "handicap" which he

w,,u!i have to overcome to mark the correct answer. This child is able

iisten, but listening to this item will not help him to perform.

ln rel.ition to the cultural relevance of this specific item, the choice

of pictures otlered as: a man raking leaves, standing next to a pail

r:rom which smoke is coming out; a man dumping leaves from a small garbage

can into a larger one,.from where smoke is coming out; and a picture of a

man throwing papers inside an incinerator, from which smoke is also coming

out. Our child who probably lives either in a low income housing project

or in a tenement, but rtainly in a ghetto, would choose either the

second or third alternative. This kind of activity is certainly one which

the Puerto Rican child would not sec his father engaging in.

TEST 3 MATCHING: "seeks to get visual-perceptual skills akin to those

involved in discriminating word forms in beginning reading skills." The

items here appear to be adequate to be used with our "typical" Puerto Rican

chill. ihcse Items appear to measure what the authors intended to measure

and pictures are clear, uncluttered and attractive. However, the

instri_crions seemed a bit toc: difficult to understand or confusing for the

Puerto Ric;In chLIA.
cl 7

,
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TES- 4 - ALPHABET: The authors contend that this test has shown to

be the best i'redictor of success in the early grades and that it measures

"the ability lecognize letters of the alphabet when these are spoken

by the examiner Pu:?rto Rican child will have difficulty in identifying

the alphabet lette-, t English. The authors' statement ir the manual

is self-explanat ry of how this test would apply to a Puerto

.lcsan child eve,:,. t .4, on of language is left unmentioned: "Even

.;t made up el.,: usive!v rt_ognition of lower-case letters is rarer

..1=v for typical. first-grers. maldng low scores on this test

ao,:eiltly are those who 11,-.ve haa very little en:ouragement to attend to

ar,v of the formal characteristics of words, and are in need of special

as:Astaaee in tl-!is

TEST 5 NUMBERS: The kinds of numerical knowledge demmded of kinder-

gnrten or first-gt-adrs appear too difficult for them. It would be expected

that these children w.7)uld he learning most of thes 1.-it71Mctin operations

during the fit:st grade sch,)ol year. This test seems to mea-,,!re that

knowledge wit.h a first-grader has, after finishing his first year in

scho

It appea:.s that the MRI is Ln inadequate instrument to be used to measure

the t_cdiness of a Peer, Rican child to do first-grade wrrk. In an excellent

review of the MRT published the Seventh mental Measurements Yearbook,

Harry Singer :igrees with the fec ings of this reviewer:

T.achers shoild be aware that bilingual children
are likeiy to 'Aandici-lyped on the MRT, even when given

in the other lalt;: iag. because bilingual children tend to

be deficient in boch languages. Also, the evidence
indicat. co that the predi.ctive validity coefficients for
Blacks Whites are similar, but low socioeconomic status
is asl,ov .ted with less reliable scores on the MRT. However,

readine,.s level on the MRT may be improved as a result of
reading Lnstruction given in the kindergarten.
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In summary, it is not only the language factor which inva1idate:9 these

tests when used with Puerto Rican children, but it is also the irrelew.n!-

conLext of the items. as well as the items biasen in favor of co:, Irn who

had the oppornity to pac::icipate in those L-arnini,, experiences -ited

to the d2finition of readihcss posed by the outhors oi the MRT.

THE USE OF TEST Li:SULTS:

The oLher Lwo questions posed in the beginning of this revIew relates to

the use of rest !_!sul.ts: o) hc,w do tl-,ese affect the ockcational pi:ogress

of the Puerto Rican child?, and b) will the :est results r.1-Tide the

teacher with valuaule il:ormation to plan effectively and thus, insure

that the Pu2r) Rica% child will acquire the necessry skills to succeed

in thag f,rnt-gade work? A discus!i.,n of these tollow.

The authors state i:. the manual that thebe tests were designed to

mea re readiness of chiidren to do first-grade work; and to "provide a

'.uick, convenient. oni dependable basis for earl- classification of pupils,

and thus, helping teachers manage the instructional effort more efficiently."

It has been aekno-leded by experts in the field that the MRT is a good

predictor test of academic success in first .!ade for the children that these

tests are geared to, L.at is, :or the kinds of children who are meaningfully

representeJ in the Standardizatio.. samp1e. But for children belonging to

the lower socioeconomic class, the MR'_ has been found to be deficient in

measuring their readiness to perform in first grade.

If one consinerF, that the "typical" Puerto Rican child is a member of such

economic clas!=, cnd also is penalized by his lack of knowledge of English;

then it follows that his or her test :7,-:ore is doubly less valid and less

reliable for measuring his or her readiness. The question, the must be:

What kind of an inference can be made in interpreting this score on
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the MRT? The answer is that he is not ready for doing first-grade work.

The educational decision which will probably follow this finding could be

:Inv one of the following: a) he will he possibly grouped in a class of

slow learners; or b) might be referred by a conscientious and well Tvaning

teacher for further psychological testing; and or c) the child might be

retained n kindergarten or first grade. All these possibilities will

implement a pnH,:y of educational postponement which has been a result of

uhe concept of readiness_linked to maturational factors in past educational

practice. Actually educational postponement for the Pu 0 Rican child

has been reality (for a long while) , since the educational establishment

has, in good faith, tried to cope with the fact that his child is not

learning, as expected, in the public school system.

The policy meant that since the child was not ready to learn, he had

to be segregated to teach him English as a second language under the

supposition that once he learned English, he would be ready to learn school

work. Readiness to learn was exclusively tied in to the knowledge of

English. Motivational factors assoiated with this educational policy has

been ignored.

1,,:hat stands out is the fact that our "typic 11" Puerto Rican child's score

in the MRT could correctly mean that he is not ready to do first-grade work

in a LAngnage in which he has not developed the required skills for performing.

But since teachers are able to pick this fact up, as well as other behavioral

indices of inmaturitv during the Hirst week:: classroom instruction, the

conclusion that follows is that th( Mkt test results are not providing anv

new valuable information of hid') to her.

in addition, what is being ignored is that this child cou'd very well be

ready to learn subjet mattei in his own tangu. or col,id i)e helped to attain
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readiness taster through the provision of the needed learning activities

in his own Langua',-;0 regardless of what are the assumed language deficiences

he might have in his mother tongue.

The following data collectod from a public school system in brentwood,

L.1. shows the inadequacy of the MRT in measuring readiness in Puerto Rican

children. Although the sample is not a large one; and althou there is no

hlrormatin on the educational policy (if any) followed with these children

once the Lest results were available to teachers; the data highlights

the point in discussion.

The 'In was admini:;t-red to 10 12,,,--:rto Rican cni'drfn in cix olomentary

schools. The table below shows the lelter ratings distribution of their

MRT (Total Test Scores) Number Letter RatiqL,

80 1 A

72 75

45 61 13

96 44 17

11 23 7

TataL,N ---. 40

Tn che test manual, the authors describe the significance of the letter

ratings as :allows: (Only descriptions of letter ratings C, D, and E are

rproduced because of their implication in terms of educationc.1 policy).

lotal Scoe on MRT Letter Rating Significance

!,6 63 C Average

D how N rmal

"Likely to succeed in First grade

work. Careful study shourd be
made of specific strength and
weaknesses of pupils."

"Likely to develop difficulty
in first grade work. Y: uld

he assigned to slow sect;:m and
given more individuaLiz..,, help."



Total Score on MRT
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Letter Ratin Significance

Below 24 E Low Aces of difficulty high
under ordinary instructional
conditions. Further readiness
work, assignment to slow
sections or individualized
work is essential."

Out of these 40 children, 60Z or 24 chidren would be classified as dull

normal or low. The educational policy recommended for them is 15lacement in

slow learn: ig classes: and for 7 of those children (E) further readiness

work. It appears that normal distribution of intelligence does not apply

to the Puerto Rican group if the above results are taken seriously, in

terms of the adequacy of the MRT as an adequate' instrument to measure the

readiness of the Puerto Rican child to be able to do first grade work.
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Clinic Session Summary
Olp Aran-Mendez

It is pertinent to make some comments which. although
general in nature, are related to the task at hand. The
comments will be cushioned on the premise that bilingual
educational programs represent equal educational oppor-
tunities for the bilingual child. In addition, it would be
imagined that as a result of total acceptance of this premise,
educational bihngual programs have been made available to
every bilingual school-age clnlu thninghout the country.

First all instruments used to evaluate and consequently
place Puerto Rican children are standardized tests. As a
rule, the student whose mother tongue is Spanish has not
been represented ill the samples used to standardize the
instruments. The impl.cations of this are varied. From the
start, the evaluation oi bilingual programs and/or bilingual
children is hindered because the instruments used to mea-
sure achievement and other program effects which result in
placement decisions are neither valid or reliable for the
Spanish-speaking pupil. The situation is such that, on the
one hand, bilingual programs formulate objectives which
are specifically geared to the Spanish-speaking ehild's edu-
cational needs: but on tile other hand, these objectives are.-
evaluated with instruments specifically designed to !fle:,,tcie
the achievement and abilities of the monolingual
speaking American middle-class child.

Second, the standardization process most comitionly
used is in terms of grade norms which are hopefully based
on representative samples throughout, the country. These

norms are again inadequate because sehools vary with re-
spect to the expertise and experience of the teachers, the

quality of the educational programs, monies spent per
pupil, and other factors. Thus. bilingual programs which as

a rule are housed in the poorest districts and are iustituting
a different kind of cducatioNal program are bent:: ,,impared
with equally poor schools or with bettei schools instituting
educational programs other than the bilingual ones. The

important thing here is that the bilingual schools are being
represented in terms of factots other than the main one.
which is bilingual-bicultural educational programnfing.

Third, bilingualism as a process has not been taken into
consideration with tepid to its relation to achievement and
the mental ability of the Spanish-speaking pupil. This is a.

legitimate oversight on the part of test constructors because
their instruments were designed fot Anglo-monolingual chil-

dren.
What is not legitimate. however, is citlii to use those

Instruments to evaluate the effects of bilingual education or
to use them to evaluate the achievement and abilities of the
Puerto Rican cinld. The re:Ison for tins is that pertinent
answers to such questions as: t How eftectike has the

teachine been? and (2) Which pupils have failed to learn
what has been taught?will be misleading. They have to be
because the standardized tests are based on a general curric-
ulum geared to the English-speaking American child, and
therefore these tests do not fit the specific learning experi-
ences being pzovided within the curriculum of bilingual
educational programs.. Consequently, their use is most in-
adequate for the pupil, the school, the bilingual programs,
and in general. for the educational process as a whole.

Concerning the validity of the standardized instruments,
another pertinent point must be made. As a rule their
validity is legitimately questioned due to the lack of repre-
sentation of the Spanish-speaking ehild in'the samples used
to standardize these instruments. At present a trend has

been established among test constructors in correcting this
Claw and, therefore, Spanish-speaking pupils are being in-
eluded in the samples. However, the point which must be
made is that sheer representation in the sample will not
necessarily insure the validity of the tests. The question of
whether the instruments are culturally relevant in terms of
eontent has to be dealt with.

Although one acknowledges this situation, one has to
recognize that despite the dearth of instruments which
,:ould be considered adequate for evaluating the effects of
.bilingual..education programs and the learning process of
litling)W Puerto Rican en, the need for evaluating
these,.; still remains.

13iiically. this proiAem is being resolved by the educator
either taking the position that because of the previously
cited reasons, bilingual programs and children should not be
evaluated with the existing standardized instruments, that
is, testing should wait until such time as adequate instru-
ments are developed; or that evaluation should proceed, as

itThas in the Ziist, using existing instruments b. ,:ause these
'are the only jnes available and that, in order to maintain
the validity.. of the instruments used, the bilingual child's
performance must be interpreted according to the provided
norms.

The above dichotomy indicates that the problem is being

dealt with unrealistically. It s felt that the highest priority
should be placed on developing the greatly needed instru-
ments. However, until such work is done, a more realistic
and fruitful approach could be employed in dealing with
the evaluation process. This would entail using some of the

best instruments following specific recommendations which
would be based on knowledge of the test and its cultural
relevance to the Puerto Rican cldld and interpreting its

resuits .accordingly. Sound recommendations tor the use,
administration, scoring, and/or interpretation of tests could

provide a way to offset some of the instrument's biases and

would provide some valid information about the pupil for
the teacher to be able to guide his learning process. Since

most instruments are invalid for measuring the abilities and
achievement of these elnldren. the question of tampering

with the test's validity because of the recommendations

would not hold.
Another al,.mative is also available. It has to do with

the great progress Which has been made in bilingual educa-

tional pio',2,ranis in relation to the formulation along- and

f.so .)
/



short-range educational goals. Most projects consistently
express or translate their objectives into behavioral terms to
insure that the skills are measurable. Thus, it appears that
greater sophistication has been deeloped in this area

For example, in reading practically everyone r

that if the terminal behavior has nut been described, there
is no specification as to the criteria of acceptable per-
formance. The problem of evaluation being discussed could
very well benefit from such expertise. The Ming to do next
is to use behavioral objectives maximally as diagnostic tools
which in the final analysis could be supplemented with
some standardized instruments.

The great.:st justification for behavioral objectives
in this manner is the fact tha' t1-1...y are based on local
cuaicula and conseouehtly, ar:- able to provide a more
realistic reflection 4-,1 Yhat the pi.pil has learned as well as
what he must attain. Fanhermon:. the teachers would then
be in a better position to p!af: fhese suggestions or quite
modest recommendatiGnc could be instituted until ade-
quate inst,uments ale c)nstructed. 'hey are viewed as
necessary in the light of the harmf. 1 educational placement
and intervention decisions which involve the daily lives and
futures of Puerto Rican children throughout the country.

The Use of Achievement Tests in
Bilingual School Programs

All sehools must be concerned with the questions of
formulating and instituting policies which guide the use of
achievement tests. Although they must decide which tests
should be chosen, what to test for, and when to test, the
main concern in terms of policy relates to the question of
how to use the test results. In fact this issue is so important
that it is at the center of the present argument with respect
to the culture-fair tests controversy (Thorndike, 1971; Dar-
lington, 1971).

It is generally acknowledged by individual educators that
the most. important function uf a test is to improve the
educational program. It has also been acknowledged among
educators that the most important function of a test is to
obtain all possible information about the learner cr, that his
learning could be guided and his growth proruoteo. Schools,
as a rule, stress also those educational objectives which are
their major preoccupations whenever they engage in wide
testing programs. In the same vein, bilingual projects as well
as bilingual schools must stress those objectives which are at
the center of what bilingual education really is and means.
It is here that long- and short-range objectives must be
specified and related to the instruments to be chosen
andjur developed to meet the, educational needs of the
bilingual child. Keeping this in mind, one must realize they
ate not necessarily the same objectives as those stipulater:
for other children in other schools with other kinds of
educat;onal programs. This diversity might necessitate, for-
mulating an educational philosophy for bilingual education
per Se.

The existing tests could be used to guide the pupil in h:s
learning the context of a clear definition of what
bilingual education is, what its objectives ate and how
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education should meet the bilingual child's intellectual,
psycho14cal, and social needs. In relation to this, certain
questions must be formulated. Do we look at bilingual
education as a temporary bridge to assimilate the child
eventually into a society previously described as a melthig
pot? Or do we want to develop an individual with true
competence in both languages, able to function within a
pluralistic society described in terms of pride in being what
he is and with respect for others who belong to different
cultural and/or racial groups?

Accepting the reality that standardized tests are not valid
instruments to measure the Puerto Rican child's achieve-
ment and ability does not necessarily mean that they
cannot be used constructively until that.. time in which
adequate measures are developed. Positive use of the tests
would entail (1) tliat school personnel be sensitized to
interpret the test results ithin the instruments' short-
comings. This is vital in the light of a long history of
educators' looking at test scores as the magic.number de-
scribing a child's fixed potential. This kind of interpretation
has even taken place, unfortunately, among professionals in
school systems whose pupils are Anglos. What this recom-
mendation means is that tests could be used as a geneial
gestalt from which an impartial judgment could be made
with due consideration of the child's past development to
serve as a guide to direct his future progress.

(2) Norms must be developed within the local school
districts. Although the question remains of validity due to
the cultural relevance of content of the standardized tests,
if norms are developed, the Puerto Rican child will .be
compared to members of his group, and this in itself is an
improvement. An important variable which must be taken
into consideration at the time when the tasks of developing
norms is taken up, is the length of residence of the Puerto
Rican child in the United States. Dr. Pablo Roca analyzed
for cultural relevance tne items presented in the Lorge-
Thurndike nonverbal test of intelligence administered to
Puerto Rican children in the New York City public schools,
and concluded, "You cannot expect a child who has been
in New York City leSs than two years to understand such
drawings." (Roca, 1968)

(3) The administration of tests should be changed to take
into consideration some behaviors which are culturally de-
termined and affect the child's performance. It is irapoaant
to bear ' mind that while the Anglo culture has been
generally described as task oriented, the Puerto Rican cul-
ture has been found to be person oriented, as evidenced by
the vi::ue system which is reinforced and rewarded. In othr,
w..7,1S during interpersonal situations, grmt lu ic

pk-ced on the relationship than on the task to be done
tiertzig et al., 1968). Consequently, a valid recommenda-
tion stemming from this cultural reality is to administer the
tests with much smaller groups than usual and to use Puerto
Rican examiners. If these are not available, Spanish-speak-
ing examiners could be used after receiving training that
could enable them to interpret the child's behavior wit-1(in
the context of Puerto llican culture rather than the dorni.
nant cultute. The training should also supply the examiner
with knowledge of the specific c.iltural biases underlying
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the items the child must answer. (In-this workshop we will
go through some specifics in this area when we examine the
vocabulary items in the Metropolitan Readiness Test from
the point of view of a Puerto Rican child's experiences.)
Actually the ideal would be for individual administration
but in the light of the realities of time, cost, and personnel
available, it cannot be done. Nevertheless, if groups could
be smaller, performance could be improved, and more
detailed information on the child could be obtained. This is
even more important when testing children who are in the
early grades.

(4) The last recommendation in relation to dealing with
the problem of evaluating the bilingual Puerto Rican child
has to do with the time factor built into some achievement
and ability tests. Several studies investigating the effect of
time in the performance of children belonging to different
socioeconomic levels have been made. Their conclusion is
that performance of the child who belongs to the lower
socioeconomic level is hampered by the pressure of time
required to answer the items. However, once the time
element is controlled, the performance of these children
improves, -

Since a vast number of Puerto Rican children belong to
homes which are socially and economically disadvantaged,
it seems appropriate that his findings be generalized to
them. In addit'^^, 41.>o appears logical to assume that a
child who is dominant in Spanish (or bilingual) might be
doubly penalized by the time factor.

Consequently, if one refels ;o the main purpose behind'
the administration of tests, I. nely, to obtain as much
information as possii ,e to guide the child's learning process,
it seems quite worthwhile to eliminate the pressure of time
built into some tests; doing this could result in providing
more realistic data pertaining to what the learner really
knows. The need for research in this area is great. The
greatest need, however, remains to be a change in policy
that could be derived only from a positive change in atti-
tudes towards social responsibility resulting in the imple-
mentation of assessment procedures that would take into
account not only the cultural reality of the Puerto Rican
child but also such specific variables as language used during
the administration of the test, time factors, and the ethnic
background of the examiner. Until such a time Puerto
Rican children will be misdiagnosed and unfortunately mis-
placed to their own detriment as well as to the detriment of
our society.
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5.

Issues

Issues Forum

The following sets of issues were generated by various
groups in attendance at the conference. No arempt has
been made to edit, modify, or in any way alter the issue
statements as they were presented. For the purposes of this
proceedings document, the several sets of issues were num-
bered so that they might be grouped for clarity.

The circumstances surrounding the generation of these
issues should be noted. Some participants felt that many
basic concerns relevant to discrimination in the American
social system were Rot adequately addressed by the con-
ference. It wa.; proposed that by making participants aware
of these issues, they might better putsue their team efforts
at planning meaningful follow-up to the conference. This
potentially beneficial impact on plans generated at the
conference was the specific intent of those putting forth
issues statements.

Inclusion in this document in no way implies concur-
rence by CORRC, the RRCs, or the Bureau of Education of
the Handicapped, nor \does it necessarily imply consensus
on the part of any participants.

Set of Issues Nwnber I
Resolution

Whereas this national conference on nondiscriminatory as-
sessment of handicapped children has failed to ade-
quately address the issues with which we are concerned,
and

whereas the population of special education recipients is
overwhelmingly disproportionately comprised of minor-
ity group members, and

whereas legislation (P.L. 93-380,94-142) has been enacted
to correct these practices and to prevent such discrimina-
tion in assessment for handicapped children;

be it resclved that:

the complexion of the Bureau of Eaucation for the
Handicapped, state education agencies, regional resource
centers, local education agencies, and other institutions
of decision making power must change. Aggressive re-
cruitment of competent minorities must bef,In at once.

A delineation must be declared of the me of standard-
ized intelligence tests until appropriate unbiased instru-
ments can be developed.

Minority children must be assessed by a team of profes-
sionals who are conversant in the cultures of these chil-
dren.

An adviqory committee must be established in which the
racial and cultural representation varies not with the
population as a whole, but in proportion to the racial
composition of the population being served, to shape
and formulate policies concerning the needs of minority
children in special education. Among the issues to be
addressed by this Committee are the following questions:

. Are tests discriminatory to the extent that they cause
irreparable damage and warrant a moratorium on
their use?

Are tests discriminatory to the extent that they
should be used only until alternative measures are
found?

Are there existing alternatives available? If not, what
position should be taken in respect to discriminatory
tests and practices?

School systems properly reassessing and mainstreaming
minority children must demonstrate that these children
are provided with adequate supportive educational ser-
vices for their academic survival, and the full participa-
tion of these children in the mainstream of the educa-
tional process must be guaranteed.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and the
Coordinating Office for Regional Resource Centers must
provide a written response to the aforementioned resolu-
tions to all conference participants within 30 days of the
close of this conference.

This position statement shall be included in the pub-
lished proceedings of this National Planning Conference
on Nondiscriminatory Assessment, which shall be dis-
seminated to all state education agencies, state and local
boards of education, and national professional groups
who have interest in and responsibility for children in
the educational process.

Respectfully submitted to the conference management and
participants on this twenty-first day of January 1976, on
behalf of the participant representatives of Region 1,

Northwest.

Set of Issues Number 2
Preamble

That there is discrimination in America is nothing new.
That it is embodied in the testing industry and the profes-
sionals carrying out and implementing judgments and de-
cisions is not surprising. The question is: What is the collec-



tive wisdom of this group with respect to a national posi-
tion on discriminatory tests and practices? The following
issues must be addressed by this conference:

Are tests discriminatory to the extent that they cause
irreparable damage which warrants a moratoritnn on
their use?

Are tests discriminatory to the extent that they
should be used only until alternative measures are
found?

Are there existing alternatives available? If not, what
position should this conference take in respect to
discriminatory tests and practices?

Whereas, there is a disproportionately large number of
minority children in special education programs, and

Whereas, this conference was designed to prepare partici-
pants with techniques and/or procedures needed to assess
handiCapped children "with bias toward none,"

Whereas, it is believed that blacks and other minorities
were not significantly involved in planning the conference
agenda,

Be it, therefore, resolved that all conference participants
become involved in dialogue and respond to black partici-
pants and other minority participants.

Whereas, this national conference on nondiscriminatory
assessment of handicapped children has failed to adequately
address the issues with which we are concerned,

Whereas, the population of special education recipients
is overwhelmingly disproportionately comprised of black
and other minority.group members,

Whereas, the current composition of decision-making
personnel at all levels of speciai e-sucation does not reflect
the population being served,

Whereas, we reject this form of leadership as another
means of institutional racism whose end is the educational
oppression of minority peoples in the United States and
trust territories,

Whereas, legislation (P.L. 93-380,-94-142) has been en-
acted to correct these practices and to prevent such dis-
crimination in assessment for handicapped children,

Be it resolved that:

The complexion of the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, state education agencies, regional re-
source centers, local education agencies, and other
institutions of decision making power must change.
Aggressive recruitment of competent minorities must
begin at once.

A moratorium must be declared on the use of' stan-
dardized intelligence tests until appropriate unbiased
instruments can be developed.

Minority children must be assessed only by clinicians
who are conversant in the cultures of these children.

An advisory committee must he established in which
the racial and cultural representation varies not with
the population as a whole, but in proportion to the
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racial composition of the population being served, to
shape and formulate policies concerning the needs of
minority children in special education.

School systems properly reassessing and mainstream-
ing minority children must demonstrate th. t these
children are provided with adequate supportive edu-
cational services for their academic survival. ann the
full participation of these children in the mai..3tream
of the educational process.must be guaranteed.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and
the Coordinating Office for Regional Resource
Centers must provide a written response to the afore-
mentioned resolutions to all conference participants
within 30 days of the close of this conference.

No longer can the dominant culture be allowed to iden-
tify, interpret, and resolve the problems of minority
peoples.

Set of Issues Number 3

Will a session be provided for discussion of the confer-
ence document resulting in recommendations on any
possible document changes?

A major concern that the majority of participants may
leave the conference highly supportive of some pro-
cedures like SOMPA without knowing oposing view-
points.

What is the real problem this conference should focus
on:

test bias?
examiners who ca,not assess in
(examiner competence)?
decision makers (administrators)?
or all of the above?

Set of Issues Number 4

Issues in Nondiscriminatory Assessment

a i.-mbiased way

1. Multidisciplinary assessment
2. Consideration of language of child
3. Consideration of culture of child
4. Construction of assessment instruments
5. Inappropriate use of assessment instruments
6. Lack of public awareness of existence of problem
7. Exaggerated importance of testing by public
8. Expectancies of evaluators and readers of evalua-

tions
9. Resistance to change by practitioners

10. Funding and personnel availability

Set of Issues Number 5

What kind of follow-up mechanism could be create.1 as
an aftermath to this conference?

U0 -
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A watchdog committee (or assessment board) comprised
of minority groups and state officials should be crated for
the discharge of the following functions:

To serve as a resource to the various states' depart-
ments of education relative to the Iput of cultural
behavioral patterns that are crucial to just, fair assess-
ment processes to be used in the training at the state
level.

2. To review and make recommendations concerning the
adequacy of the states' plans for training and for
eventual implementation of nonbiased assessment and
placement.

This watchdog committee will be working in coordina-
tion with the mentors of this conference as well as with the
civil rights committee.

Set of Issues N.nber 6

1. How do we sensitize forand begin to resolve
institutional racism, even as it relates to this con-
ference?

2. How can we expect to develop a culturally or
racially nonbiased assessment system and/or *rain-
ing materials without the active participation or
representation of those cultures or races for whom
the assessment is intended:*

Set of Issues Number 7

Need for Consumer Participation

Repetition of "issues" of which most are aware but no
presentation of the "ideal" or direction we should be
aiming for.

Minority representation on writing of state-of-the-art
manual/conference planning.

SinniatiOn activities, more "game playing" than "con-
sciousness raising," as a strategy for the group present at
the confi. 'ence.

Set of Issues Number 8

I. Introducing instead of thz statement on page 129 begin-
ning with, "A moratorium must be declared On the use
of standardized intelligence 'ests . . . ," a task force
should be established representing all minority groups as
an adv2cory committee policing and scrutinizing the de-
velopment, implementation, and application and the use
of all tests. Therefore, establishing a committee to advise
professional organizations on the implications attached
to all testing. keeping open lines of communications, and
gathering a dialog between the Minorities and majority
groups.
The sole character of being human is the ability to
communicate, to learn and to respect one another.
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Set of Issues Number 9

I. Lack of cultuiaily standardized instruments.
2. The difficulty the Anglo majority has in haying insight

into the cultural and environmental life-styles, languages,
conceptual d welopment, norms, e.tc. of minority groups.

3. Lack of money to implement c3mprebensive procedures
and the associated manpower needs.

4. LEA intransigence and the difficultylin disseminating
information and convincing local educators of the im-
portance of nonbiased assessment and ithproper place-
ment.

5. Need for multidisciplinary assessments..
6. The exaggerated importance of testing.

Set of Issues Number 10

1. There are no simple answers.
2. Conference has not focused on better ways to serve

minority children.
3. Percent of placement o' minority group children is not

an indication of test bias.
4: There has been too much emphasis on the negative

orientation to assessment issues.
5. Insufficient emphasis on the effect of socioeconomic

factors.
6. National focus should proceed.in the direction of proper

utlizAtion of and sensitivity toward testing, together
with continued efforts to develop and implement appro-
priate guidelines for the placement of exceptional chil-
dren.

Set of Issues Number 11

1. Isn't the roblem of assessment generic to all popula-
tionsall ethnic, children with sensory-motor prob-
lems, institutionally raised kids, etc.?

2. What are some good adaptability scales? What part
should they play in assessment? What weight should be
given to them?

3. How can a techniquenamely testingby defmition a
discriminatory processbe nondiscriminatory?

4. Given that testing is biased, why are we concerned with
only it and not also abou.t a biased educational system?

5. e/who are some sources of kvailable people who
can give tests in the native tongues?

6. How can we adapt existing citerion-referenced mea-
sures to individual state needs?

7. Inapprdpriate expectancies of evaluators and readers of
evaluations.

8. Resistance to change by practitioners.
9 Need for training teachers and paraprofessionah.

10. Need for trained examiners.
11. Mailability of information on minorities and poor

communication in this area.
12. How do we sensitize for and begip to resolve institu-.

tional racism, even as it relates to this conference?



13, How can we expect to develop a culturally or racially
nonbiased assessment system and/or training materials
wahout the active participation of those for whom it is

- intended?
14. What can psychologists do without IQ tests regarding

EMR and EH placement?
15. Lack of specific assessment approach from referral on

language dominance, approach to COG strengths.

100
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16. Even CRM reflects Anglo curriculum.
17. More bilingual tests and blacks needed.
18. Awareness of due process and parents' and childrens'

rights.
19. No professional action taken for test misuse, bias,

misplacement, possible malpractice action, CASPP
action, district action.



6.

Tentative Assessment
and Implementation Plans

Illustrative State Plans

The following examples of assessment models and train .
ing plans were produced by the teams. from Delaware, the
District of Columbia, Florida, Hawaii, Idaho, lnuiana,
South Carolina, and Missouri. These are illustrative of prod-
ucts developed at the conference and do not necessarily
represent current planning in any of these states.

Significant follow-up planniag has been occurring in
most RRC regions since the conferencf, took place. Indeed,
a great amount of activity relative to the development of
state-specific assessment models and tra;ning plans has
taken place in the many states whdie participants attended
the conference. Task forces, plannipt groups, advisory
boards, and other RRC-oriented groups are meeting to
accomplish the task which was only begun in Atlanta.

1 0 1
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ILLUSTRATIVE STATE PLANS

State Teams at Work Developing
Assessment Models and Follew-up Plans

NA

tzloAk

. the conference was designed to facilitate the development of state assessment

models and plans for follow-up activity. Commitment to this process varied

signifinntly from one state team to another. Following are examples of

forms upon which team; recorded their activities in model development and

follow-up training.
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Assessment Plans
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with bias ,- - toward Mile
NAME Helen Holleger for

POSITION LRSC MERRC

STATE

TASK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

Delaware

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

1. To find out what is being done currently

2. To design a model that will try to assure nondiscriminatory testing

3. To share the model

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

The Black children

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?

Proceduies which are designed improve the quality of the multi
disciplinary team effort and the kinds of assessments that are being used

What problems do you see in implementing these procedtres?

Coordinating with SEA
Getting the cooperation of the LE1s

What sequence of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problems'?

1. Development of position paper to share with state department team

and director
2. Collect data from preaudit forms from all Delaware schools

3. Draw up a list of measures used for ,:otal assessment

4. Visit exemplary models in state and develop a sharing mechanism

1 0
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n
with bias , - - toward none

NAME Benard, Joseph R.

POSITION Asst. to Asst. Superintende

STATE

TASK SHEET THREE

TentatiVe Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

Washington, D.C.

The proper assessment package contents. The attainment of a comprehensive
developmental assessment, with appropriate program planning and placement
conferences to follow there from at the local and city-wide levels.

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

Students who are behavior problems at the late elementary school age

and junior high school age/grade.

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?

Local school planning and nassessmtat" by local school personnel; if that
fails, Assessment by the local pupil personnel center; a local school conference

to attempt alternative placement within the school or local region; if that fails,

case referral and review by city-wide team (LEA and SEA) to see whether a special

or regular placement is warranted. Annual case review.

What problems do you see in implementing these procedures?

- Obtaining prdcedural compliance from principals and regional level

administrators

- Overcoming the inherent political (city and federal) pressures applied

on behalf Cf the child, parent, teacher or principal

What sequence of steps in implementation might,avoid or neutralize those problems'?

- Draft a comprehensive state plan

- Obtain'policy and procedure by board of education, thus making policy

a legislative act
Initiation of comprehensive staff development for local school, local

regional, city-wide staff, administrators
Technical assistance in the development and maintenance of developmental

histories, profiles, and assessments
Redefinition of disability categories and'criteria for acceptance as

a special education case
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Additional 11659 Task Sheet III

Groups to be reached with staff Levelopment

1. Child and youth-study people
2. Pareuts
3. School-based teachers
4. Counselor
5. Administrators
6. Teachers
7. Outside agencies (medical, personnel, etc.)

Wa:-hington, D,C,
Additional
January 20, 1976

Group 1 Counselors, school-based teachers, youth-study people, educational
assessors, Pupil Personnel Center people, and placement specialists,

Group 2 -- Teachers, principals, administrative staff persons.

Group 3 -- Child advocacy groups, parents, and cwtside agencies.

There will be three different group presentations for each of the six
regions.

Strategies:

1. Video taping Taping child in classroom displaying "inappropriate"
behavior; have interaction with group members as tb
what procedures are to be followed next.

2. Services offered by Pupil Personnel Centers.
3. Panel discusiAons.
4. Case study presentations with a facilitator.

Staff development which could extend to parents on differences between testing
and assessment, and on certain other terminology used.

Developmental profile instead of psychological reports, educational assessment
and social workers' reports. The profile would automatically include all of these
things. It will provide room for follow-up for all children already in the program.
Continuous reassessment.
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with bias toward r110118

TASK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

Syfuett, Ellzey, Conley,

NAME Eikeland

POSITION

STATE Florida

To eliminate discrimination in procedures for assessing and placing students

in classes for exceptional students.

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

Spanish speaking
Vietnamese
Indian (Native American)
Black
Rural and disadvantaged Anglos

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?

Gather information about possible procedures which will help eliminate

discrimination in testing and placing students in exceptional classes.

Disseminate information to Florida's 67 school districts,

Monitor district's utilization of procedures (perform program audits),

What problem§ do you see ir implementing these procedures?

Difficulty in disseminating the information and convincing local educators

of the importance of eliminating bias and improper placement,

What sequence of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problemS1

Through in-service training.
Provision of technical assistance to the districts in implementing procedures,

Promoting communication between agencies statewide.
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TASK SHEET THREE

Tentativ Assessment_ Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

NAME Tim Yuasa

POSITION Prog. Specialis.t

STATE Hawaii

1. Who does the assessment?
2. Assessment completed but no follow-up for prescriptive program,
3. Delineation of what is comprehensive evaluation, screening, periodic

and annual evaluation.

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

1. Speech/hearing problem children
2. Learning disability children (LD is a catch-all now for MR. EH,

and neurologically impatred)

What procedures are yoa proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?
Review State Plan

1. Deemphasizing comprehensive evaluation and emphasizing criterion
testing

2. Exploring pluralistic model
3. More parent (consumeI) involvement
4. Greater role (at the district levels) played by district

administrators (better leadership)

What problems do you see in implementing these procedures?

1. That of in-service training of diagnostic team and special education
teachers.

2. That of initially implementing sec. 613a (13) (c) (P,I1'. 93-380) --
nondiscriminatory testing-and sec. 615a .(P.L. -94-142) --'procedural
safeguarding in testing and handling or test reports-and informing
the public of these.

What sequence of steps in tmplementati:on might avoid o'r neutralize those problems'?

A statewide in-service program for: (1) district personnel, (21 school
administrators, (3) teachers -- by separate districts and (4) parents.

Dew.11opment (completion) or program standards.
Reorganization of special education branch and district section.

e
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TAK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

NAME Lynn Ellis & Bob West

POSITION

STAJE Idaho

Short Term - (1) Attitudes of school/education personnel relative to

parent/child perceptions.
(2) Eligibility criteria.
(3) Child-study team comprehensiveness, qualifications, etc.

Long Term - Relevance of curriculum to adult life.

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

Chicano
Indian
Poor

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?

Conducting a comprehensive evaluation study.

(1) Identifying eligibilitj (:riteria.
(2) Declaring mandatory child study team members.

Published a due-process manual -- recently distributed.

What problems do you see in implementing these procedures?

Selling ideas to LEAs.
Getting agreement among practitioners.
Bringing together an effective child-study team to plan for each child,.

What sequence of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problems'?

Asked fo r. input initirdly.
Asking for review and input on product of task force.

Will undtzt program reviews in all LEAs to determine compliance and

needs of districts to come into compliance.

Orientation not to force compliance but to find what is necessary to

help LEAs attain compliance.

1, 0 9
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NAME K, Decker

POSITION IRC Coordinator

STATE

TASK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

Indiana

(for the group)

1) Role of the school psychologist in terms of intelligence testing
and reporting in the case conference.

2) General education programming possibilities as part of serving
special needs of children.

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

All

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?'

1) Planning strategy session with pupil personnel, equal educational
opportunity and special education staff at state level,

2) As a result of 1) , strategies will be developed to work with
special education directors, school psychologists, and general

educators.

What problems do you see in implementing these procedures?

1) Funding difficulties -- school funding formulas
2) Enforcement.
3) Defeniveness, resistance.

What sequence of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problems'?

1) Careful planning.
2) Include all key people.
3) Prioritize participation in the strategy development and implementation,

1 1 0
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NAME Gwen Johnson

POSITION _Psychologist

STATE.. g.C. Group

TASK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

To establish more complete behaviorally based criteria for the identification

and placement of children in special programs.

Who are the children most at risk of.biased assessment in your state?

In uesent state guidelines, all children risk biased assessment.
\j

What procedures are you proposing which are most likely to avoid that bias?

Tighter state guidelines (93-380, etc.).
Operational definitions of,exceptionality.
Interdisciplinary assessment teams.
Upgrading of training of assessors (psychologisL, teachers).
Monitoring of state guidelines.

What problems do you see in implementing thesa orocedures?

Money.
Manpower.
LEA intransigence.
Ignorance.
Time element.

What sequence' of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problems'?

1) Strom', legal support by SEA, state legislature, etc.

2) Statewide indoctrination.
3) Mobilization of parent and professional groups.

4) Strong financiat.support.
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NAME Group 12.2

POSITION

STATE D.C.

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?
WHO

1. Pupil persOnnel, placement (special
education) assessors,

2. Classroom teachers, counselors,
administrators (local, regional,
central, state).,

3. Parents, advocacy groups.

What local or regional resources are available?

.WHAT

Developmental profiles.
Interpretation of law and board policy.
.Onderstanding of criteria and procedures.
Availability and knowledge df state resou:
Monitoring and observation techniques.
PIogram evaluation'techniques.
Followup procedures and techniques,

1. CORRO conference participant:2 (D.C.).

2. Other CORRC regional (XII) representativos (state facilitators LRS).

3. Representatives of federal agencies: OCR and BEH.

4. DHR, courts.
5. Professional agencies.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

1. Panels.
2. Model case studies.

3. Workshops on the development of sensitivity development of definitions

and criteria.

Evaluation:

1. Quality of data for referral.

2. Appropriate referrals based on established criteria.

3. Increased support services at the regional level.
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STATE uroup iz.L

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Activity No.

Population of Concern:

cf. training "who".

Specific Objectives:

City-wide developmental profile to include:

- adaptive behavior assessment.
- social history.
- medical history.
- psychulogical assessment.

Level of awareness or skill:

To be determined based on assessment model.

Evaluation:

1 1 4
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STATE Group 12,2

D,C.

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 3)

Considering the months ahead, indicate when your major implementation activities

will be initiated and completed.- Estimate the number of people directly involved.

Design
Reg. wk
shop on
implemt.
& expfan

1 15
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STATE Group 12,2

D.C.

TASK SHEET FIVE

Critical Path Network and Time Lines for
Workshop Implementation

Using Lhe critical activities checked on the Workshop Planning Resource Sheet,
design a critical path network and time line on this sheet. Choose a specific
target date.

Things to remember:

1. Already existing pattern of holidays, conferences, etc.
2. Workload of responsible individuals - Can they do the activity?
3. Delay times for obtaining approval, funding, printing, mailing, etc.
4. If something can go wrong, 1.* will (Murphy's law).
5. Everything takes longer than expected.

I

CD

Ci)

cr

I

CD

P-11 I
0 I,
PI
CD
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NAME Mary A, Ellzey

POSITION Consultant, Child Ident.

STATE Florida

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Impleentation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?

State-wide special study institute for school psychologists.

- Work-study session for directors and coordinators of exceptional
student programs at annual spring conference.
Work-s,tudy sessjon for directors of statewide regional diagnostic

and resource center system.

What local or regional resources are available?

- State-of-the-artdocument/review of conference proceedings.

SELRC assistance -- consultants/materials.
CORRC -- conference materials.

,What activities are most likely to address these needs?

- Tresentation by consultants.

- Review and discussion of state-of-the-art document.

- Emphasis on minority groups in Florida.
Characteristics, concerns, etc.
Production of a Florida position paper including procedures for

irplementing any conclusions/recommendations.

Evaluation:

Utility and effectiveness of position paper as rated by all involved

groups through rating scales and documented, visible evidence of

positive change.

1 1 7
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NAME Syfuett

POSITION Counselor

STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training ImplementatIon Pl:an

Part I

Florida

What are the major training needs in my state?

1. To increase awareness as to the depth of discrimination that
still exists in testing and placement procedures statewide.

2. Provide assistance and information to assist Florida's counties
in developing appropriate tes,ting and placement procedures.

What local or regional resources are available?

Staff of state department of education.
Regional resource centers.
State Advisory Committee for the Education of Exceptional Students.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

.0"

In-service training conferences organized on a state, regional basis.

Assistance from BEH, RRC, etc., resource people.
Program audits to ensure compliance with appropriate guidelines.

Evaluation:

Placement procedures evidence elimination of bias.
Assessment of children is keyed to needs and utilized for the student's

program planning, not for categorizing of groups.
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TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 3)

Considering the months ahead, indicate when your major implementation activities
will be initiated and completed. Estimate the number of people directly involved.

I
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STATE Florida

TASK SHEET FIVE

Critical Path Network and Time Lines for
Workshop Implementation

Us.Lng the critical activities checked on the WOrkshop Planning Resource Sheet,
design a critical path network and time line on this sheet. Choose a specific
target dace.

Things to remember:

1. Already existing pattern of holidays, conferences, etc.
2. Workload'of responsible:individuals - Car they do the activity?
3. Delay times for obtaining approval, funding, printing, mailing, etc.
4. If something can go wrong, it will (Murphy's law).
5. Everything takes longer than expected.

In an effort to plan a_workshop or conference for Florida, the
completion of this-eXercise is not necessary at the present time.
We are quite familiar with procedures for conducting in-service
and therefore a path network is not called for.

It is expected that our usual pattern of workshop will be Iollowed.

1:1)
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NAME J. Yuasa

POSITION Prog,

STATE Hawaii

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my silate?

The delivery of services is our highet priority, Assessment (t aining in
nondiscriminatory testing) is second, and probably linked to a smalli number of

members in the diagnost:..c team.

Areas of training (1) individualized programs (written for each special
education child),

(2) Least restrictive placement (not mainstreaming),

What local or regional resources are available?

NURRC: Direct purchase of assessment.
Consultants for technical ass.istance.
Resources from NIMIS and/or NURRC.

Local: SEB; OIS; UH.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

1) Teachers have been very responsive to outside consultants -- lectures,
workshops, etc.; get more consultants.

2) URI workshop/fieid work.
3) Input from district levels and consumer groups.

Evaluation:

There is a demand for n quick, instant-type instructional package --
teacheis don't have time to take workshops.

_



STATE Hawaii

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Activity No.

Population of Concern:

Priority - 1-Unserved.
2-Children in present special education class who have

or had at time of examination language barrier p roblems.
3-Severely, moderately, and LD children.

Specific Objectives:

1 - Search, locate, identify, and test the unserved.
2 - Reevaluate no. 2, above.
3 Share conference data with district people and consumer

group for inputs on how we are to have a nondiscriminatory
testing program.

Level of awareness or skill:

1 - Need of assistance in service delivery.
2 - Need for adaptidg present tests to children with language

barrier.

Evaluation:

Findings of reevaluaLion mLy yield sufficient data for criteria norms.

1 2 2
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STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 3)

Hawaii

Considering the months ahead, indicate when your major implementation activities
will be:initiated and completed. Estimate the number of people directly involved.

Activity

District
Personne

SEB
Personne

School
Admin;

No. of
People JUns July

School
Sp;. Ed.

Teachers

School
Reg. Ed.
Teachers

Parents
Consumer
Group

Sp. Ed.

Adv.
Comm.
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with bia s_ toward none
NAME Lynn Ellis & Robert West

POSITION

STATE Idaho

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Flan

;Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?

Regular and special education must explore their curricula to avoid
cultural bias.

What local or regional resources are available?

\ SDE has minority group program persons.
Migrant and multicultural education -- Ms. Ardis Snyder and

Mr. A. Ocboo.
Indian Education -- Mr. Don Barlow.

Boise State University has an office of migrariC and multicultural education.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

Workshop training.
Clarification of law by SDE to LEAs (93-380 and 94-142).

Evaluation:

Determination of percentages of minority populatirms in special education,
followed by reassessment of these percentages to determine changes.

Parental satisfaction with placement.
Workshop/seminar/in-service effectiveness evaluation immediately following

training and at least twice annually succeeding training.

2 4
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with bias,- ,- toward none
NAME Robert C. West

HEW, ISSH
POSITION Director of Trainin, Plogran

STATE Idaho

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?

A Due-process procedures to insure accur'acy and compliance with the

intent of the law and for the welfare and needs of students.

B Components of the law (P.L. 94-142) requiring implementation.

C Assessment models that minimize biased decision making or decision
making based on nonhandicapping conditions.

D Staff development of those assessing students on HC definitions

and assessment models.

What local or regional resources are available?

A State department of personnel or designee(s) in due process.

B Regional personnel on the components of the law.

C Minority/academic/field/state department of/regional expertise

on assessment models.
D - Intrastate regional personnel for staff development on assessment

models and HC population.

What activitfes are most likely to address these needs?

A Seminars on due process by SEA to LEA supervisors of placement.

Sample of awareness arid understanding of participants after seminar:

B Seminars on components of the law by regional persons to state and

LEA persons.
C Workshop(s) on production and consensus on assessment model(s) to

recoMmend to LEAs and DHW personnel.

D Lectures and seminars on methodology of assessment to LEAs and

DHW regions.

Evaluation:

A Sample of awareness and understanding of participants after seminar.

B Participant ranking of seminar.

C Sample of awareness retained .by trainee and rating of relevance for

addressing problem.
D - Performance on simulations and rankings..



ASSESSN1ENT AND IMPLENIFNTATION

STATE Idaho

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Activity N.

Population of Concern:

119

A. LEA, DHW Regions: Designee of district or regional administration
responsible for assessment and placement and
measures of progress.

Specific Objectives:

Not aPplicable at this point in terms of measurable and time-frame
components.

Level of awareness or skill:

A. Action level.
B. Information awareness.

C. Problem solving, action level.
D. Information action level.

Evaluation:
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STATE

TASK S1117- FOUR (Part 2)

Activity No.

Population of Concern:

Idaho'

Initially LEA personnel (teachers, special education teachers,

and principals, etc.).
Parents.
Legislators.
University teacher trainers.
Local and state boards of education.

Specific Objectives:

1) To develop awareness of cultural biasing factors in education for all.

2) To determine state-of-art people listed above in comprehensive

nonbiased assessment.
3) To develop method for-implementing technical assistance

4) To train in best practice models.
5) To evaluate LEA implementation of model they select,
6) Provide additional technical assistance as indicated by evaluation.

Level of awareness or skill:

It is hoped that our LEA personnel, SDE, etc., and parents working

together will eliminate cultural bias in testing and curriculum

programming in our state. Obviously total elimination will occur

over an extended period of time.

Evaluation:

Determine effect through program review now being implemented in

Idaho by the Division of Special Education.
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STATE Idaho

TASK .SHEET FOUR (Patt 3)

Considering the months ahead, indicate when your major implementation activities
will be initiated and completed. Estimate the number of people directly involved.

Activity
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with bias toward none
NAME

POSITION

STATE Indiana ,

as a group
TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

Whax are the major training needs in.my state?

1. Greater impact on general educators as to the needs of children.

2. Program planning and implementation techniques and general
consultation skills for school psychologists.

What local or regional resources are available?

In-service training by state department personnel.

All the pressure groups that affect university training programs.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

In-service for those already in practice.'

Altering training programs for those not yet in practice.

Evaluation: (What is the intent of this item?)

In Indiana, the plan is not yet established to the point that evaluation
procedures can be outlined; evaluation components will be established
in direct correlation with the planning strategies.

. -



Activity No.

A SSESSM EN T AN D IM PLEM EN TATION 123

STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Indiana -

as a group

Population of Concern:

1) All students with special needs who cannot be served by the
curriculum 4hich is offered.

2) The individuals included in the case conference procedures
(i.e., psychologists, parents, teachers, special educators,
administrators, etc.).

Specific Objectives:

To eliminate discriminatory assessment procedures in Indiana.

Level of awareness or skill:

To be determined during planning/strategy sessions.

Evaluation: ?? See above.

1 3 0
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TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 3)

STATE Indiana

Considering the months ahead,, indicate when your major implementation activities

will be initiated and completed. Estimate the number of people directly involved.

131
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with bias ward none
NAME

Roland Werner
Orville Kirk
Walter Kopp

POSITION,

STATE Missouri

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?

1. Awareness of and sensitivity to bias in assessment procedures
and practices.

2. Improving assessment procedures statewide.

What local or regional resources are available?

1. RRC Title VI B & D, CORRC.
2. Local human resources and maybe outside resources.

What activities are most likely to address these needs?

1. In-service
Simulation activities, explanations, suggestions for improving
assessment techniques.

2. Training
Workshops, seminars, college courses, conferences.

valuation:

1. Pretest and posttest for all participants.
2. Evaluation of conference or training session.
3. Post evaluation in terms of what has occurred as a result of conference,

in-service training activities.
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STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Activity No.

Population of Concern:

1. All children
a. rural poor.

b. urban poor.

c. foreign-language speaking.

Specific Objectives:

Missouri

1. Develop and implement training and in-service programs which

will improve competencies of statewide assessment procedures.

2. Present information written and oral; regarding P.L. 94-142,

' 3. Present information written and oral, regarding OCR requirements -

(Title VI).

4. Develop and distribute.information (video tape, brochures,

pamphlets, TV) regarding nondiscriminatory testing to appro-

priate audiences.

Level of awareness or skill:

1. Exposure to and development of procedures for bias-free assessment.

2. Awareness of these issues.

3. Some understanding of the problems generated by these issues.

Evaluation:

1. Pre-post tests of participants.-

2. Evaluation of conference activities.

3. Information on conference activities.

4. Changes in assessment procedures at LEA level with community

involvement.
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STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 3)

Missouri

Considering the months ahead, indicate when your major implementation activities
will be initiated and completed. Estimate the number of people directly involved. /

.

No. of

.

Activity People Jan Feb Mar Apr May .June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Steering 25

Comm.

Regional X .

Conf.
Plans

Initial X

Conf.

Follow-
up

X.

Conf.

,

In-Ser. X

Act
Teacher
Part D
Comm

Plan X
.

Act

Imple-
ment

X X X
.

Act

. .

1 3 4
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with bias , 3 toward 1110ne

TASK SHEET FIVE

/STATE Missouri

Critical Path Network and Time LinLs for

Workshop Implementation

Using the critical activities checked on the Workshop Planning Resource Sheet,

design a critical path network and time line on this sheet. Choose a specific

target date.

Things to remember:

1. Already existing pattern of holidays, conferences, etc.
2. Workload of responsible individuals Can they do the activity?

3. Delay times for obtaining approval, funding, printing, mailing, etc.

4. Ii something can go wrong, it will (Murphy's law).
5. Everything takes longer than expected.

This will be a "first function" of the awareness sensitivity

conference steering committee.

3 5'
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CORRC/Conferenoe Staff

Boris Bogatz, CORRC Associate Directer
Conference Director

Melton C. Martinson, COR RC Project Director
Wayne Johnson, COR RC Assistant Director -Training
Kenneth Olsen, CORRC Assistan; Director AntormatIon

Systems
Barbara Utter, CORRC Administrative Assistant

Robert MacIntyre, Primary Conference Consultant
273 Majors Street
Toronto, Ontario M5r3.2L5

Conference Presentors

Iferbert Nash
Director of Special Education Progiains

'Division of Early Childhood and Special Isocation
State DepartnRnt of lAueation
Atlaata. GA 30334

Elwood Bland, Chief
Leer:lug Resources Branch
Bureau of Education tor the Handicapped
U.S. Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20202

"Sharyn Martin
Equal Opportunities Specialist
Office for Civil Rights
680 West Peachtree,
Atlanta, GA 30308

'William C. Parker
Executive Associate
Educational Testing Seryice
Rosedale 'Road
Princeton, NJ 08540

Jane Mercer
Professor and Chairman
Depart inert (.0. Socioltigy

-University of California, Riverode
Riverside. CA 92502

Harold Dent, Director
Consult:an:a and 1 ducation
Westside Community Mental Ileattli 'Center
2201 Sutter Street
San r'rancisco,C 94115.

James Y,:schlyk
Ava8laie Pt.-0, .or 1 Psv-hology
Departmem . Psi,choed, al 0inal Studies
N.544 lititi
Un (if Minnesota

5!5'.V.5

Les., Regittnal Res,tor, e VIII,
211 I ail 7th

IX
I) onas t)akland (editor itl t

I
Assoelate Prote:sor ,tt 1 &tsar tonal Psyclittlogy
I cariling Ciller

cit ZI it Street
tiniverat!, (.1 I cxii
Austin, IX 78112

Plan i Sid 1,, Sim., Iltansvh
iItor ,tt 1 a ti Ilamosappe,1
.0111 Si ; hold -S. iii. 8W

"i test Pernal
Dc.ctot ot A,cssnient our I

Limp0rient
!! ! (

for 11111n, o, art
Umsersity ol I s.i it `i.111

Sall ,"sritontir, I 5 7N:s

Vow, t oordinaiot
National Itutismn Frain,,,,, and

Rescarill C.imicr
2121 S,Wh WI

S,ststaill !

couiliern 1,1itse,. I two,.
Call, (mid,

fkf itt 'sent ot 82e, I

II 62,01
Liao Bartel

Information Siq'l I 1.11,1
R1

ii1 North t altatila
Chapel 1101, NC I c 1

Olga Mendez
Deputy Commissioner
Agency for Child Development
240 Church Street
New York, NY 10013

indicate.: tnrInher ut state-oi-att manual national ITylew
hilard

Conference Facilitators

Region 1
Group I (Guam. Frost Territories,

American .Samoal Daneta Cluesa
Group I (Washington and Oregon) Jim Crosson
(;roup..3 (Idaho. Alaska, Montana I Larry CarEm
;roui, 4 ;Wyoming) Jim Mel cod

kcgaon II
( iioup I (Calitormal Karen McIntyre

R,gom Ill
.1"

Group 1 I New Slexico, Aneona). Vance Engleman
Caoutu 2 (Utah. Nevada. Colorado ) Judy Buffinue
Group 3 (Bureau ot Indian Attains) Frank South

Region IV
c,toup 1 I Not ili Dikota, Smith Dakota,

Nehtaska. Iowa ) Mike Friedman
Group 2 1 Arka. as, Okla(soma, Missouri, Kansas)

Deva (;oplerud
Region V

Gomp I iTesasi Henry Marrow
Region VI

Group Nlinnesot.0 Gil Bliton
Group 2 (Wisconon. Thelugag) John Braceio

Region VII
Group 1 (Illinois; Dea Boker

Region VIII
(,roup (Ohio) 'Dea Boker

Region IN
Group I I Maine; Vermont, New Hampshire.

Massachusettsi Rena Minisi
Croup 2IRhode Island. Connecticut, New Jersey1

Litlice Fruit
Rcgitm

(;loel, I I New York)
Rq.i4,11 Xl

(;ri 'Up I (

RegItIll XII
Croup I 1V:rginia, Tennetssee kentuck I

Mary MeGaffiev
iroup II Waslunr.m. DellW.Ite, 3110 John Haigh/

Linda Eoley
10.,up tI North Caiolina, West S'oginia, and Rick ONIont

Brian McNlty
Itreotat XIII

u

Croup i (Virgin Islands, halt, Eaye Blow
211 lortda. 8oilth Carolina) Veinon Cain

Gioun ; ouisiana, Me.,issippo (lam(' Powell

Ralph Bradley

Jim Duffey

Special Notice

!. Itcrcl!!, I I), Rohe!! r
lor o; Ile. \ S(C.I Scmvoes (,( II, Blind and to

the him I ind,vitloals who assisted its w ith regl'ittation pro-
sedotes

Participants

hyepa, k

142111,11th
"dhuquerque, NM 87102

A,ker. Patsy S.
Fexas Education Agene;
201 l'ast Ilth Street

rx 78701
Minns. Milburn

Arkansas Department ol Etlut atom
Spesial Education Scowl,
Arch Lord Bud!ling,,apool Mall
little Rock, AR 72201

Eugene
Matyland State Der t timnt tit I dth.r
P 0 Boy 47:7
1191 Airport
Ballinune, MD 212411

Advil, Wayne L
Fremont Cotouty 1 thi,ation,i1 Itesourie
liii !ad l'opo Agie
kinder, WY n2i20

l'rotc,stonal S,.,tidatds I Ii Jo ,r,

Califo.nia Associate Svhool lIss .11. 'psis
and hologists National As it, lation

Depart men, of lass dog).
Arcata, C A '-.721

Aguilar, Margerita
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office for Civil Rights
55 Erieview, Plaza Nine
Cleveland, 011 44114

Akers, Sue B.
Ptogram for Exceptional Children and Youth
State Department of Education
416 State Office Building
Montgomery, AL 36130

Altschul, Lis
MELRS -SEA
P.O. Box 8717, BWI Airport
Division Special Education
Baltimore, MD 71240

Ansberry, Merle
Speech and Hearing Clinic
University of Hawaii
2560 Campus Road
Honolulu, ill 96822

Apkarian, George H.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office for Civil Rights
760 Market Street ,Rcorn 739
San Francisco, CA 04102

Atkinson, Mary D.
South Carolina State Department of Education
Room 306
Rutledge Building
Colutnbia, SC 29201

Bahr, Dianne E.
K.E,D.R. VII
100 Crisler Avenue
Ft. Mitchell, KY 41017

Bailey, Agnes (Bernadette Quinn)
Pupil Personnel-D.C. Public SehOols
Kalorania Road Center
1719 Kalorama Road, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Bailey, Michael G.
Direction Center Coordinator
Cuyahup Special Education Service Center

.1380 Fast oth S:iect, No. 605
Cleveland, Olt 44: !4

Bailey, Mona
Office of Superintendent of Pr olie

Instruction
Canitol Building

Olyint WA 98501
Bakei, Angelea

350 North Hart Plaza
lask:on, MS 39209

Baker, Kenneth
Vermont State Department of 1ducation
Division of Special Education
State Office Building
Montpelier, VT 05602

flanks, Judi
Department of Health. Education ind Welfare
office for cmi H, 5,11

1150 Grand Avenue
7th Floor
Kansas ('ity, MO 64105

el)MR,D(MarkBa

32 South Christy
Morehead, KY 40351

Barefoot, Richard
Aresa No. 2
Logan, WV 25601

Banl, Lynda K.
Depaitment of Health, Fdueationind Welfare
Orke for Civil Rights
1320 Second Avenue
Seattle, WA 98103

Barnes, Paulette Whetstone
Kansas State Department or Eilocatitai
120 East Tenth
Topeka, KS 66612'

BMW!), Murray 0.
Michigan Departt0eut of Eildhati.un
P.O. Beis 4:0
Lansing, MI 49802

Beattie, Cynthia
Miyissippi Rvsoutue Centel
NItssisstopt Srite Uni,e;sity
Drawer NY
State College, MS 307112

Beaumont, Call
U.S. Otfice of Education
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped
400 Maryland Avenue, SW
Wadunglon, DC 2021/2



Bell, John A.
Department of Ilea lth, Education, and Welfare
Office for Civil Rights
1200 Main Tower
°alias, TX 75202

Bell, Joni C.
School Psychologist
Halifax County Schools
Highway 301
Halifax, NC 27839

.Bell, Ursula
Louisiana Regional Resource Cen:er
USL Box 515 .

Lafayette, LA 70501
Etc, .t, Iniani

rt ment of Health, Education. and Welbre
.ce for Civil Rights

.00 Independence Avern;e, SW
Washington. IX 20201

Benson, A. Jerry
RESA School Psychologist
Board of Education
Lewisburg, WV 24901

Berjohn, Harold
Director. Regional Resource Center No 7
3202 North Wisconsin
Peoria, IL 61603

Berkan. William A.
Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction
Wisconsin Resource Center
126 Langdon Street
Madison, WI 53702

Bernal. Ernest M., Jr.
Dissemination and Assessment Center for

Bilingual Education
University of 't exas at San Antonio
San Antonio, TX 78285

Bernstein, Theodore F..
New York State Education Departmert
55 Elk Street
Albany, NY 12234

Bireley, Marlene
Wright State University
373 Millett Hall
Daytc,n, OH 45431

Bliton, Gilbert
Director. Division of F.;..cial Education
Indiana Department of Public Instru,:tion
120 West Market Street. 10th Floor
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Bmcer, Dea
Regional Resource CeMer No 7
3200 North WisconsiM
Pemia, I t.:6-Trn

Bouffard, R Gerard
1 /

"rielte Practice Schotil.V.Sy'ehologist
Box 70 i

Corinth. VT 05039 .
Boyd, r;:rahi-13.

Bureau of Educatitin for'the Handicapped
400 Maryland Avenue
Washington. IX' 10203

Braccio, John II
Michigan Department Fit Education
P.O. Box 420
Lansing, MI 48902

.

Bradley, Ralph
New York Regional Resource Center
City University of New York
144 West 1251 h Street
New York, NY 10027

Brandon, Elizabet h
Supervisor of Special Education
Brunswick County Schools
Lawrenceville, VA 23868

Brantley, John C.
President-Elect
National Association of School

Psychologists
107 Peabody llall
University rO North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Brightenbauer. Andrea
Northeast Kingdom Mental Health'
Box 703
Newport 05855

Brooks, Joanne C
Director. Division of R

Kentucky Department oi I ducation
U.S. 127 South
West Frankfort Complex
Frankfort , KY 40601

Brown, Eaye M.
Director, Sout heast Learning Resource

Center
Auburn University at Montgomery I

Montgomery. AL 36109
Brown, Ronald C.

National Learning Resource Center of .;
Pennsylvania

William Flynn llighway
Gibsonia, PA 15044

Brown, Thomas R.
Alaska State Department of Education
Pouch F
Juneau, AK 99801

Bruse, Benjamin B.
Utah State Board of Education
250 East 5th South
Salt Lake City. , UT 841 I 1

Bryan. Daniel
Special Education Regional Consultant
Box 815, Dow Hall
Braille School Campus
Fairbolt, MN 55021

Buffmue. Judy
Director, Southeast Regional Resource

Center
2363-Emithill Dfive
Salt Lake City. UT 84108\

Burgoyne. Mark
Area Learning Resouic, Center'
P.O. 2550
Ketchikan, AK 99901

Bush, Katheryn B.
State Department of Ed u;ation
State Office Building
Atlanta. GA 30334

Butler, Cynthia
St. Thomas Regional Resource Center
Virgin Islands

Cam, Vernon
Southeast Learning Resource Center
Auburn University at Montgomery
Montgomery, AL 36830

Campbell. C onnie
Delaware School Psychologist
Marbrook School
2101 Centerville Road
Wilmington, DE 19808

Campbell. Jack
University of Nevada
208 EB
Reno, NV 89109

Carey, Dorothy
New Jersey State Department of

Education
South Jersey E1C
Box 426, Glassborn.Woodbury Road
Pitman, NJ 08071

Carlson. Larry
Northwest Regional Resource Center
Clinic Services Building
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Carlson, Nancy B.
NELRS- New Hampshire Conmhant
New Hampshire Department of Education

Special Education Section
105 Loudon Road. Building 5
Concord. NH 03301

Carr, Donna IL
Utah State Board of Falk:31106
250 East 5th South
Salt Lake City, UT 84102

Carroll, Andrea
California Regional Resource Center
600 South Com monweisIth. Suite 1 304

os Angeles. CA 90005
Carroll, Janis M.

Department of Public Instruction
Division tor Exceptional Children
Education Building
Raleigh, NC 27603

Carter, C. Douglas
Winston Salcra Forsyth County Schools
Box 2513
Winston Salem, NC 27102

rashman, William 1

,enter
Director, Northeast Regional Rcsourse

168 Rank Street
Ilightstown, NJ 08520
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Cata, Juanita
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Albuquerque Area Office
P.O. Box 8327
Albuquerque, NM 87108

'Cazayoux, Mary Nell
Louisiana Regional Resource Center
US L Box 515
lafayette, LA 70501

Chavis, Gordon
Wyoming State Training School
Lander, WY 82520

Chenault, Jonas
Office for Civil Rights
1 II Spencer
Lansing. MI 48915

Chiesa, Daneta Daniel
Northwest Regional Renounce Center
Clinical Services Building
University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Chrin. Michael
President, National Association of

School Psychologists
311 North DePeyster Street
Kent, OH 44240

Clark, Dorothy
Mississippi Learning Resources Set 4ces
Gulfport Center
512 Pass Road
P.O. Box 6641
Gulfport, MS 39501

Cline, Daniel
Lake Regional Special Education
Devils lake Public Schools
Devils Lake, ND 58301

Cobh, Catolyn T.
Department Public Instruction North

Carolina
won Building
,11, NC _roll

( Anne L.
, Massa,husetts SL17 16 patIment of Education

Tremont Sr cl R.ioin 400
-Boston, MA I

cooper.

IscrinNy Stic. ,iter
cii4 Keit-6,1:4

. 0566
Coidovii, I arty

I Br eC6If of Sp ial Education
New Mexico ands University
Las Vegas, NM 87 1

Corley, Joel G.
Florida Department o 'kducation
Room 319, Knott Buildii\
'tallahassee, FL 32304

Cottrell, Ann
Community Mental Ilealth 52:-ieNes
4313 West Markham Street
Little Rock, AR 72201

Cross, Donald P.
Department of Special Iducatian
University of Kentucky
232 Taylor Education Building
Lexington, KY 40506

Crosson, James E.
Director, Northwest Regional

Resource Building
Clinical Services Budding
llniversity of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Cunningham, Joseph
Department of Special Educatilin
George Peabody College
Bon 165
Nashville, TN 37203

Curtis. Nan=
D.C. Public Schools
Pennsylvania Branch Center
3242.5 Pennsylvania Avenue. S1
Washington, DC 20004

Dalton, Debra
Department .11 :iealth. I aucationind Weltate
Oil ice En Civil Rights
idq) West Pt:Mitre SlIcet
Allmita. GA 3630%

Davis, John F.
Southwesteln Ohio Regional Bosom, ( enter
3147 Clifton Avenue
('incinnati. 011 45221)
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Decker, Katherine N.
Indiana State Department of Public

Instruction
120 West Market Street
10th Floor, Division of Pupil Personnel
Indianapolis, IN 46204

DeMeis, Joseph L.
West Virginia Regional Education

Serince Agency
300 McLane Avenue

. Morgantown. WV 26505
Dent, Harold

Westside Community Mental Health center
2201 Sutter Street
San Ftancisco, CA 94115

DiMeo, Judith
Northeast Regional Resource Center

RI Resource Consultant
Rhode Island College
Providence, RI 02908

Doyle, Cathy
Northeast Area Learning Resource Center
168 Bank Street
flightstown, NJ 08520

Drain, Theodore
Department of Public Instruction
Division, for Exceptional Childten
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
Raleigh, Nr 27611

Drane, JoAnne
North Carolina Department of Public Instruction
Division of Development
Raleigh. NC 27611

Duffy, Charies D.
West Virginia Department ot Film:anon
Capitol Coniplex
Building 6, Room I. )57
Charlesron, WV 25305

Duffey, James H.
Director, National Learning Rraintse

Center of Penncylvania
443 South Gulph Road
King of PP/5513,1'A 19406

Duncan. Rohert r
University of Montana
School of Education
5,list-out:1, M1 59'401

Durrell, Barbara
Pleasant Viess SAtrol
Oliediah Brown Road
Providern e, RI 0290,

Dyer, Kathaleen
St. Flionias Regional Resour..x. (cviii
'irgirr Islands

Fchohawk. Lucille A.
Utah State 110.1111 of I
150 Fast 500 South
Salt Lake City. fif 84 ill

Iiikeland. Jaines SI
Department ot Education
Student Services Sc,tion
Knott Building
Tallaha,see, El. 32304

Ilder, Mickey
Clovis Schools
!Oh and Mitchell
Clovis. NM X8101

Ellis. Lynn
Idaho State Department or I dui atom
BMW State University
Box 1057
1910 College Building
Boise, ID 83725

Ellis, Phyllis M.
Kansas State Department t I dui an,ill
120 I ast 10th Street
Topeka. KS 1,6012

Ilzey, , Maly
Florida Department id I ilo..ition
:114 Knott Building
Tallahassee. FL 12304

I nglernan, Vance
Southwest Regional RC', t.f,'e I 'ClIter
2363 Eort hill Ingzi:
Salt Lake Cite, Ur 84 UP,

Ernst. William
Dire, tor. (4c.it IA., 11

kesour..e Centel
232 King Street
NtadiSon, WI 53701

I vans, Paul L
South Carolina Stare Department ,If lit t

NONE

Rutledge Building
Senate Street
Columbia, SC 29201

Everidge, Toni
Oklahoma State Department of EducaliOn
Special Education Section
2,00 Lincoln Boulevard
Suite 2-63
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Fasold, Jesse V.
Associate Superintendent of Special

Education and 'it" cial Schools
Oregon State of Education
942 Lancaster Cr NE

Salem, OR 97310
Figueroa. Richard A.

California Regional Resource Center
Department of Education
University of California
DaVis, CA 95616

Flamer, George B.
Southeastern Arra Services Center

for Special Education
Courthouse Building
Valley City, ND 58072

Flory, Patricia
Educational Resource Center
121 Islirtit 5th Street West
cio School District No. 25
Riverton, WY 82501

Flynn, Patricia B.
Maryland State Department of Special

Education
Friendship International
Towers Buildup;
Baltunore, MD 21202

Fodor, Barry J.
West Virginia RESA VI
Lincoln School
1000 Chapline Street
Wheeling, WV 26003

Foley, Linda Adele
Mideast Regional Re MAI ce Center
MI Pennsylvania Avenue. NW
Suite 505
Washington. 1)C 20006

Et zit& Stanford L.
National Learning Resource Center

ot Pennsylvania, Urban Unit
1801 Market Sheet
Philadelptaa. l'A 19103

Frank. 1.ynn
Texas Hui mon Agency
201 East Ilth
Austin.IX 78701

French, Jane 1
Division of Speeial Education

partment i i 1.dur arum
I;Iwernment cif Antillean Samoa
Pago Pago, American Sailloa 9099

Friedman, Mike
Midwest Regional kesource Cectiir
Drake liniveraty
1332 26th Stloet
Dr. Moing,, I A 50311

nth. Greg
Special Education Depattment
Jarkwinville State Closet-My
Jaeksorwille, 34r:o5

Froehlinget, Vita J.
Maryland State Department of Educationt'I lox 77117

Baltimore, All) 21:40
I tost, Jamie I-

%int heast Regional Resulf.rie Center
I 1:8 Bank Street
Ilightstown, NJ 08520

Gatalwdian, Greg
I dill:MUM Services U.nsultant
Stillwater Regional 1 ducation

Seroce Center
:IS 1 ast 11th A, aue
Stillwater. OK 74117.1

1;autlet, Renee
I olipi.ina Regional Res Ill, ICrl!dr

SI. 5 IS

I alayette, LA 70(01
Iielme, Cli,inli s

VI, President. Sinte Gleska College
Rose hull. SI) 5 7570

Ciilhani, Elise F.
Atlanta Public Schools
770 Elizabeth Place, SW
Atlanta. GA 30318

Gill, Betty
D.C. Public Schools
Bladtrisburgh Road Clint'.
1 06 Bladensburgh Road, NE
Waslfaigton. IX' 20004

Givens, Adella W.
Depaament of Health, Educci'ion, and Wellare

s'<iffice for Civil Rights
6g0 West Peachtree Street, NW
Atlanta, GA 30308

Glancy, Bitlara
Officv for Ciyil Rights
6916 -Ridgewood
Chevy Chase. MD,20015

Glauner, Stephen
Nyssa Public Schools
Nyssa OR 97913

Glavan,Loseph W.
School District No. 60
210 Fairview
Pueblo, CO 8'004

Gobert, Carlene F.
Bureau of Education for Exceptional

Children
West Frankfort Complex
Route 127 South
Frankfort, KY 40601

Gonzalez, Blanca
Department of Education
Halo Rey, PR 00919

Goplerud, Dena.
Midwest Regional Resource Center
cio Drake University
1332 26th Street
Des Moines, IA.50311

Green, Windy
New York Regional ReSoUrCe Center
144 West I25th
New York, NY 10027

Grimes, Jeffrey P.
Department of Public Instruction
Division of Special Education
Grimes State Office Building
Des Moines, IA 50319

Gurley, Allan W.
Georgia State Department of Education
State Office Building
Atlanta,GA 3o3:14

Guticrret,FLe S.
State DeparImant ot i'dtication
State Educatum Building
Santa .e, NM 87501

Haigh, John A.
Mideast Regional ReNoinee Center
14409 Sturtevant Road
Silver Springs, MD 20904

Haley, Keith
Midwest Regional Resource ("enter
2500 North Lincoln
Oklahoma City, OK 73105

Robert
Bilicau of Indian Affairs

llos 1788
Albuquerque, NM 87103

[Ludy, M. 'Noma,. 4:
Slate DepartnieiL of Public Instrustion
Room 426
I dueation Building
Raleigh, NC 211,11

llargan. 1 inda
Slate I)elm:talent ot I dui:ation Region VII
1311 Village Mara
Shell,' tulle, KY 4011,5

Darns, Jowl+ 1)
New loll; Regional Resom.e i mei
144 West 1.25th Stied
New York, NY 10027

(Liao:. Inc/
Iasi Kean Sr hoot
St 1.1ellinas, V1110501

Ilaiisetiam,1;erry
Willr.iimon County lloatil 1 I do. iltoll
I IN .ron..,

4t, %Liam
New York Regional It esoiln.t.
144 West 125th St wet
Ness N'otk. NY 10027



Heidgerch, Linda I.
North Carolina Department of Duman

Resources '-
613 Alhennarle Building
Raleigh, NC 27602

Heinz, Meyer
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Box 1788
123 4th Stneet, rAV
1.1buquerque, NM 87103

Helvey, Charles
State Department of Education
lEntvcrsity of Tennessee
Nashville, TN

Henderson, Van J.
Pepaitment of Head h, EducatIon, and Welfare
Office lor CivIl Rights. Region V
300 Sou h Wacker Inive
Chicago, IL 60606

Dickey, William F.
Montana Office sf Superintendent ot

Public Instruction
1300 Ilth Avenue
Delena, MT 51)601

Higbee, Walter
Black 11111s State ( ollege
Spearfish, SI) 57783

Hill, Helen J.
Virginia State Department of I ducation
Richmond. VA 23216

Hill, Jerry M.
National Indian Training and

Research Cern ,r
2121 South 'dill Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85281

Hinckley, Edward C
Maine Department of Educational and

Cults:al Services
State Ilouse
Augusta, ME 04333

Hirst, Wilma I-
Laramie County School Distrnr N,) 1

243 Prairie Avenue
Cheyenne, WY 82001

Disama,Tochiak,
Southern Illinois Univensit", at

Carbondale
Department of Special Idueation
Carbimdale, II. 62901

Ilolleger, Helen NI
Department of Public In:unction
Townsend Building
Dover, DE 19'101

ollinger, Chloe
West Virginia State Department

of Education
Ca Complex 84)57
Charl .tota WV 25305

Housenian, Ann I.
Departrne of Public Instruction
Townsend [ding
Dover, DE 19' 1

Iloward, Thomas F.
Michigan Departinc t iif Education
Box 420
Lansing, MI 48902

Dowell, A. J
Department of Health, Itilu, ion, ind Welfare
Office for Civil P'ghts
330 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, IX 20201

Dowell. Charles 1
Depaitment of Health, 1 ducarion, arinEV!elt,ine
Office for Coed Rights, Office ol

NI W Programs
330 Independence Avenue. SW
North ihi.nliling Room 3460
Washington, DC 20201

Howes, Anthony'C
'ICUs Regional Resourie Centen
211 l'ast 7th Sthnet
Austin, rx 78701

Martha I.
Depan iment id 11eaft.1 3 . i1 ai, at, .4 III.) 15....11.Iti
Office tor Civil Rights
RK0 tienerai Buildine
Goveinment Center
Boston, M 02114

Homer. Fennell
Texas Education Agencs
201 East 110) Sneer
Ai ,tin, IX 787111

thilft1-nn, William I'
Arnioni Diagnostic lkselopmenr Proiect

1535 West Jeffeison Street
Phoenix, AL 85007

Jackson, Jacquelyn
Public Schools

Pennsylvania Branch CCmler
3242-A Pennsylvania Auenue. SE
Washington. IX' 20004

Jackson, Robert I).
The Eniversay ut Massachusetts
Special Education Department'.
School of Educati'm
Amherst, MA 01002

Jacobs, Beverly
Albany County ERC
309 South fith Street
Laraime, WY 82070

Johnson, Gwen
Winthrop/11AF Human Developmer 1 Center
McLaunn Hall
Winthrop College
Rock 11,11, SC 29733

Johnson, Henry
State Department of Public 111,141101ln
Gifted/Talented Section
Raleigh, NC 27b11

Johnson. Reid
WmthroplUA11 Duman DeveloPmcnt Cs'411,1
PsVchology Department
Winthrop College
Rock 11111, SC 24733

lohnson, Richard
Shelby County Board of Education
160 South Hollywood Street
Memphis. TN 38112

Jones. Geinge H.. Jr.
Department of Health. Education. and Welfare
Office of General Counsel
330 Independence Avenue. SW
Washington, IX' 20020

Jones, James C.
Depaitment of Health. Education. and )(clime
Office for Civil Right,
Suite 1963
One World Tiade Center
New Yolk, NY 10048

Jones, Velma S.
Maryland State Department if Fthicallon
P.O. Bus 8717
11WI Airport
Baltunone. MI) 21240

Kahds . George A.
State Department ot Public Instruction
Education Building, RI.111 322
Raleigh, NC 27611

Kakuis, Nick
Westlinook City Schools
Cuinvolurn Center
Westbrook, ME 04092

karcz, Stan
Illinois State Department ot Education
302 State Office Building
Springlield, IL 6270b

Kelly, Phyllis M.
Kansas State Department ot Education
120 East 1001
Topeka, KS 66612

Knklighter, Richard II,
Georgia State Depaitmeni of I thication
156 [runty' Asenue
Atlanta..(;.1 30303

king. Lewis
Caloorma Regional Re.ounce Center
700 Som), Com1111111A,Illh, SUM' I 104
Los A nr,lel. f ,00000

11aric
1/v1,111111,10 iii Health. 1 dinain,n, and V,ellare
cl) 7111

Atlanta, GA 301:1
Kirk, ii, tille

Stank. 1,..paltnlcnt .1 1141

Set.1111.1.1nr. 1 'location
Hos 4,0

r.,.1.21

KII1,,le. I mils lintlei
s.,\,. kt'V.I..1111 I

lit Wes! I :411 'dicer
1', ' 11102-\

Neu, 1'1,11..{egonial Res,mi.e

".4 Wt." """i1,,r1,N , 111112'

K,C1111..,

1.1 ne lii II.
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Depattment of Health, Educatron, and Welfaie
Office tor Civil Rights
.Suite 1468
One Wolld 'had,: Center
New Yolk, NY 10048

Kolb. F. L.
Vuginta State'Department
526 College Avenlie
Sall:III, VA 24153

Kopp, Walter
Director of Special Education
St. Louis Public Schools ..
1616 South Grand Avenue
SE. Louis, MO 631,0l

Kramer, Terry
State Department of Eilincifion
442 Lancaster Drive, NE
Salem, OR 97310

Kranz, Gayle
Ohio State Department of I.dtleation
Diviston of Special Education
433 High Street
Woithington, 011 43085

Kieamer, Larry
Louisiana Regional Resource Center
USL Box 515
Lafayette, LA 70501

Krueger, Marion W.
Durhani County Schools
Box 3823
Durham, NC 27702

Kruse, Carole
Bureau of Education for

Exceptionnl Children'
West Erankfort Complex
U S. Route 127 South
Enankfort, KY 40601

Kutczodyna, Paloma
Metlakatla School District
Metlalatla Elementany'
Nietlakatla, AR 99916

Leitka, Eugene
Indian Education ReSoilrce Center
Bureau id Indian Affairs
P.O. Box 1788
Albuquenque, NM 871113

Leima, Carol B.
Mame Department of 1dueatnon and Cultural Servici,

and Northeast Regronal Resour on Center
State !liaise
Auguda, ME 04333

Lennon, 'thelm i C.
North Carolina Deli:fitment Puifilic Distinction
Filueation Building
Raleigh, NC 27610

ewis, laniesetta
Mkam Valley Regional Center
Wagner Building, 1150 Beatrice Dove
Dayton, 011 45404

Loop, leonand
Depaitment of Health. I ducation. and Weltaie
Office for Civil Rights, Regsin V Ill
11037 Federal Other. ltiohiliug
1'461 Stout Street
!tenser, CO 80202

('. Leigh
AMISH'
Anchnrage, AK

I y rich, Al
State Office Superintendent of public !list nii,tion
111,1 Capitol Building
Olympia. WA 48506

Mc \obit,. Cathleen
Oissenunation and Centel hit

Ilihngual Inhivation
l'IllSensIty mit IOUs at S.,n Nnil,n1,,
San Antonio, IX 78235

McCaffrey, Mary
Mideasi Regional Resour. e Center
Suit, 50s
1401 Pennsylvania ,Nvenne, NW'
Washington, DC 201106

McDermott, Paul A
Disinon o( Si. hoot p.c, hot

Ilenzlik Hall
l'n1Versity 411 Ne1,13,1,..1

r!+`.ti!..i

Harry
1),Taffilien1 ,,1 Ilea1111, I ,i,..1/ and W 'dime
131141,III.I1 Ill II,

123
.11) 711i Suter!, NI
Ailanta f0123
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McDonald, Louts
Roswell Independent School !Markt
300 Sort h Kentucky
Roswell, NM 85201

MoIntyre, Karen F.
Cahforma Regmnal Reraiurce Centel
600 South Commonwealth, No 1304
Lns Angeles, rA 00005

MeKam, Charles W.
t RC -Wyoming
Region V
BOO'S
Kemmerer, WV 53101

McLeod. Jon
Northwest Regional Resomioe ( enter

Serslie Building
University of Oregon

rigene, OR 97403
M.'S idly, Brian A

IlideaSt Regronal Resource Center
Suite 505
1901 Penns} Ivania VA'
Washington, IX' 20006

Mangham, Strom C, Jr
Department id Health. 1 sluoomtn. And Wellore
Otlioe tit ienerol ( mimel
50 7th Street. NI
Room 323
Atlanta. (SA 3)13.21

Mason, I orn
Ditestor Psys holecis al Sersises
Curriculum linprosemert
hI5 West King Street
Martinsburg, AV 25401

qanttne, I 11:s1

Ntassachusetts Deportment or f
54 Rmdge Asenue I ots

Cambridge. M 5 ('2140
Mercer. Jane sI

So:romp Deportment
niserso Lahloinio Rise:olds.

Risersitle, '125112

Ilessints,l,ttis
Strattorli I e IM1g. ritv I

314 Main Street
Summerswmth, NI1

Millard, Wilbur I
D C. Public 5,h0.4,
Departinent Pupil Per
413 12th Streit, \M
Mashregton. DC 20001

Miller. I muse
Bute ,t1 In.han
2,01 rttllage VI

Mini, Reno
'(ortlieist Scitietto1 it t. r crier
I Lis Ronk Srreet
flight dow is, N1

Montt I is/o
Montgomery C,m.

15.3 (sil),- \ID
Mote..n

( 3.11..04,
Kolotormi Rom! I emei
1'19 K.ilorom 1-3,o.1 NW
Woollineton 18

Ittari
1)epartincnt m I 'In' itme

Spo .3.11 I dummili Piogrorn
Slate Dime (Lidding
\Moo I. I 10114

leo., Regrow( Nes mr, e ems r

21) I mo -(r Sticet
I v. ; (17

Morl,1 It
N,rthAes1 Yrr 01 II ID
Bos 131

Au, 005n:
I),,,,, PA,

Art mna r.,.1. ,h, It
175,7 I .14

mi:^(
lon

1,11

15 tC West Jetterson
Phoemo, A/ 5,1103

IIortsoro
1mliona State I top at merit t P

rhstsion 01 Pupil Personnel
120 West Ntarket Street, 111th Floot
Indianapolis. IN 41s:04

Murray, Charles
Northeadt aeglOnal Resoltrce Center
168 Bank Street
14105turscro NJ 08520

Nannies, Carol
I threall.tital Rectifsc
121 North 5th WeNt
Sehoo! ;1istrist 20
Itivetten, %V 8:301

Nash, Ilert.
Division ot Speolal I-duo-anon
Stale Depart Merit 01 l.1.1, Aron

(7A 30334
Nelson. Joseph I).

Salt Lake City Sehool 111stris
440 I-aq 1st SoUtll
Salt Lake City, r 84111

Nelson. Lynne NI
Seattle School District
520 NV Rosen:la 111;0,1111g
Speeral Fdmat ion
seat WA "8100

Neyint, Ntarson
resat: Regmtial Resorme Centel
211 Fast 701 Street
Austin, I N 78701

Noble, Poul
I aronne County Solitiol DisIrt,1
253 Proms
Cluplin Center
1100 Richardson Court
Cheyenne. WI S2001

()Aland. Thoillas
1.111erSity jesatt
1 ducotion 1200111 252

I ducotronal Psychol,igi
Instill, 15 78-12

(Pm% I d
II RC Coorilinotot
State 9 llas1.4
tiCi) In emotional irport Road
Anshotoge, AK 09301

O'Brien. N'irginta I Alyce U I

Copitol Region I-din...Mon (omycil
800 ( outage (Mise 10mid. litirldtire .1
Ittoonttlettl, Cr 01,002

1),,,
-it Health, I .10..0 Ir. And Wctlate

keen not Dooley's tun, e
323

00 Sesemli Street
GA 40723

ilymi.
Itide.La Regional Reointr,e Center
1001 i'enmy Lorna, NW, Suite 34,
14,101)110.w. DC 20006

tipperinon,
Instr, min Ile-mutes- Center Comditiotm
CIA Moe., Sinn to( Utlitoolten Se:so., Lentil
I e. !limo) S.54.01 N1.1 I rip

Iik.r 1,11
!Ill 441112

Irl wdo.
Itcp.ottmut ot I ,to.. mon

II curth.11
Misilte, IN 1'210

Almilioni
:list I titian,. H.1,0(111.11( I II tirsilan

lilts l
960111

PH-ale:I. I tat,' I

s ..11115' is) I cotton,: Res..tir entel
Noleon I niseluto .0 NImitsminer".
Monte, on. y II 1tit."0,

P tiker Ultallt
I !A .t1,1131
(2..se I) tad
l'tttl .1 tn NI 05s40
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to-01. Not Me
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1 tire's' Community School
Lineoln Road and South Street, NI-
Waslittigton, IX'

Peeling, Robert
933 Lombard
St. Patti, NIN.55105

Peets, Ruth Nt.
Portland Oregon Pubho Schools
220 NI Beech
Portland, OR 97212

Philipp, William II., Jr.
(-ornmurnty Serciees Division
Catonsville Community College
SOO South RollIng Road
Baltimore, NID 21228

Praise, David
111,11.111a Stale Department or Public Instruetton
lbsision tal Pupil Personnel Sell roes
1:0 Wes( Nlarket, 10th Floor
Indianapolis, IN' 46204

kasslms, Alyce 'F.
flat t tend Board of Liftleation
249 (high Street
Ilartfwil, (-1' 06103

Rechany, Ins NI.
Puerto Rico Department et Fdrication RRC
Oepar Mien( of Filth:Mimi
Ilato Itey, PR 001,16

12 eet.1, Helen
St. Crop. Regional Restioroe Center
Virgin Islands

Reed, Joseph I ',
WW1'S

hos 11:
Ke A'N' 83101

Retold, Jim
Public Schomis

8uperintendent's ()Wee
resillential Mu/ding

415 12th Street, !* 'A'

Woshington, DC
Rohrtr,m1, Hob

Ohio Regionol Resoures Center
65 Steiner
Ikron.011 44301

Ross, I ileen
RI NI' RR('
Bristol School Deportment
Andrews S.:11001
Ilore Street
Bristol. RI 02869

IL 1+,111,11111st:on, Betts

( sat I okcs Resonr
232 King Street
N1 idison. WI 53703

[home: J.
Bronell of Special I &Lotion And

Pupil Personnel Seim es
Ness Jersey Stale Itettalt !tient .tt I

225 West State Street
Irenton. NI 08028

Kos, Ihornas Allan
Department of Ile:11111. 1-ttllianottintl Welfare
Regitsmil Attorney's (Mice
50 Sesenth Street, Rottun 3:3
,Itlanto, GA 30323

Ruleau, C Lourine
Bureou it Indian :Ulm,
Sindow Rock. AZ 8,5515

Sa'aii, I ogologo. Jr.
Imssirtmiertt tit A enermin Sart,

Ihrgaltritent It 1,111...11.tn

1 soluomat and 17e5col eh
Pogo Pogo. Anierieon

Santlatc. Celia I'
lit list. lor Civil Right,
400 Ctand Avenue
Kansas ()I y ft.: 101,

Sargent, Robert
It C Piddle School,
I1,01,0n Building
10 ond (; Stteet,
Woshington.

Sotko. Barbara
RePrunol Remilim Cent,'

sonto [(arbor., Road
I'leacont 11111,CA 04121

Saucedo. Mono del Rctlion-.
I nocetsily ol 1 es 15 oi 5.01 Antonio
In5serninotion ond AssessIllent Cent, I

t.ir IIIIrrigt1:11 I .111..111.41

Son lotonim I v, -



Schauss, Sharon
Dixision of Elementary and Sceondar!. I dais afion
Section !or Exceptional Children
Office Biulding, No. 3
Pierre, SD 57501

Schesky , Cash
aekson Cuunty Immediate School District

2301 East Aficingan A senue
Jackson. MI 49202 -

Schupper, Bill
NASOSI.
610 East 51.5 Building
1201 16th NW
Washington. DC 20036

Schulte, !Oar) A.
Northern Arca LRC
Box 344
Nenana, AK 00760

Scott , Cornell B.
Alabama State Department of I-dusafion
416 Srate Office Building
Montgomery. AL 36130

Scott. Lgrraine
D C. Public Schools
Kennedy Street Center
504 Kennedy Street. NW
Washington. IX'

See. Edward
RESA N. 5
1210 I 3th Sticet
Parkeisburg. WV 26101

Sekayumplev.a. Loren
Hopi Center tor Human scrshes
P,O. Box 114
Second Mesa, AL Sh041

Selva, Charle.
Neu Mexico State Department or I du:anon
Education Building
Sant:: 1.c, SM 4'501

Sen;ple William S.
State Department ot lafilation
Spev.al 1 due.ilion Sccfion
2:13 Soutn I Orh
loncoln, NB 6/150S

Shannon, Barbra
Department ot Health. Edu, anon. and Meltare
Office ol General Counsel
Atlanta RegiSmal Office
50 7th Street. NE
Atlanta, (lA 30100

Sheusi. Charles V.
Lynchburg Public Sdiools
gth and (-mai Street
Lynxhhurg. VA 24504

Shook. 'ad: E
Illinois Ofnec ot Education
100 North Firht Street
Springlielo. II. 62'77

Snrytock.Chti
ealdoima Reglonal Resour ( epic;
600 Commonwealth. Suite 1164
Los Angeles, CA ..000;

Slaw, James 1.
BE1111/11P

1274 Lotharto
Fairfax, VA 22030

Slant... Mary Lou
University Attiliatc,1 Er ervn it

C1111,1 DeVelopnient
Georgetown Univer.ots
3400 Reservoir lioad. NW
Washington, DC 2000"

Skinner, Kathy
Department ttf Puhlis Instruction
Division of Special talusation

State Otthe Buddinu
tks mrrines, In, ;top,

Smipes, Michacl
c Public Schools

Emery Communitx School
incoln Road and S strect. SI

Wash neon. DC
Smith, Candvn

Human Des...lop...mu i mo-
Nuarlirop ( lIege
R 11111 ;1

(

Due.r.d. Southweo Noe
Recional Sershe

.11" I .10 Calitorma
La, `.61 ssiv.1

Smith. Nlir.ain 11
Portsmouth S , Is

1)epaittriont ot Special ducation and tierviies
heedom and 1 aewell Streets
Portsmouth. VA 23701

Smither man, 13,111.111 W.
1 ducat ional Resoillie Centel

East 21 st
lorfingron. WY 822.'0

Smitherman, Ruth I.
I'L11.1.',01011.31 ReoutCe Cente;
215 West 2Ist

orringt on, WY s 22.10
Snow, Charles P.

Department ot ilealtlh du,atIon. and Wellar
110 Indepetn!:nte Avenue SW
Mashington, LS' 20201

Snoo.,1;ary
Special I clucation
I dlleational Servh:e.. Ifistricr No 105
101 Couithouse
Yakima, WA 98001

Solomon. Ji1111111
1 Hollis Lane
V. illingb.uo. NJ 040.46

tioniniet cille. 1..01
lacpartment al elueation School Psxchologist
Pupil Personnel Services
Padtds Illaea. 5th Eloot
I.ederal Progra Ills 0111..e

qt,q1))

Manhattan Ilevelopniental tenter
Kenner l'nit
Waids Is'and
NI:A York, NY 10035

Sout h. 1. rank
Sourlivcest Regional licsoura: Center
231.3 I oothill rinse
Salt I ake (ars I i 541119

ft,. Gene
I oulstana Regional Resource (lTnter

SI. Ho, SI{
I alayette. LA 70501

Stamm, John
South (len)ral Learning ReiolirCe ('enter
65)) International Apartment Road
Anchorage. ,x K o1302

S6.91, Wroth.;
Counry Ileparlinent ol 1 dueatain

ih0 I ('ountx ( enter 11) (lourt
modest., cA 44345

Streick. Julie
l'roix Regional ResoLirt'C (1.nter

11;gan Islands
Suire. Harold

I ouislana Regomal Rt'stilarse I enler
'51 Box 515

1 amys.tre, 1.5 70501
I y,11.1

I ides tor ..1 Speshil I
Illight.in Public SsInud
.1Inunisthitive Otticc
h.:0 south srh Ase,ow
Brighton, (0 001401

sssife, Myron
I t,I,oado 1)epattnient .t1 I ducation
Spe..ial I autall.mal I nu
Slate ()nice Building
201 I ast (loltax
Denser, (l)) 40241

N,,,trt.t', I vel.n
I loti.1.1 Dcpart went ol I du, Alion

11011,101r

1.111.111.1',..e. 11. 12304

1h:1,a:intent ttl I .11,..tt ion Ind Iv eltat..
I lithe hit Rights
330 Independence Avenue, S1.1.
I( s on I 6' cr.
Wastungt.u., 2o)I,1

I , 111:1-111, 1

(

MIviss1;,1, I '11...

1).1 s.1

t.1,..44`.. state XIS 1..
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letley, Pamela
State Resource l'ansultant
Special Education Recource Center
275 Windsor Street
Ilarttord,C1 06120

Thompson, Delia
Regional Resource ('enter New Yor),
144 Wes; 12.5th Street
New lurk, N1 10027

Thorpe. Peggs
Noitheast Regional Resourti.
168 Bank Stre.ol
Ifightstown, NI 04540

Tut ker, James A.
Director, Texas Reglimai Resource (leliter
211 Fast 7th
Austin, TX.787(1

Vailtler.i. Roque
1/cpartmen) of Health, 1 iltIC.111.111..111,1

l/f flee loi Civil Rights
1321 2nd Avenue
NES 50S
Seattle, WA 98101

X'aera, Lew
.Alliany County School I/istrict No 1

104/) Grar.1
Laramie. WY s2070

\lerrion, Don 11
(11tiee ot the Secreta:y
()nice tor Civil Right.
33(1 Indepenelence Asenue, SW
1A'ashingrain, I/C 20201

VI1(111. Hely°

ktx 3l:Iska5LA R('B

I)nIlingharn. AK 90576
\filkelich. Ron

Uniceisniy ot Delay-ate
Willard Hall 135
Nev.ark, 19711

Wagner, Octal.) L.
Indiana Department ol Publis Instruction
Divison of Special 1..1m..itihn
120 West Market, 10th Flom
Indianapolis. IN 46204

lAagonseller, Hill R.
l'rusersiti, al Nevadd
;pet 141 I din dhoti

WallSt;r. 5-1

Yakula Indian Nation
P () Box 500

Si i'l:pp.i.ti'1011,..11' io

Wallace, Anne
Arkans.P. k Ed.,

Arch Ford Ituilling
Capitol
I dtle Rosk. AR 72201

Wallington, Carol
D Puhlic
!,ladlsnn Building
10 and G St-ects. NE
Washington, ES'

Wellstrr, Lila
Alabama State I/el/animal( ol I di....hon
435 liell Sttect
Room 105
Montgomery. Al, 36104

Wcis,nian, Jane S.
Re. 'ince Centvi
5-1 Hanover Street

elianon. NI1 (13766
Kangich,

(lominunity (loners. 01
Kok.nia.Penape

asiern ('aroline Islands 06'141
Wernet, Roland

1)1reetOr ot Speszal I dm.ation
Missouri Depaitincrit 1 lcui nol: -

.111,) Set..,11,1.11 I dllt t1111

Box 4S0
letIctson f.1111

Wt,t4 14,11,1,

1.1.11t, Stat.. S.lit.t.1 and II
Id di, Department ot Ilt..1111, it. leo It.,
l' 11 11. .1-
. \ atm, Di ,rt` I

1)1.1n,

I 16111401.11 les, cu,

Cs1 Hos '15
1.11,oc11., 1.1 70,111
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Williams, Ronald
117 Menaut, NW
Albuquerque, NM 87107

Wiltbank, Lee
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office for Civil Rights
50 Seventh Street, NE
Atlanta, GA 30308

Wolf, Michael H.
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Office for Civil Rights
Plaza Nine Building
55 Erieview Plaza
Cleveland, OH 44114

Woodson, Doris
Assistant Superintendent
D.C. Public Schools
Presidential Building
4l5 12th Street, NW
Washington, DC

Worrell, Phyllis B.
Eanquin County Public Scho,IS,/stein
10 Hotel Street
Warrenton, VA 22186

Yeargan. Charles
Regional Education Service Agency
306 Neville Street
Beckley, WV 25801

York, Deborah
D.C. Public Schools
45 and Loe Streets, NE
Washington, DC

Young. Robert
Cry University of New York
535 East 80th Street
New York, NY 10021

Yuasa, lames
Department of Education
Special Education Braneh
1270 Queen Emma Street
Hontdulu, III 96813
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Appendix

EDUCATIONAL DECISION MAKING

A group simulation activity.which examines

educational responsibility and placement.

Robert B. MacIntyre
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

based on a design by:
Nancy Carlson and S. Joseph Levine

Michigan State University

OVERVIEW

Educational Decision Making is a small group activity that asks group
members to make decisions regarding possible educational programs for a-
particular student. During the activity the group members are provided
information about the student from different sources. .Then, assuming
the roles of the persons who have contributed the information, the members
of the group examine the issues of a) responsibility for the student,
and b) placement of the student.

Through the group activity, the participants will:
be exposed to a variety of viewpoints from professional fields
related to education.

- be encouraged to look for alternative information sources
prior to making decisions.
be aware of the necessity of responsible decision making in
educational placement.

NOTES TO SIMULATION LEADERS

This activity, as-designed, calls for participants to place themselves
in specific roles defined by the various reports and information sources.
The roles have been chosen to highlight some of the complexities of this
process and do not reflect the ideal for the professions involved.
The process, as illustrated in this simulation is also not an ideal one,
since the intent is to involve the group in attempts to better the process
of educational decision making.

4 4
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TIME NEEDED

10 minutes, individual task on Worksheet
40 minutes, small group task, group Worksheet
20 minutes, large group discussion on decision
15 minutes, small group discussion on process
15 minutes, large group discussion on process

Total time- 1 hoUr 40 minutes

MATERIALS NEEDED

One for each person

- Instruction Sheet and Worksheet

One for each group

- Memo - to be read to the whole group

- Information Sources to be read to whole group
Individual roles (reports) - each to be given to one group member

Regular classroom teacher School Social Worker

School Principal Parents

Specialist (Remedial) Teacher Special Education Director

School Psychologist

- Group Worksheet
- Feedback Sheet

Wrap-up - Comprehensive individual assessment
One for'each person

- Assessment Model from CORRC Resource Manual'

One for each group

Feedback sheet
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PROCEDURES

Announce to the group that they will be involved in a simulation of a series
of committee meetings at Bicentennial Elementary School around the educational
problems of a fictional student.

Have your group break up into groups of seven. It is usually a good idea to
ask people to work with individuals with whom they do not usually have much .

contact. If the numbers do not work out evenly, one or two individua may
be asked to be process observers or two persons may be assigned to the same
role in the process.

Once the groups have been formed, distribute enough copies of Instruction
Sheet and WoL.:.sheet for each participant. Give one member of each seven
person group a copy of Memo and Information Sources to be read to the whole
small group. Allow each membox of the small group to select one individual
role and the report which goes with that role. Ask them to study the
information and take notes on Worksheet in preparation,for the upcoming
case conference.

After allowing 10 minutes for each person to study their roles, ask each
small group to discuss the case for approXimately 40 minutes and to fill
in Croup Worksheet based on their disc.. -sion,

At the end of this time have all pArticivants return to the large group to
share their decisions and concerns. In facilitating this discussion, the
emphasis is on bringing critical issues to the surface, These may have
emerged as part of the role playing or may be expressed as objections to
the ro7.es or limitations of the simulation. ("We don't do it that way in
my sc!-ool." "No teacher would be that insensitive." etc,) In response

to these sort,i of statements avoid excessive sharing of the particular
problems of specific district. Avoid premature closure and solution giving.
At this stage we are attempting to explore th,_ extent and complexity of
the problem.

Following this, the groups are given the feedback sheet and the Comprehensive
Assessment Model as a basis for their final discussion.

The large group E;hould then be brought back together to discuss the entire
exercise and to beg '. identifying the important components of an individual
assessment :or their local situation which might.avoid the real or potential
opportunities for bias in special education placement.

Depending on the intent of te simulation leaders, other emphases may be
made in the last large group discussicm.

-1 A (..
1- 61
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INSTRUCTION SHEET A

You are a member of a Special Education Placement and Planning,Commit ee cane&

together to discuss a specific problem. Typically, Special Education Placement

and Planning Committees make at least three different types of educational

decisions:

those that relate to educational responsibility
those that relate to educational placement
those that relate to educational programming

As a participant on the planning committee, you will be invo v d in the first

two of these decisions involving a young lady named Lurdes S.

For each of the two decisions,'your group will follow the folloWing procedures:

1. Read the MEMO which outlines the decision that your committee
must make.

2. Select one.of the four roles for yourself and:rend the report

carefully.

3. Complete the Worksheet on the following page.

4. Discuss the case with the other group members and complete
the Group Worksheet.

5. Receive feedback on your decision.

6. Large group discussion.



MEMO

Novembex 18, 1975

To: SReCiaI EduCation Placement and Planning Committee,
Bicentenntal.Elementary School:

Student: LURDES S.

///

The above named student has been referred td the Committee for a

decision and recommendations regarrling educational responsibility.

APPENDIX 141

Lurdes has been doing poorlysince she 4 ered school three years

,

ago. .Her kindergarten teacher referred hsfr for assessment at that time

and various remedial programs have been rced in first and second grades.

i/.At this point sire still has not made say sfactory progress in academic

/

skill development.

Your committee has been asked to determine if the responsibility

for educating Lurdes should remain with her home school or whether it

should be transferred to the special education division.

The following major programs are available at present:

1. An EMR class, consisting of 13 childr,n1 ages 8-10 in

Lurdes hoMe

2.. A learning disability class of nine children ages 7-9 /

without second language background. Would require

transportation to class.

4. Resource room program in another school since this/is

unavailable at her home school.

. Consultant hcdp for her present .classroom.
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INFORMATION SOURCES A

,The following six infOrmation sources are available to your group:

1. Classroom teacher's observations this year. This teacher

has collected a series of observationa: reports and some

group test data.

2. Principal's,report. The principal has reviewed Lurdes'

school records for the last two years.

3: Specialist teacher's report. This report was made three years

. .

ago as part of an early identifieation of educational problems

project.

4. Follow-up evaluation, grade one, of psychoeducational progress,

5. Social worker's report. This is based 3n recent home visit.

6. P rent's opinion sheet.

Sequence of. ActivitieS

Firs.L, have each member of your committee choose an inclividual role and

read the information source for that role. After reading this information,

complete Worksheet A. You will have 10 minutes for this

Role Information Source

Classroom Teacher Teacher's summary of observations

Parents Parents' opinion

School Principal Principal's Report

School Social Worker Social Worker's ReporL.

Specialist Teacher Specialist Teacher's Report

School Psychologist Psychological Report

Sptcial Educat n Director None-Chairs Meeting
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INFORMATION SOURCES A (cont'd)

Second, discuss as a group the recommendation that your group will make

to the school (see memo). Each member of your group shodld play the rote

of the person represented by their selected information source.

Finally, as a group complete Group. Worksheet. You will have 40 minutes

for your group tasks.

Following the completion of Group Worksheet there will be a team discussion.
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INSTRUCTION SHEET

You are a member of a Special Education P],lcemelt and Planning Committee

calle'd together to discuss a specific problem. Typically, Special,Education

Placement and Planning Committees make at least three different types of

educational decisions:

those that relate to educational responsibility
those tha,t'relate to educational placement

, those that relate to educational programming

As a p,articipant on the planning committee, you will be involved in the

first two of these decision involving a young lady named Lardes, S.

For each of the two decisions, your group will follow the following procedures:

1. Read the MEMO which outl.lnes the decision that your committee

must make.

2. Select one of the six roles for yourself and read th:: report

carefu-1v.

3. Comple'- Lhe Worksheet on the following page.

4. Discuss the case with the other group members and complete
the Group Worksiset

5. Receive feedback on your decision.

6. Large group discussion.
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SCHOOL SOCIAL 4ORKER'S REPORT

Mrs. S. was visited and the interview was conducted with the help of a

Portuguese speaking aide. Mr:,. S. appeared to understand all of r'le questions'

in English quite well but welcomed the chance to give the majority of her

answers in her primary larruage. Both she and her husband are bringing up

their five children in a pattern reflectinL; their Eurcpean tradition. The

girls are expected to come home directly from school ane tq help in the

housework. Lurdes and her sister Margaret are reported to be quite competent

in routine liousehold tasks at this :Arne. Despite the one year difference

in their ages, their-mother seems to treat them about equally regarding

household responsibilities. This is possibly due to the fact that the.

next girl in the family is only four years old.

In the five years that the S. family has been in this country, they have

m.a7laged to do fairly well economically. Mr. S. brings in additional money

by doing home repair and remodeling work for a cousin in a small business

operation. The family is feeling some financial stress at presenL since

last year's downturn in the ezonomy cost Mr. S. his job and the family was

on unemployment insurance for several months. In spite of this, Mrs. S.

does not chink she would be able to take a job outside the home,

Both Mrs. S. and her husband use Portuguese primarily in talking with

their children, partially out of comfort and parAally from a desire to

preserve this aspect of their culture also. Both Lurdes and her Sister

continue to attend Portuguese school, as does the cousin with whom they live. .

It is my impression that the rate of school progress being made by LurdeS

is adequate and what is to be expected from someone with her bilingual

background. The biasing effect of most school tests Is well known. The

picture of Lurdes at home is in sharp variance with thct reported by the
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\

SCHOOL SOCIAL WORKER'S REPORT (contld)

School. At home, she is capable, happy, talkative with her peers, and

respectful c.ith her\parents. None in the family considers her of less

than normal intelligen nor do they seem to be too concerned by her

early pattern of low grade:

9

E 2



Pupil: Lurdes S
Grade: Third
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TEACHER'S SUMARY OF OBSERVATIONS \

Date: October 10, 1975
Teacher: Sally. T.

Although Lurdes is one of the larger girls in my class, she shows marked

immal in the classrooth. When called upon to speak, she does.so in a

very soft voice and has to be asked to repeat on occasion. She has only one

friend in the school, another Portuguese girl, with whom she spends all

available recess time. AlthougY she needs to increase her English vocabulary,

she consistently use., PorLuguese with her friend, a habit which some of the

other children resent. Lurdes takes no part in the lunch time or after school

activities and holds back on games or other involvement with students during

school.

Achievement testing done in the first weeks of this term reveals that

Lurdes is over two years behind in her reading and arithmetic fundamentals.

None of the other children in the class are working at this level. Although

she works well with individual help she is slow to perform and hesitant to give

answers unless she is very sure of them. In spite of some individual tutoring,

she shows difficulties in retaining what she has learned. Recently, she has

begun to refuse to attempt new work saying, "I can't do that." Twice in the

last ttiree weeks she has begun crying while doing individual work, which

distresses the other students.

The class and I have tried to individualize the grade three program for

Lurdes by using a buddy system with flashcards and work sheets. Although she

cooperates with these procedures, her interactions and answers are usually

brief, frequently sentence fragments or one work responses. Her pronunciation

of English is acceptable but her limited vocabulary and inhibited responses

make her difficult to work with.
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°TEACHER'S SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS (cont'd)

In summary, I see this child as needing more individual assistance than

I can provide. The fact that.her school problems materialized early and

have shown no significant improvement suggests to me that she may have

low intellectual ability in addition to a language hancEcap.

5 5
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PRINCIPALTS REPORT

November 4, 1975

The present request for evaluation was initiated by Mrs. T., Lurdes'

third grade teacher. This pupil first came to our school three years ago

in Kindergarten, at which time she was identified as a child in need of

individualized learning experiences through our early screening program.

She was given special readiness and other activities at that time and

received some extra help in grades one and two. We have tried to deal with

Lurdes' progressive acadEmic retardation with minimum disruption of her

regular schooling but are fin'ing this difficult as the requirements of

the work become more demapding.

In an interview with Mrs. S., Lurdes' mother, T explained the school's

perception of the.problem and emphasized the need for further testing in

order to give us the information needed to plan a program for the girl. Mrs.

S. agreed to psychological testing because, as she said, Lurdes doesn't seem

to like school very much at the present and both parents feel that it is

important chat she do well. Although the mother was quite cooperative, she

could not give, us any relevant information regarding her daughter's school

problems. Her mother sees her as a normal, quiet, "good" girl who rarely

talks about. school.

The school nurse reports that the regular hearing and,vision screening has

been done with this pupil and that no impairment was found. From the medical

history we have, there seems to be no relevant mediCal problem. The nurse

has questioned the adequacy of this history since she wasn't sure that Mrs. S.

was able to adequately understand the questions on the medical history form.

In observing the girl in class, I noticed that her isolation from the

other students was marked and that she seemed to lack any joyfulness in her

classroom activities, apparently dreading each new task.

1 58
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PRINCIPAL'S REPORT (cont'd)

I am recommending evaluation for special education since this girl

is falling progressively further behind and is beginning to show ,3ign

of distress and unhappiness in the regular classroom.

Robert Q.

Principal
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SPECIALIST TEACHER'S REPORT

Name: Lurdes S. Birthdate: August 11, 1967

Program review

Pat educational testing:

ITFA April, 1974

ITPA - January, 1973

Past remedial programming:

Di:tar Language - Kindergarten

occasional tutoring - Grades 1, 2

Lurdes was first,identified as a possible school learning problem in

Kindergarten during our special project on early identification. Since

all pupils were screened in thi': project, Lurdes' performance on the ITPA

was available to us. Results at that time were:

"Lurdes' -performance e. test of psycholinguistic abilities
indicates that, at 5 rs, 6 months, she has a language ability
close to that of a 4 year old child. Although none of the
subtests on the ITPA are average, her performance indicates that
her strong areas are visual association, manual expression, and
visual sequential memory. Her weaker areas are auditory associ-
ation, grammatic closure, and verbal expression. Her pattern of
scores reflects her general English language deficiency and low
level of abstraction. Her remedial program should focus on the
development of basic language concepts in order to enable her to
identify and code observations as well as facilitate a higher level
of abstraction. The Distar Language 1 Program could 1)2 chosen
as a base for her program because it requires active participation
and is designed to accommodate second language children."

Lurdes was given individual work, using Distar 1 and Other materials

during the second half of Kindergarten and for most of grade one, until

the special funding which made this project possible ran out. Tutoring

was done under my supervision by a college student teacher's aide.

Following this, the evaluation said:

"Two changes in test behavio'r are notowLrthy. Verbal directions
were much less troublesome fc:L. Lurdes and she volunteered some
spontaneous comments during the testing sessions. She did answer
some questions verbally in contrast to her smiling and head shaking
during the initial evaluation, but her answers were never elaborated.
The overall pattern of subtest scores reflected more strongly her
general English language problems than was apparent before. Her
stronger areas are visual reception, visual association, manual
expression, and visual closure. Her weak areas, in which she
showed little improvement, ',_nclude auditory reception, auditory
association, verbal expression, auditory sequential memory, and
grammatic closure."

158
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SPECIALIST TEACHER'S REPORT (cont'd)

No testing or further remedial programming has been done this year,

pending th!, results of the present conference. This student obviously

needs help and she does not fit into the remedial groups which we have in

this school.

, -
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PSYCHOLOGIST'S REPORT

Name: Lurdes S. Date: October 25, 26, 27, 1974

Birthdate: August 11, 196'; Age: Seven years, two months

Tests Administered: WTSC-R, PPVT (translated into Portuguese)

Previous test results: WPPST Performance IQ 68 (January 1973)

Presenting problems: Poor school work, possible low English language ability,
possible low verbal intelligence, possible personality problem associated
with school failure.

Relevant background information: Lurdes is tha second child in the family with
Dne older sister in fourth grade and a younger brother in grade one and a
three year old sis,:er. Lurdes' family came to this country from Portugal
when she was three.

Physical description: Lurdes is a healthy 1.c.uking child with short brown hair,
hazel eyes and a clear complexion. Physically, she appears somewhat
larger (height and 4eight) than her classmates. She is always well
dressed and generally neat in appearance.

General approach 71nd test behavior: Although Lurdes was pleasant and cooperative
during the th.:ee testing essions, she showed an initial hesitation to enter
the sftuation. _She was attentive and not easily distracted by other play
materials in the room but_was also reluctant to work with the test materials.
By the end of the third sessibni-Lurdes indicated a desire to continue
interaction in the one-to-one situation rather than return to the classroom.

Test results and interpretations: Since Lurdes seemed t.o have had difficulty.
with verbal directions in previous testing and since r.he seemed to be
limited in her verbal responsiveness, -the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .
was administered with the stimulus words provided by a tape recording in
Portuguese. For the same reasons, only the performance scales of the
WISC-R were used.

On both tests, Lurdes obtained scores in the upAr end of the
educable mentally retarded range with the WISC-R score slightly higher
'than the PPVT. On the PPVT she refused to guess as the words became
more difficult and her error pattern was one of few errors and many
refusals. On the performance sub-tests, she worked slowly on all problems,
even when urged to work quickly.

Summary: This seven year old, pleasant girl from a Portuguese family tests in
the upper end of the educable mentally retarded range. Her test performance
is impaired by her slowness and unwillingness to guess. She shows some
anxiety and hesitation in performing tests and school related tasks.
School programming shoulc emphasize small learning steps and success
oriented tasks. She should be further evaluated for special class
placement.

" 0
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PARENTS' REpORT

(In the committee session to which ycu have been invited, you will be

asked to discuss your second daughter, Lutdes, and consider the possibility

of transferring her to another program in another school. Since you are

reasonably happy with the progress she is making and Particularly 1 %e the

fact that the school is close enough for Lurdes to come. home for lurcls., you

are not anxious for a change. On the oth.!r hand, you have great respect

for the importance of education in allowing your children to adjust: to and

do well this country. You both are taking night courses in literacy

in English, although you find the progress slow. You consider your daughter

about avera0 in ability and'are very proud of her quiet obedience and

cheerfulness).
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WORJHEET

As you read your informatlon sheet on Lurdes, use this form to make notes
and comments to help you remember important aspects for your committee
meeting.

Observations from;Report

r.

Possible Conclusions Drawn from Observations

Other information that you feel is important:

t,

What information do you believe is lacking and must b,e provided before an
appropriate decision can be made:

2
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GROUP WORKSHEET
Supportive Statements

Use this form to record statements'(evidences, reasons, etc. ) that support

each course of action.

REASONS TO SUPPORT PLACING LURDES IN THE EMR CLASS IN HER SCHOOL.,

REASONS TO SUPPORT PLACING LURDES IN THE LEARNING DISABILITY CLASS.

REASONS TO TRANSFER HER TO A SCHOOL WHICH HA§ A RESOURCE TEACHER,

REASONS TO KEEP HER IN HER PRESENT SCHOOL AND CLASS.

WHAT OTHER INFORMATION, FROM WHAT SOURCES, WOULD HAVE HELPED YOUR COMMITTEE

IN MAKING YOUR DECISION?

What decision has your committee made? ,

EMR Class in home school

LD Class in another school

School with resource teacher

Present school and class

Further evaluation

What additional recommendations does your committee feel would assist

in fulfilling this decision?

C
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FEEDBACK SHEET_ _

Notes to participants:

In this exercise you were asked to make a decision in a case where none

of the options were optimal, jus.t as we sometimes must do in real life. rhe

emphasis is not on the ,Jecisions made but rather the process by which they

were done. Look at the Comprehensive Individual Assessment Model ac'companying

this exercise: How m;3ny of the steps did your group go through?

Which ones were omitted?

Were you able to add necessary steps?

To .at extent was the issue of parental involvement raised?

What was the role of professional

Was the issue of academic standards raised?

How about the issues of due process? child rights?

You may Wis., !C) discuss some of these issues, or others, in the tin

remaining for your small group or in the subsequent wrapup session.

ot

164
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toward none
NAME

POSITION

STATE

TASK SHEET ONE

Competencies and Resource Priorities

1. The following are component. of al assessment model. Please rate them

according to your competency in u 4ng them. In the space provided, list

a specific instrument'or tochniquc for each source of which you're aware

(e.g., WISC-R might be listed as an example of Intellectual Assessment

Data). Finally, please check each source about which you need to know more.

SOURCES

COMPETENCY

44

,L?

occ, cg-'

b 44 23/

cv cy

Need
to

Specific Instrument know
or Techni ue

.
.

Observational
Data
Other Data .

(School Records)

Language
Assessment Data
Educational
Assessment Data

Sensory-motor Data
Psycholinguistic
Data
Adaptive
Behavior Data
Medical/
Developmental Data
Personality Assessment
Data (incl. self-report)
Intellectual
Assessment Data
Other Data
(Please s ecif )



-NAME
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2. Please rate the following sources of assessment information according to their
importance in an assessment ncdel (check onl) appropriate column).

IMPORTANCE TO ASSESSMENT

SOURCES

..

Almost never
should be
used

Should be
used at
times

Should
usually
be used

-
Almost
always shoulC
be used

Observational
Data
Other Data
(School Reoords)
language
Assessment Data
Educational
Assessment Data

Sensory-motor Data
Psycholinguistic
Data
Adaptive
Behavior Data
Medical/
Develoimental Data

.

Personal Assessment
Data (incl. self-re.ort)
Intellectual
Assessment Data
Other..

(Please s'ecif )
... -
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NAME

Please (1) rate your familiarity of assessment procedures with the following groups.

No attempt has been made to keep the groups mutually exclusive. Also, please check

(.2) each group about which you need to know more and (3) each group that is a signif-

icant concern in your region.

Not very
familiar

Somewhat
familiar

.

Very
familiar

Familiar*
enough
to be a Significant

resource Need to group in

to others know more my region
..

Asian American

Cajun

Other French Speaking

Chicano

Cuban

Eskimo

Hawaiian
Low Soc-i

EconJmic Status
.

Micronesian

Native American

Puerto Rican

Other Spanish s.eakin:
Recent Immigrants-
Eurote

Rural Black
Rural poor
(e.g., Appalachian)

Ulban Black

Urban Poor

Vietnamese

West Indian

Others - seecif

*List other possible resource persons of whom jou may be aware

6 7
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TASK SHEET TWO

"Information Needs"

NAME

POSITION

STATE

APPENDIX 161

On the basi of what I've heard and learned so far in reviewing the State of the
Art Manual, apd the simulation activity, I feel that I will need additional infor-
-mation in- the fpllowin areas in-order- to plan-non-discriminatory assessment-in my'
region. Please\check, in column one, information needs which might be met back
home in the next, few months. Check in column two those needs you hope to have

/ .

addressed at the, cl\knic sessions tomorrow or in other ways at this conference. In
making assignments to\clinics we will attempt to keep the number at each reasonably
balanced. As aAteam, yoU may wish to distribute yourselves over several clinic
topics. It is n,ct possible to address all topics at this conference; however, we
will try to assign you td clinics which you have indicated as a ne?d "Right Now."

Back
Home

F-1

Right
Now \

Legal interpretAions, implications

Test interpretation

\
Understanding minor ity',concerns
Specify:

Dealing with public reaction\

Activities of Office of Civil IN,ghts

Issues related to Chicano Children

Issues related to Black Children

Issues related to Native American Children\

Issues related to Asian American Children

Pluralistic Assessment

Use of RRCs

1 Response to Federal Legislative - P.L. 93-380

Conference Planning

FHState Plan Requirements

Criterion Referenced Assessment

TWrm;tLion Systcms and Resources

OLher

\
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n

with bias 5 4.. taward flOrle

TASK SHEET THREE

Tentative Assessment Plan

What is the major problem focus for this plan?

NAME

POSITION

STATE

Who are the children most at risk of biased assessment in your state?

What procedures are yo 't! proposing whith are most likely to avoid that bias?

What problems do you see in implementing these procedures?

What: sequence of steps in implementation might avoid or neutralize those problems'?

4 4
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NAME

POSITION

STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR

Training Implementation Plan

Part I

What are the major training needs in my state?

What local or regional resources are available?

What activities are mrst likely to address these needs?

Evaluation:

170
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STATE

TASK SHEET FOUR (Part 2)

Activity No.

Population of Concern:

Specific Objectives:

Level of awareness c skill:

Evaluation:



STATE

TASK .c.'2:ET FOUR (Part

APPENDIX 165

Considering the months ahead, ;11dicate whel, y r major implementution activities
will be initiated and comp),tet:. Estimate the number of people directly involved.

ri
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with bias --:11 toward none
Activity Planning Resource Sheet

(Use with Task Sheet Four)

Some possible long range goals:

New legislation in areas of assessment of handicapped children

Changes in State Education Codes affecting this area

Increased skill in bias free assessment by presently employed personnel

Modified,referral and.placement procedures ih local SthOol-districts

Better identification of learning problems by teachers

Ch, cies in local school board policy or procedures

Some examples of populations cf immediate concern; people who can accomplish the

goals listed above:

Legislative .ar.alysts, legislators, politically active patents, citizens

State Department of Education Personnel

School psychologists, psychometricians, guidance counselors

Special education administrators, social workers, placement teams

College professors in educational psychology, special education

Currently employed special education teachers

Local School Board members

Some levels of competence which might be achieved by an activity:

Information level 1 - awareness of problem, some understanding of it

Infprmation level 2 - exposure to procedures for bias free assessment

Problem solving - development of procedures applicable to local scene

Action level - commitment to course of action for improvement

Skill training - development of a specific set of assessment skills

(Note: A particular competence might function on more than one level)

Some specific objectives:

See those listed for this conference. What levels do they reflect?

1 7 3
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Activity Planning Resource Sheet
(Use with Task Sheet Four)

Some local and/or available sources: (possibly)

Continued contact with CORRC/RRC

Specific people you may have met here

(You will need to identify these people in conjunction with the rest

of your team members. It's hard for a national group to be fully aware

of local resources.)

Some Evaluation Proceduras:

Pre-test of Participants

Participant ranking of training activities

Outside evaluation of products of training

Follow7up data on implementation of procedures

Participant-observer reports on activities during and after the conference

Major events demonstrating change, e.g., new Educ, ,:ion Codes

(You might find some suggestions in the evaluation plan for this

conference.)

1 7 4
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with bias J -2- toward Mlle

TASK SHEET FIVE

STATE

Critical Path Network and Time Lines for
Workshop Implementation

Using the critical activities checked on the Workshop Planning Resource Sheet,
design a critical path network and time line on this sheet. Choose a specific
target date.

Things to remember:

1. Already existing pattern of holidays, conferences, etc.
2. Workload of responsible individuals - Can they do the activity?
3. Delay times for obtaining approval, funding, printing, maili7g, etc.
4. If something can go wrong, it will (Murphy's law).
5. Everything takes longer than expected.
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Workshop Planning-Resource Sheet
Use with Task Sheet Five

The specific activities listed below are some of those which might be

required for the successful operation of a workshop similar to this one. You

may think of other critical activities or you may find some of these unnecessary

in your situation. Check the ones you feel are critical. Now go back and

indicate who is going to do it.

Authorization (1.0 Activity Responsibility

1.1 Define sponsoring agency
1.2 Secure approval or authorization
1.3 Obtain approval for funding
1.4

1.5

Notification (2.0)

2.1 Announce availability of conference
2.2 Solicit names of possible participants
2.3 Contact participants directly, if possible
2.4 Obtain pre-registration, if possible
2.5 Mail out pre-conf.irence materials
2.6
9.7

Facilities (3.0)

3.1 Investigate possible locations
3.2 Confirm location
3.3 Specify exact space needs
3.4 Establish conference dates
3.5 Confirm location and space availability
J.u-nefine media and support needs
3.7 Confirm media availability
3.8
3.9

Resources (4.0)

4A. Define roles of resource persons
4.2 Contact potential resource persons
4.3 Identify pool of group facilitato:
4.4 Contact facilitators
4.5 Confirm resource persons and facilitators
4.6 Send conference materials to facilitators,

resource persons
4.7
4. 8 1 76
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Materials _0.0)

Workshop PlanningResource Sheet
(Use 'M Task Sheet Five)

Activity Responsibility

5.1 Obtaining existing media and print resource materials

5.2 Identify additional resource materials needs

5.3 Design and print conference program
5.4 Design and print conference task sheets,

evaluation probes, etc.
5.5 Distribute print materials
5.6

5.7

Evaluation (6.0)

6.1 Develop or adapt initial needs/resources inventory
6.2 Develop or adapt participant task sheets
6.3 Develop procedures for process evaluation of

conference
6.4 Develop final conference evaluation plocedure
6.5 Develop follow up evaluation of conference

effectiveness
6.6
6.7



Management (7.0)

APPENDIX -171

Activity Responsibility

7.1 Set up and run registration
7.2 Confirm all space arrangements (again)
7.3 Confirm all refereshment and food arrangements

. 7.4 Distribute conference resource materials
7.5 Collect pre-conference needs/resources probe
.f.6 Brief conference staff and facilitators
7.7 Conduct sessions (on time)
7.8 Monitor process evaluation information
7.9 Modify procedures as necessary
7:10-Collect post conference evaluations
7.11 Hold post conference evaluation session with

staff, facilitators
7.12
7.13

Follow up (3.0)

8.1 Maintain consultant contact
8.2 Perform post-conference mail follow-up
3.3 Document evidence of accomplishment of goal
8.4 Do:ument replication of conference by others

8.6

These activities may ba placed on a time line in order to give you some idea
.of what dependr on what and when each activity must be done. The following example
is not idr!al.

8.3

(2-51

0 +2 +4 +6 +8 +10
-15 -14 -13 -12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1

weks prior to workshop

178

weeks following
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TASK.SIIIEET SIX

CONFERENCE EVALUATION

Please indicate llow ybu feel about Ole following aspects of this confL-ec- r placing

an S in t:.,1 appropriate column. lso, please indicatL those components 7, !. .uuld retain.

in the regional conferences whiel, you will he conducting.
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Pre-conference muiling
Competenc.:iP,,scinrce Probe Shoot (-S 1:1)

limMaragv,:imimmWAW

Reistra, ion
..:-

- Filmstrin Presentaton
Saarvn Nar:in address
Villiam i'arler ;Iddress ,

Jane Mercer address
liard:..n:. address
Simulation activity
Intor:..1.ition ;:eeds Sheet (TS !2).

,

$ Clinic,sessions 1Jst presentor):

1-.

Team work nn entattive sta':e assesment plan .

Tenmatie assessment lall sheet (TS ,3)

Recional Sharing of Assessment Plais

Individual State Team Planning

TraininP, :-171:ilumentacion Plan Sheet (TS #o) '.

Resource sheets tor TS u:. (TS 4 F. Resources)

Bob Mclntvie address
Critical Path Timeline Sheet (TS /15)

Llusc)urce shoet:; for TS i!S (TS 15 F. ,!:;ourCe!:, INon
I.

Assessment Model your uoup developed (TS /13) .

Trlining_ Plan your group developed (TS #4)

Conference lani-4ement

Team facilitators
Team sessions (in general)

.

Social hours
Coffee breaks

.

Conftrence.valuation Sheer. (TS P6)
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